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Ir was nothing new.
Sue Wilberforce had
always been getting into trouble, from the day
she tumbled out of the cradle—there’s a little
record of that day behind one of her ears now—
trying to catch a sunbeam that had disturbed
her nap, up to her seventeenth birthday, when
she thought the grand culmination came.

Mrs. Wilberforce

was

finishing one of the

boys’ coats, Kate sat curled up on the sofa, lost
tothe world in her enjoyment of Bleak House,
occasionally wiping her eyes as poor Joe ‘* moved
on.” Aunt Hester, who was making one of her
periodical visits, during which she regulated the

household machinery, and wound

it up for a

twalve months’ run, was putting a jacket in one
of Sue’s dresses, declaring as she did so, that

the girl was just as good for nothing as ever; in
fact, she believed it grew upon her. Use rather
than beauty, was Aunt Hester’s creed; she had
never found out that not every flower that blossoms has a. little medicine-satchel at its root ; or
that even the scallops round the cup of a lily of
the valley are not in a true sense useless; and

U.

THE

DOCTOR.

WHITCOMB.

tion of something happening to the boys, and as
they had gone out hunting early in the morning,
it seemed quite probable that one had shot the
other.
Then, too, Mr. Wilberforce was in New

York, and she always bade him good-by with
the expectation that he would return a corpse; so,
as she sprang up, dropping the coat, and turning over her work-basket, she nerved herself for
the worst, and said, with terrible calmness,
“Tell me at once, Sue, is it your father, or
the boys?”’
Kate was a little alarmed at this, but had pre-

sence of mind enough to put her handkerchief
between the leaves of her book.
“Oh!” cried Sue, ‘it isnt either of them;

it’s Dr. Nugent!”
«‘ What has happened to him ?”’ said Kate.
‘‘ Nothing has happened to him,’’ Sue replied.
“Tt’s me it has happened to. Oh, mother! he

has been making love to me!’’

and Sue flung

perhaps Sue, who seemed like a flower, or a
bird, living for the delight of living, might

herself down on the sofa, and cried se that the
green color of Bleak House washed out into
Kate's handkerchief.
After a few minutes she
raised her head to say, ‘‘ He’s in there yet; and,
mother, you must go and tell him I never thought

be, after all, created for some good purpose,
aud those who could appreciate her, valued

of marrying anybody—and
added, a little remorsefully.

her.
It was very quiet in the room, the ladies being
thus engaged; they knew there was some one
in the parlor with Sue, but Kate thought it was
one of the Bleeker girls, who had run in to talk
of cousin Jghn’s perfection, of whom, by the way,

Little Mrs. Wilberforce has the coutage
canary ; her husband calls her “little girl’
when she has a daughter as old as she was
he wooed her. Her own boys pet her, and
her around on their shoulders ; but they
to her with their troubles, and ‘ Mother

the was heartily tired; so no one asked who

so,” settles many a difficult question.

I hate him,’’ she
.
of a
now,
when
carry
come
says

«You go, Kate,’’ she said, pleadingly.
same, when Sue ran to the door, with a volume
“Yes,” replied Kate, ‘‘I think I see myof Hans Anderson in her hand, to answer the
ting. An hour had slipped away when she came } self refusing my sister’s lovers ;”” and she cast a
rushing into the sitting-room, crying, and with a 3scornful glance at Sue.

flushed face.
“Mother!

; Sue wiped her eyes penitently at this; she felt
mother!’

she said, “‘ you must

go it to be a little thrust at her, for the doctor had

in; I can’t tell you, and never can!”
;been very attentive to Kate before she came
Mrs. Wilberforce lived in momeatary expecta- } home from school; not that Kate cared for him,
Vou. LXIIl.~—17
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but it isn’t pleasant to have one’s sister appropriate one’s ‘‘ belongings.”’

my shoes button. And I do believe that Harry
Sartwell thinks I am in love with him, running

Aunt Hester sat looking over her glasses like

into the store so much.”

one distraught, while Mrs. Wilberforce smoothed

To crown

all, Kate told cousin John, and he

threatened every morning to bring the doctor up

her hair, and gave her dress two or three gentle
shakes, preparatory to her painful duty.
She
trembled at the door a minute, then opened it

slowly, and went in.

THE

to dinner or tea with him, till, poor Sue grew sp
nervous at meal-time that her appetite left her,
and she began to look pale and thin. But thiy
only made her more interesting to the doctor;
he was cultivating the saintly grace of pa
tience; and often, instead of writing a prescrip.

There sat the unfortunate

doctor, looking as if he were guilty of at least
five of the seven deadly sins.
It was trying for
both of them; but a woman generally rises su-

perior to a situation like this ; and Mrs. Wilber-

tion, he found

force was a true woman, and had all the wise
forethought of her sex when she begged the
doctor to overlook Sue's childishness, and to let
the matter drop for the present, ‘‘ And perhaps,”’
she said, “perhaps she may learn, in time, to
look upon it more favorably.”’
The doctor behaved remarkably well, and

come round

many a little sermon did he preach his own
heart, from the text, ‘* Let patience have her
perfect work ;’’ and, by-and-by, that gentle angel,
so longed for, so needed by the children of men,
came into his heart, and folded her wings, ani
did not leave him; and he was content to wait

sensibly, too, considering the ridiculous thing
he had done, in making love to Sue.

felt that he had too rudely knocked at the door

Meanwhile, aunt Hester had felt it her duty
to storm a little; and when she storms, it isn’t
like ascudding cloud, dropping a little rain here,
or there, the entire sky becomes overcast, there
is not even a little, distant gleam of a bright
horizon, bright and cheery, if, oh, so far away!

And poor Sue felt that she had committed an
unpardonable sin, in being proposed to. And
Kate was told, that if she had set a proper example, her sister ‘‘ would

not have behaved

so

himself scribbling, * all things

to him who will but wait.”

for the child he loved to become a woman.

Ani

He

ot the young heart that had opened only to the
call of the loved ones of her home.
}
‘

Not many weeks could go on without the doctor
and Sue meeting; and it happened for all the
world tike a story. Sue and cousin John wers

calling on the Bleeker girls, and were about to
have a game of croquet.

Sue was standing near

a swing, where the children were at play, and
little Bessie Bleeker, in trying to show how Tom
had performed some great feat standing in the

@ man would dare do such a thing.” It was swing, slipped, and Sue ran impulsively forwari
evident that aunt Hester considered the offer of to catch her. The child fell with her whole
a man’s heart and hand the greatest affront a weight on Sue’s outstretched arm, and Sue and
woman could receive.
Aunt Hester had never little Bessie fell together to the ground.
It was
been thus affronted.
a full half minute before the others came up, and
Dr. Nugent promised Mrs. Wilberforce that he found that Sue had fainted. Dr. Nugent was
would

endeavor

to appear

as though

nothing

had happened, and to come to the house as
usual.
The doctor was certainly in Jove, very much
in love, or he never would have borne the daily
vexations

he

now

had

to endure.

It wasn’t

bliss-producing for a man with even the mode-

passing, and John called him; so, when Sue
opened her eyes, the doctor was bending over

her, and telling John that her arm was broken.
Then she fainted again; but the doctor’s firm :
hand soon put the poor, little arm into the right
form, and promised to see her in the morning.
If Sue feared that the doctor would trouble

rate proportion of self-esteem the doctor had, on
approaching the house, and hearing Sue’s light

her with love-making now, she was mistaken.

laughter, which still had depth enough to thrill
his heart, ringing out, and then, as he reached
the door, to see her muslin dress disappearing
at the head of the stairs; or, as he came up the

All he said was, ‘‘ I am sorry for you, Miss Sue.”
she, as she lay very quiet and pale, thinking
over every one’s words. In her heart of hearts,

street, to see her retreat into a store, and stand
gossiping with the clerk till he passed by.
Sue counted it among her troubles, that she
was obliged to retreat, ‘For I never can look

hinted at such a thing. She rejoiced that tho
dreaded meeting was over; and, though sha
couldn’t have told why, she gave a little sob a

him in the face again,’’ she said. ‘‘ And I have
spent all my allowance for shawl-pins, and shoestrings, though I never wear

a shawl, and

all

His manner was delightfully frank and friendly.
And anybody might say that to anybaaly, thought

though, Sue would have denied it if any one had

she fancied that but for her accident, he might

never have spoken to her again.
Day followed day swiftly, seeking the long
.
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Sue’s twenty-first birthday dawned, and not
one word of love had the doetor spoken since
the afternoon, four years before. But he had not
forgotten that afternoon, and he smiled to himselfas he walked up to the door, and Sue met
him with a bright welcome on her sweet face,
which every day grew more thoughtful and
pathizing sister to the boys. And she began to beautiful.
read the books Dr. Nugent brought her, for he
He had not been there an hour when Sue ran
was “still pursuing,’ though apparently not into her mother's room, where the dear little
woman sat, embroidering some dainty garment
«g striving’ much.
for Kate's baby, Sue.
Mrs. Wilberforce smiled, one day, as she found
“‘Oh mother !” she cried, “ what do you think
Sue pouring over a volume of Taine. Sue blushed
alittle, startled blush, and said, “I am trying I am going to do with the doctor? You know
how he will keep coming here.
He has worn
io cultivate my one talent, mother; you know
“we are told to do that.
I want to be all I out no one knows how many door-mats, cleaning
can; ‘one star differs from another.’
But one his boots every rainy evening; and I’m going to
must shine, even if one isn’t a pleid, or a star stop it all. Guess how.’’ She tried to laugh, but
her voice trembled when she replied to her moin Orion’s belt.”’
“Iam going to marry
And her mother said, affectionately, ‘‘ You are ther’s wondering look.
him.
You must go and tell him, forI can’t.”
the light of our home, Sue,’’ as she went away,
Mrs. Wilberforce opened the parlor-door, and
to ask her husband how it would end.
Sue’s indifference to other admirers—for pretty Sue followed slowly behind.
“‘ Doctor,” said the mother, ‘I told you perSue Wilberforee had many—and her evident
warm friendship for the doctor induced her haps she would look upon it differently in time.
Not another word will I say, Sue.”’
father to say,
‘‘AndI got along quite as well, mother,’’ said
“Tt will all come out right, little mother,”
“Our Sue is a true-hearted girl, and we may } Sue, the next day; “ for, after you left us, it
! sort of said itself.”
trust her.
0g; and Kate and cousin John, who was a
sousin by adoption, began to find a new dclight
in each other's society ; and a year from the day
Sue marked with a broken arm, there was a
wedding in the Wilberforce house. And a great
change came over Sue.
She tried to relieve her
mother of cures, to fill Kate's place, to be a sym-
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Sv now pass on, out yonder lies your way
Amidst the flowers. I think mine endeth here,

Yes, let me sleep, low on this grave! ah, thus!
See how with moss the name is overgrown ;
Tt clingeth softly to the cold, hard stone,
Like God's great pity clinging unto us.

The great world cannot give me love or hate!
Once I reached out my hands to grasp its joys,
And it but mocked me with its glare and noise
It leaves me lying here most desolate.

Yes, let me sleep! and wherefore should you weep) ?
I fought my battles—some I lost, some won,
And I 2am wounded; now they all are done,
Let me lie on this grave, and dreamless sleep.

Then let me sleep, low on this grave ! ah, thus!
See how with moss the name is overgrowa;
It elingeth softly to the cold, hard stone,
Like God's great pity clinging unto us,

You said you leved me
Well, I shed no tear;
If I was loved, perhaps I had my day;

GOD

Gop keep my child to-night!
And through life's later gloom,
Oh, let no sorrow’s blight
O’ercast her bloom.
God keep my child to-night!
The long to-night of life;
.

MY

KEEP
BY

ROSE

DOTY.

GE

CHILD!

RALDINE.
Oh, keep her pure and fair,
Through every strife,
God keep my child to-night!
Keep her a vision fair;
And lead her in Thy light—
Father! hear my prayer!

.
'
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Suc had driven down to the landing to meet

BENEDICT.

“« T consider myself very fortunate to have beep

her father, for, though the house was full of }able to persuade Mr. Archer to come with me,”
guests, and she a great deal occupied, she could isuid the old ex-senator.
not allow anything to hinder her having this
‘‘T am sure I owe him my best thanks, in ad.
pleasure, as he had been gone a full week.
vance,’’ said Christine; ‘‘ that constant writing
She was rather late, fortunately for her, be- did tire you so, papa.”’
cause it prevented her having to go through that
Thenshe had toask hertorrentof questions, and
little torture called waiting.
The steamboat was before they were finished, the three were seated
just in, as the carriage got down.
There was her in the carriage, and driving off toward Cro’ nest,”
Mr. Saymore was growing an old man now; *
father ; but, as she waved her handkerchief, in
joyful recognition, she perceived it was not on for many years he had held prominent political
the arm of the faithful Henry that he leaned.
positions, abroad and at home; he had been amBy no means; that admirable functionary was bassador, and governor, and senator ; indeed, it
hastening on in advance, very much overbur- was & renomination to the latter post he had been
dened with bags and bundles. Christine gazed obliged to decline eighteen months before, when
in astonishment at the stranger; then was seized that slight attack of paralysis struck him. He
with such a spasm of longing to reach her father, had recovered rapidly; there seemed no rethat she forgot the gentleman, and the crowd, ‘mains, beyond the stiffness and lameness which

and her decorous intention of remaining languid
and lady-like in the carriage until her parent
reached it.
P
She was on the ground, and running toward
him, before she knew it; and the two embraced
each other, as if they had been parted for ages,

heing a foolish father and daughter who adored
one another.
Christine positively did not recollect the
stranger, though he was a young man, until they
were ready to move on.
Her father interrupted
a flood of questions she was commencing, to say,

‘My daughter, Mr. Archer

sf

Then the gentleman raised his hat, and Christine bowed, coloringaliitle
to remember how childishly she had behaved, and growing wondrously
stately to make up for it, while her father added,

‘*Mr. Archer, having 2 few idle months, has
promised to give them to me, my dear. With the
aid of his services, I hope to finish that tiresome’

rendered a cane and a friendly arm necessary,
if he walked much; but the physician’s verdiet
had been that he must have complete rest. Politics must take care of themselves, and he musi
accept a year’s quiet; after that—oh, after that,
Christine expected to see him fully restored, and,
perhaps, President yet. Mr. Saymore smiled at
her prophecies, without any mentien of what his

private thoughts as to the future might be, though
he knew, and was content to know, that it must

lie beyond the great portals which shut in the
hidden land.
He had been a famous lawyer in his time, and

occupied his leisure now with a work on Jurisprudence, which he hoped would render his last
days of service; besides that, there were to be

some volumes on the events of his period.

He

was neither a disappointed or a melancholy man.

He had done a great deal with his life, and did
not repine at this enforced inactivity.
He had
married rather late, and a large family of beau-

book this summer.” .
When she found what his coming was for, and tiful children had died one after another, and
his occupation to be, Christine immediately de- the pretty wife, much younger than himself, folserted the grand style, because she wasa lady, lowed them while Christine was a babe.
She was twenty now, mistress of the house, a
and would not, for the world, have made the
young secretary, or whatever he was to be called, +Tittle arrogant and spoiled; but a noble-hearted
feel uncomfortable.
She had leisure, too, for a creature, inheriting more of her father’s genius
sentimeut of surprise; he was such a handsome, ‘than would have been considered necessary by
distinguished-looking man, that she would have people who think that young women ought to be
thought it more in keepieg with his: appearance ‘ only a superior sort of pretty doll, with a par
if he had been introdueed ‘as some high and rot-like faculty of reproducing the exact opinions

mighty personage.
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‘* Who is he, papa?’”’ demanded Christine.
But they are at Cro’nest by the time you have
finished this tedious description—it takes so long
tosay alittle.
On the veranda were Mrs. Landon, a distant relation, who usually lived with
them, and a group of the guests, and more guests
straying back from the shrubberies; because the

dressing-bell had rung, and dinner would be the
next important event of the day.
While people were greeting their host, Christine did not forget the new comer.
She introduced him to Mrs. Landon, then to a little knot
of young ladies, and named him to a gentleman
standing close by, Mr. Herbert Knowles.
Just
as Mr. Knowles was exciting the other’s indigpation by looking (as he usually felt it his duty
to do with masculine strangers) exceedingly
supercilious and offish, old Mrs. Landon, who
was deaf, was seized with a desire to whisper to
Christine,-and, of course, unconsciously to herself, the whisper was as audible as a high wind.

“Your papa did not write he was going to
bring another guest; he ought to have waited
till the end of the week, when the house had

emptied a little.”
It was better to laugh ; so Christine set the example, and the new arrival laughed too.
“Mr. Archer is goingto stay with us I hope a

long while,’ Christine explained to the old lady.
“Ile is good enough

to act as papa’s secretary.”

“You give me a higher title, Miss Saymore,
than I claim,’”’ Archer said, composedly, looking
—who could tell why ?—straight at Mr. Knowles.
“Tam here to act as your father’s amanuensis,
simply.”
Christine felt provoked; the word she had
usel was a much nicer one; he was pugnacious,
or over modest, and she did not approve ofeither
quality. The young ladies betrayed a certain
surprise ;they had had visions of his being some
newly-landed English lord; and Mr. Knowles
loosed as if the amanuensis were a speck in the
far distance, which he could just discern from

the serene height whereon he stood.

** The son of an old friend of mine; he’s been

in Europe nearly all his life.

He's a fine fellow;

be sure you are kind to him, and make him feel

at home.”

,

“Old friend’s son; [ don’t remember the
name.
Archer—Archer !’’
“Oh, years and years ago,’ ” replied her father, impatient over his neck-tye, and so added

a brief and vague account.

Christine kissed him,

and waited to give him her arm down stairs; but

she had so much to talk about, that she forgot
Mr. Archer.

The guests were

all assembled

when

thev

reached the drawing-room—a larger party than
usual—for some neighbors had been invited to
dine.
During the few moments before the announcement of dinner, Christine was busy making excuses for her late appearance; but her
care for her father was fully understood among
her friends, and scarcely needed excuse.
So she did not recollect Mr. Archer till every-

body was seated at table; then she perceived
that Mrs. Vane had taken possession of him;
and Mrs. Vane was the greatest flirt within six
states, whose elderly husband had a face like a
rabbit, and millions enough to buy one of the
beauties of the day.
Old Mr. Gore had led Christine in; but Knowles
was seated on her other hand.
People hind begun to consider that his rightful place; but, in

truth, nobody knew how far matters had gone.
Herbert

Knowles’

name

would

have

answered

for the hero of a novel, though there was nothing
heroic about his mental qualities.
He was still
a young man—not more than thirty ; immerisely
fond of his money; of the grand, foreign matches
his sisters had made; but you are not to sup.
pose that these foibles showed on the surface.
He was rather grave and quiet in conversation ;

indeed, he was not much good, so far as general
talk went, though

he could do his part nicely

enough in a tete-a-tete.

The man had no imagi-

« We shall all be late for dinner,’”’ said Chris-

nation, and no sense of humor; and, among other

tine; ‘‘then the cook will die in despair. Did
you find the old music-book you promised me,
Mr. Knowles ?”’
So Mr. Knowles had an opportunity to walk
with her into the hall. She did not forget to
tell Henry to show Mr. Archer his room, though

hidden vices, he possessed a sullen, revengeful

she was vexed at his voluntarily rejecting the
fine title she had offered ; and, after a little talk

with Knowles, she went on up stairs to change
her dress.
That done, she ran into her father’s apartment. for a few moment’s cliat, and he reminded

ber of Mr. Archer, by usking what room he had.

disposition.
But he was considered remarkably sensible,
and most people said that a marriage between
him and Christine Saymore would be a very proper thing; fur everybody knew that her father

had not managed to accumulate a large fortune.
Mr. Knowles’ moth<. owned a fine country-seat
within easy distance of Cro’nest, so that he had
the advantage of propinquity at least.
The dinner got on smoothly, and the evening

afterward was a very pleasant one. Mrs. Vane
did not release Mr. Archer from her clutches:
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and Christine, still a little vexed by the precise
fashion in which he had defined his position, decided, within herself, that he must be a weak
ereature, indeed, if he could fall at once so helplessly under the spells of such very feeble fascinations as Lina Vane’s.
She and Lina were
great friends, and saw each other’s faults plainly.

r

Nr

polished, stinging retort, that he was glad to
leave the contest.
“You were very hard on poor Christine,”
whispered
er’s ear.

Mrs. Vane, soon afterward, in Arch.

Then he found out what she fancied; but did
not take the trouble to set her right. Christing
was freezing and pettish with him all the eyeping, though annoyed with herself for such weak-

Christine considered that Mrs. Vane had’ nothing but her beauty, and Mrs. Vane never could
comprehend anybody’s thinking Christine handsome.
During the next two or three days Christine

thought a good deal about him

and Mr. Archer did not advance rapidly toward
acquaintance.
She treated him with the same

time.
The next morning she went into her father’s

politeness and consideration that she would have
any guest of her father’s; but she had the amuse-

study, to speak for a moment to the old gentle-

ment

of the

whole

party

on

her

hands,

and

Knowles managed to engross any leisure time
she might find. All the morning, the young
amanuensis was busy with the Senator in his
room ; and, looking in now and then, Christine
perceived that the work was going on rapidly.
In the afternoon he always joined the others;
but Mrs. Vane claimed his special attention. The

young ladies were interested in him, on account

ness; and, when alone in her room, decided that
she disliked him heartily; and so, altogether,

for the first

man.
He was not there; only Archer sat at the
table, busy with his papers.
She was aboutto
withdraw, when-he looked up and saw her,
‘Don’t let me disturb you,’’ she said, as he

rose, and came forward.
papa,”

‘I was looking for

“ He has gone out. to speak with somebody,”
Archer replied.
«‘T can see him later.”

But, as she was retiring, with much dignity,

of his handsome face, and, among them, had
woven quite a romance, in which they believed,

he stopped her by saying,
“I was very sorry for what

though it had not a shred of foundation in fact,

night, Miss Saymore; onlyI feel sure that you

concerning the circumstances

did

which had placed

not suppose

me

eapable

happened

last

of the meanness

him in this position. Christine had a private
idea that he must be rather indolent, and cer-

which Mrs. Vane was; good enough to attribute
to me—that of having listened to what you said,

tainly not possessed of any strong mental qualities, else he would be busy battling fate, con-

and theu taking the liberty to condemn it.”
She believed him ; it would not have been easy
to look in the frank, handsome face, and doubt.

quering future and fortune—how she could not
have told.
But it was weak in a man of his age
to be satisfied, for an indefinite time, With a po-

“« Anyway,” he continued, ‘I said a good deal
more than I meant.”
«And I was vexed because you were in the
right,”’ she answered, laughing.

sition like the present.
Most of the men liked him. Knowles treated
Then they got into conversation, and, when
him with a magnificent disdain, of which he appeared quite unconscious, and always spoke of the clock struck, Christine was astounded to find
him as the amanuensis; contriving to make the that she had been there over halfan hour. As
word sound as if it were the symbol of something she passed out into the corridor, she met Knowles
very far down in the ecale of human oceupation.

Only the third evening after Archer’s arrival,
Christine managed to get vexed with him again.
He came into the room, while a group were haying a discussion, and Mrs. Vane, calling for his
opinion, he gave it clearly, and it chaneed to be
directly opposed to the sentiments Christine had
expressed; indeed, a rather severe diatribe
against such sentiments.
He had been standing
out on the veranda, while she was talking, and

Christine fancied that he had heard what she
said, and was reading this lecture for her benefit.
Mrs. Vane

thought so too, and was

hugely de-

lighted. Knowles thought so, and attempted an
impertinence, which was met with such a quiet,

going on to his own room.
‘* How wicked of you to detain the amanuensis from his work,”’ said he, trying to speak pleasantly; but not succeeding very well.
‘The
Senator ought to look more carefully after his interests; the book will never be done at this

rate.”
‘Do you know where my father is?’’ she
asked, softly.
‘«Down on the veranda; captured by Mrs.
Vane,”’ said he, and looked eross.

“‘Then I will go and release him,”’ returned
she, and walked on.

But he kept by her side, and, as they de
scended the stairs, he said,

PAPA’S
“This is my last morning, for some

time;

it

was cruel of you to run away and hide.”
«[ don't think I did; I went to the study in
search of papa.”
She laughed ; but she began te feel nervous,
for his tone was not cross any longer; in faet, it
yas unmistakably tender; and Christine knew

that this. time she could not put him off. She
had managed very artfully since he came up into
the country, to avoid the declaration which her
woman’s intuition told her he meant to make.
But the respite was over; she must listen now.
They reached the veranda; there was no one
* present—even Mr. Saymore and Mrs. Vane had

disappeared.
“Will you walk down to the great oak with
me?’ Knowlesasked, ‘It will be my last chance
to see you for weeks.”
She could not refuse; indeed, she was not
certain that she wished to, She had expected
the man to propose to her, and had meant to ae-

cept him. She wondered somewhat at her own
unwillingnessto listen, now that the moment had
come,
They passed round the side of the house, down
through the shrubberies,
Grantley Archer was
standing at the study-window, and saw them go
by. He knew, as well as if he walked beside
them, what was about to happen; looked for an

instant, then marched back to hig seat.
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Very

All these reflections. in a breath. He had
done; he was waiting for her to speak. They
talked a good while; but Christine did not go
back to the house absolutely pledged to marry
him.

She was to have three months’

grace;

at

the end of that time he should hear her decision.
He was somewhat vexed, and very much astenished; but the fact that he had met a woman at

last not exactly ready to fall into his arms the
instant he opened them, made

him more eager,

and he consented to her terms, though onee or
twice they got dangerously near a quarrel.
An hour after.that, Herbert Knowles had gone.

He was obliged to accompany his mother to Saratoga ; from there they were going to pay several
visits, so that weeks must elapse before his return:
The next day the other guests departed, even
to Mrs. Vane, who would not have been sorry to
stay a week longer, for the pleasure of fascinating young Archer; a task which, so far, had not

succeeded ag well as her egregious vanity could
have wished.
;
Christine rather enjoyed the quiet, though she
expected to find the house frightfully dull; but
that. would be so much the better.
By the time
Herbert Knowles eame within reach again, she
should have gained a more sensible state of mind.
This period of exclusion would show her how ill
she was fitted for it, and the pomps and glories
of life would once more assume their proper
value in her eyes.

impatient and dissatisfied his face appeared, and
there was an odd tumult in his mind, which he
She was not to write tohim. She had refused
informed himself to be ridiculous.
to do that, reminding him how often he had ex“T hardly know her,”’ he wasthinking.
‘It’s ‘pressed his disapproval of the American-girl
nothing to me ;. let her g@l herself if she likes—
weakness for correspondence.
But she was to
that’s whatsheisdoing. Shedoesn’tlovethe man.”’
have letters from him, and it struck her that
After all, the two did not get so far.as the oak. they would prove rather heavy affairs.

Herbert Knowles began to tell his story before
they had crossed the shrubberies, and Christine

The Senator’s book was going on admirably ;
the old gentleman was in fine spirits, and. better
health than usual. At first there was a certain

sat down on & rustic bench, feeling suddenly
tired and breathless.
coolness and distance between Christine and
Knowles asked her to be his wife. He did it Archer. Semehow they could find few subjects
in neat enough language ; but it was evident, she upon which they agreed; that is, in her heart,
thought, that he rather considered it an over- Christine knew that he was right in his opinions,
powering honor to put within any woman’s
and that rendered her belligerent.
reach. He was immensely rich; she liked him
But this wore gradually off, and a slight accisufficiently ;she did not believe in love, except dent, which happened to Mr. Saymore while out
48.4 pretty foundation for a novel.
She adored | driving, was the means of the two young people
luxury, and wealth, and station; they were all { becoming good friends,
Although not much
placed at her disposal now, and yet she hesi- hurt, the Senator had been in great danger, and
tated. She could not have told how or why; might have lost his life but for Archer’s courage
¢
but, for the first time, she fully comprehended
and presence of mind,
this man’s selfishness—his vapid, arid nature.
Christine could say little when she first learned

She had a sudden gleam of what the future would } what had happened; but, as she was leaving the
be, passed by his side; it looked strangely dull, } drawing-room that night, Archer thought he had
in spite of its grandeur. Then she told herself never seen her so womaniy and sweet, as she
that she was an idiot, What would she have?
was while trying tearfully to thank him.

_
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So the ice was broken, andthe rest came easily
and naturally enough.
Christine never had secrets from her father,
so very soon after Knowles’ departure, she told
tie Senator of the terms upon which she stood

with the man.
«« My dearj**he said, ‘‘ this is a matter upon
which I have always told you I should never interfere; you must decide wholly for yourself,
Only, my child, weigh well your feelings.
Mar-

riage would prove a tedious thing, if it has not
a right foundation.”
That, Christian said, in her thoughts, must be
respect and esteem.
Love was a youthful, ephemeral sensation, which could not be tru8ted; indeed, she wus not likely ever to know about it—she
did not belong to that order of women.
She was
proud of thinking this; but, in the midst of her
exultation, came a lonely, desolate feeling. Once
more, a panorama of her grand future flitted
before her, and cold and dreary it looked, in
spite of the dazzling heights along which it led.

The work in the Senator’s study went briskly
on of a morning; but, in the afternoon, there
were walks and driver, or Archer helped Christine with the Spanish she had taken a fancy to
study; and, in the evening, there was music, or

quiet talks on the veranda, in the moonlight;
and the days glided so rapidly away, that Chris-

tov,” she replied.
‘Only you would never get
acquainted with Mr. Knowles, so that he coulq
invite you.”

** But I did not want to be invited, you see,”
he said, laughing.
“Oh, if you hold us all in such contempt, it

is just as well as it is,” retorted she.
‘* Perhaps I don’t like to excite my malice ang
envy by the sight of another man’s wealth and
grandeur.”’
‘‘There’s

a confession!

When

you

always

talk like a second Diogenes !’’
‘¢ But you have argued so skillfully onthe other

side, that I may begin to perceive my mistake,”
he replied.
She had treated him tou great deal of worldly
talk, ard tried to convince him, as she did her
self, that she believed money to be the chief good

in life.
“IT shall have a week’s leisure in which to
argue out the matter,’’ he continued, leughingly,
but she was too much annoyed to reply. ‘ Per.
haps by the time you get back, I shall be ina
state of mind to ask your help to win some great

heiress—your friend, Miss Carson, for example.
She squints, it’s true;
wear glasses.”’

Then

they

both

but one might beg her to

laughed,

and

friends for the rest of the evening.

were

good

Indeed, while

tine could not believe it possible four whole weeks

Christine was brushing her hair that night, it

had gone.
But they had, and, at the end of
them, Mr. Knowles and his mother returned.
There was to be a week of gayety at the grand
mansion, and Christine and her father were in-

struck her, for the first time, that she had drifted
into very easy, confidential terms with the handsome amanuensis, and shedoubted the prudence

vited.

Mrs. Landon’s deafness made her refuse

all invitatlons,

and

no invitation

was

offered

Archer.
“It would only have been kind and polite on
Knowles’ part,” ‘was all Mr. Saymore said to
Christine in regard to the slight.
Mr. Knowles, on his first visit after his return,

flattered himself that he had placed the young
amanuensis in his rightful position; that is, he

of it.
But her solitary musings did not leave her any
more inclined to receive a stately lecture, in regard to him; from Herbert Knowles, before the
first day of her visit at his house had ended.
They came rather near sharp words, and, some-

how, the whole stay was dismal to Christine.
She could not shut her eyes-to the fact that the
man was purse-proud, pretentious, and sulky;
and the mother
! Really, there would be no

had ignored him complete!y—a circumstance of possibility of dwelling, as daughter-in-law, in the
Archer was oblivious, though Christine tent with that appalling old woman, who looked
and acted as if she had been cut out of a block
noticed it, and was annoyed.
But she defended Knowles to her father, in of gray granite!
It was absolutely pleasant to return home;
the matter of not giving the invitation, and tried
which

suitor’s ungracious conduct less ungracious in

pleasant to wavch her father’s delight at their
escape from those heavy festivities. And, as they

her eyes.
“
«« What have I done?’”’ he asked, when she had

drove up to the house, there was Grantley Archer
on the veranda, waiting to receive them ;and he

been capricious and contradictory. ‘You are
going away to-morrow, for a whole week, to

looked so handsome and elegant; said so many,
bright, cordial things; was so witty, and spark-

enjoy yourself.

ing, and so outspoken in his joy, that Christine
could not help thinking how his presence would
have enlivened the society she had just left.

to feel angry with Archer, by way of making her

I think you might get on with-

out scolding me this last night.”
“You might have gone and enjoyed yourself,
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somewhat sharp
Herbert Knowles became a daily visitor, of }cheerfully as if she course. Mrs. Vane invited herself back for with him, after break fast.
He walked awhile by the side of the horse.
awhile ;several other people strayed up, and the
eonfidential companionship which Christine had { Archer, himself, led the conversation to the ocwld herself was not exactly fitting, met with seri- currence of the morning.
ous interruptions. Somehow she found her va«You were angry with me,” hg gaid ; “yet I

grant fancy regretting it, and took her fancy
severely to task, and was quite high and mighty
with Archer for awhile. Perhaps she might have
persevered in this line of conduct, only Herbert
Knowles could not keep the peace where the

amanuensis was

concerned.

Occasionally

he

tried fo be magnificently impertinent, and was
beautifully nipped in return; and Christine felt
vexed with both men, all the more because several times the encounters took place before her
father; and she saw that he was highly diverted
by his favorite’s getting the better of his grand

do not see how I was to blame.””
*
She wanted to be angry now, and tried to work
herself into a passion.
;
*«I confess,”’ said she, ‘‘ that I don’t like seeing you try your wit so freely at the expense of
my friends.”
««If I have done so, it is Mr. Knowles’ fault,’’
he replied, without heat.
‘I am sorry to have
annoyed you.
Anything that you ask me asa
favor, I shall certainly do.’’
He was a very bold young man, this handsome
amanuensis.
If he had been born a duke, be

antagonist.

could not have taken his claims to perféct eqal-

Then, one morning, Christine woke up in a
fright to the fact, that very little of the season of

ity more for granted.
“Then,” she said, rather haughtily, “if you

probation remained.

insist upon my putting the matter in that way, .
I must do so.”
‘Mr. Knowles is a fortunate and highly hon-

Tt did not seem

Where had the time gone?

possible

that more

than

two

months had elapsed since she first met Grantley
Archer at the steamboat

landing.

Though

the

instant.she thought that, she asked herself what
on earth this had to do with the matter in question?

Only, of course,

it was

natural

to think

about him—he had been so kind and attentive
to her father.
But one thing she meant to ao, she did enot
want to—but the impulse was

ored

man,”

he replied,

calmly.

‘You

spoke

generally of my sins against your friends; but
you must have meant him, since I have been on
good terms with every one else I have encountered here.”

She did not find it easy to be either vexed or
haughty.

stronger than her

«You are a great favorite with most people,”

will. Grantley Archer must learn something of
the terms on which she stood with Knowles.
Thus these polite battles between the two would
then cease, and someliow they disturbed her
greatly.
There was one took place that very day. Mr.

she said’; *“ papa in particular.’
He only bowed quietly. It was plain that he
waited for her to put into words her wishes. She
must demand it as a personal favor, if she desired peace to reign between him and Knowles.
“Will you oblige me?” she asked.
“Parden me; but you have not explained

Knowles had ealled, just after breakfast, and the

rencontre happened then. Knowles had gone
off sulky, and the old mother, who chanced to be
present, glanced at Christine, in cold wrath, as
ifthe whole business were her fault.
To shake off her annoyance, Chitistine ordered
her horse, and started off, in a hard gallop,
through the woods that lay back of Cro’nest,
through which her father had ordered roads to
he cut, in order that she might ride without a
groom when she wished. Suddenly, in one of
the loveliest nooks; where a little stream crept
through the wood; she came upon Mr. Archer,

what you wish me to do,” he said, rather obstinately.

«Since you insist on my making you my confidant——”’
She was trying now to be angry, in order tc
hide a sudién confusion. She waited that her
insolent beginning might have an effect; but he
was not disturbed.
.
‘I mean, since circumstances seem to make it
necessary,’ she said, already ashamed of he.

own pettiness.

ad

He looked up now.

{

who was lying, at full length, on the grass, apparently lost in reverie. At the sound of her

sentence, ‘‘that Mr. Knowles has asked you to

horse’s feet, he raised himself on one elbow, and

marry him.”

looked up.

‘How could papa have told you?” she cried,
avowing the secret in her trouble.

The first expression of his face was

desolate and forlorn

enough;

but he brightened

at once, got up,and joined her, and spoke as

«To tell me,” he went on, as if finishing her

**He did not; no one has told me.

But Mr
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Knowles did ask you, the morning he started for
Saratoga.
I saw you pass the window with him.
I was certain then, and have been ever since,
what he wanted to say.
You did not mean to
betray his secret, I know; but it makes matters

claration, to which she had listened, knowing
that it was madness'so to do.
“I should be sorry to think that,”’ she said,
‘There is no help for it,’”’ he replied, «|

easier to show that I understand.

would inconvenience your father sadly—his comfort is the chief consideration.
She faltered something about his kindness,
“ Don’t think it will be annoying to have me
about,” he said, with @ grave smile.
«I shal}
keep my word.”

May I ask

you one question 2’

‘‘ Yes,”’ she said, stooping to stroke her horse's
head, so as to conceal her face.

“Is everything definitely settled
“«Mr. Archer, you go beyond the bounds even
of friendship!’’ she answered, turning fall on

him.
“I know ; yet I must doit,” he cried, eagerly,

unconsciously taking hold of her bridle-reins.
“For my own sake—for my peace, I beg you to

answer!

Are you engaged to Mr. Knowles?”

She was frightened and dazed.
She would
have given the world to be able to reply in the

affirmative, but she could not lie.

must stay at least fora month ; my leaving before

As he spoke, he took her right hand—he had
been standihg on that side of her horse—and
kissed it, kissed it as reverently as a knightof

old might have kissed that of his mistress,
‘‘ That is the last time you shall be troubled,”
he whispered ; ‘‘ but, oh! remember, Christine,
life is long, and love is worth having, try to doubt
it as we will.”

He turned, an‘ was gone.

‘‘ Your silence answers,”’ he said, still holding

She gave the reins

to her horse, crying heartily for awhile. She
could make nothing of her state of mind—s:

the rein. ‘‘ThenI may speak! I-love you! I
ask you to decide between us two! I may be strange, delicious confusion was the uppermost
mad and presumptuous; but I have sometimes
dared to hope that you cared for me—that your

sensation.

heart was not at all in this grand match you

tine. Sometimes she would have found it difficult to believe them other than,a bad dream, had

wanted to force yourself into.”’
She was speechless, and almost crying.

looked

up into her face, eager,

Ashe

impassioned,

breathless, the whole truth finshed on her in an

instant.

Her heart had gone out toward

this

Then began an odd series of days for Chris-

not a pain at her heart: so often proved their reality.

Archer kept his word ; he was kind and cheer.
ful; he mo longer teazed

Knowles,

or heeded

the other’s covert impertinences.
And Knowles grew more imperious and exact-

man.

Very eloquently he told his story, and she
could: not help listening; but all the ereeds ofther ing; and certainly he had never,seemed so heavy
life came up to remind her that her conduct was to entertain, Then, when he was gone, that
vexatious amanuensis would be so bright and
not far short of insanity.
«Please don’t say any more,” ;she said, at pleasant, that Christine could not resist his eflast. I—I think you have not been quite kind forts ;and, however stately:she tried to be in the
beginning, inevitably ended by viding to the
to take meso by surprise!
I must,go home now.
I cannot ever again hear such language.’’
charm of his conversation.
She was sorny, often—that was, when she was
He dropped her bridle at once.
“Do you want me to leave the house?’’ he trying her best to hold to her old beliefs—that
asked. ‘I promise not toannoy you! Till the she had not,insisted upon his going away. She
time expires that you are to give Mr. Knowles would take ,proud fits, and lofty fits, aud spur
his answer, I pledge my word never to. speak herself into anger, by thinking that his declaralike this again.”
tion had been an impertinence. But, whatever
“‘T hope we shall be good friends,” she said,

she did, he preserved his equable demeanor, and

behaved as if he had ,been .some kind, tender
brother, who pitied her struggle.
It could have but one ending—she told her
ther’s account ; but I think it would be wisest.”
“‘Do you mean that you are kind enough to self that over and over. -She would: not admit
that she loved this man! She was a fool, like
fear I shall suffer ?”’
She meant partly that she was afraid for her- other girls, despite all her faith in her uwn wisself; but she could not own that. Many men dom.
She had been taken by his handsome. face, his
had made love to her; but no voice had ever
sunk into her soul as did his tones; no words melodious voice ;dazzled by his fascinating manShe wauld aat
It would pass—it should.
had ever sounded so sweet as that passionate de- ‘ners,

straggling hard to regain her composure.

I—I

should be sorry to have you go away, on my fa-
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beg him to go; she would cure herself in his very
presence. The idea of her thinking of a poor
man!

How would

he propose to support her?

She began by laughing at the notion, and ended
by dreaming of a future, in which

she stood by

‘Give it up, Christine!
Don’t try so hard to
wreck your life! See, I am not talking for myself. If you were my sister, I could not feel
more sincere sympathy.”’
rer awhile, she told him that it was all over.

his side through every trial, till station and for- Then he did go a little mtd, and she heard once
tune were reached.
Then she fairly pulled her
own hair for such consummate folly, and almost
made up her mind ‘to send for Herbert Knowles,

and accept him on the spot.
Almost; but she did not doit.

Presently they came enough down to the real
her sus- world to speak of the prosaic details of life, and
as if he Christine said,
tried to
“Tam not afraid for myself; but it seems a
the very shame to saddle you with such a useless crea-

The days wore

on; she had reached the last week of
pense. Knowles had begun to behave
considered the matter settled, and she
believe that it was, and shuddered in
effort.

Then, as ill-luck would have it, the mother of

Knowles told her son of some gossip ; that Christine walked with the young amanuensis; that he

had absolutely kissed her hands one day in the
woods, when she was on horseback,

and

been

geen by a loquacious domestic.
Knowles

went to the house

more the story of his love, and this time she hid
her face on his shoulder, whispering,
**T will do as you bid me!
I’m not worth
loving; but, if you choose, here I am.”

in a bad mood,

ture.
But I'll try; indeedI will; and, after all,
I'd rather be poor, and—and——”’
She was too timid to finish ;but he knew what

she meant, and thanked her—not in words.
‘* But about this poverty,”’ he said.
‘Don’t think I dread it.”
‘That's my brave girl! But why should you
expect to endure

it?

And

you talk about fet-

tering me, and being a drag. Who told youl
was poor ?”’
to another; finally, she said,
‘« T supposed
—— Well—taking
this place
“T was to give you my answer at the end of
“T never told you so. Your father said I was
three months. I needn’t wait for that—I am a friend of his, with idle time on my hands. So
realy now.
[cannot marry you!
I don’t love I was.
You conceived the idea I had come to be
you! I cannot, since I understand your charac- secretary, and it amused me so, that I wouldn't
ter, even respect and esteem you. Everything let him undeceive you.”
is at an end,”
In fact, Christine found her project of sacriHe could not believe his ears; but he was fice wasted.
Mr. Archer’s fortune rather went
obliged to finally, and off he rushed in a tower- beyond that of Knowles; but I think Christine
ing passion. Christine sat and cried over her was always glad to remember that she had disown weakness—her inability to carry out her covered her heart was stronger than all the
grand plans for the future.
Into the midst of worldly prudence wherewith she had striven to
and, when he tried to expostulate, used language
which roused Christine’s temper. One word led

her distress came the amanuensis, and, before
she knew it, she had let him take her two hands,

snd he was saying,

arm herself.

I know they are very happy, those

two; and he laughs at her to this day about having married ‘‘ Papa’s AMANUENSIS.”’
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Darrme apart! drifting apart!
Snapping the cords that are wound round the heart,
Sundering ties that were always to be,
;

Drifting apart! drifting apart!
How sadly the feeling sinks into the heart;

Strong ties of friendship between you and me;
Yet, still as I see you, day after day,
I feel, and I know, you are drifting away.

Faithfal as truth, and true to the end;
But why #hotld I hope for such friendship and 4roth,
‘so unfinished, uncourtly, uncouth.

Drifting away ! drifting away !
Drifting so slowly, but. surely, each day,
Still farther and farther out of my sight,

But a prayer will be offered that one drifting barque,

Leaving me lonely—alone with the night.
Yes, alone with thie'nitht, for even ‘the day
Is turned into nicht. while your drifting away.

May never drift into the unknown dark ;
But may drift with its soul, so worthy of love,
Into the waters that sparkle above.

For I felt that I had upon earth one friend,

Drifting apart! drifting away!
Drifting in silence, Whence nd ore can say ;
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CHAPTER
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Tne gloomy region of the Os Mysterios extends
over a large tract of broken country, diversified
with hills, whose flattened, or even sunken, crests

prove their volcanic origin, each one of them the
once

underlying

thé whole region.

Between

these hills wind deep ravines, or more level intervals, covered with the dismal and blackened

scoria, which makes the distinguishing feature
of the scene; and it was through these vallies
that Swedish Ned swiftly threaded his way,
guided by some general idea of the direction in
which he wished to travel, or, perhaps only, by

the wild promptings of his unsetiled brain.
His companion, supported by the unnatural
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solidified bubble, heaved up by the seething mass

THE

the whole island had, in the old, forgotten times,
sprung, and whose vast crater, silent and harm.
less now, still bore evidence to the terrible gop.
vulsions which had formed it. This crater, ang
from it the mountain itself, was called the Cal.
deira, or Caldron, a name vividly Suggesting
the horrible hell-broth once cooked therein,
and
overflowing from its edge to desolate and destroy

smiling fields, busy towns and _ villages, men,
women, and children; whose frightful death js
still matter of tradition among the shuddering
peasantry.
Up the outer side of the Caldeira,
then, the maniac sailor led his maniac com.
panion, each pursuing his and her own melan.
choly gibbering, neither heedful of the way they
went, until a sudden flood of moonlight showed
them a monstrous black cavern opening at their

strength of insanity, kept even pace with him,
never asking help, or seeming to notice when it
was given; or, in fact, addressing her guide in

very feet, its depths fathomless to the eye, its
extent hidden by the clouds closing down around

any manner, although she whispered. to hersclf

the mountain-top.

incessantly, as, in fact, did he to her. .Nor is it
easy to conceive of anything more appalling, had
observation been possible, than these two spec-

muttered

‘‘ Down there!
Ned,

Was it down there I saw him!"
instinctively

holding

back his

tral figures journeying through this desolate
region, moving, side by side, indeed, yet un-

companion with one hand, while he peered
vaguely down into the crater.
“Ts he there? Is my darling there?” fe

heeding of each other’s presence

manded

as if they had

the

wife, and

raising

her

voice. she

shrilly called, ‘* Clarimundo!. Clarimundo :”
The wild, shrill sound rang out piercingly
terrible upon the night, and back from the bleck depths
curse of at their feet came the wailing echo,
‘«« Clarimu—n—undo!”’
“Hark !’’ cried the poor maniac, clutchingat
at them
of cloud her companion’s arm. ‘ He answers me! Did

been miles asunder, each muttering, gesticulating, weeping, or madly laughing at his or her
own conceit, and each shrouded in that

isolation which is, perhaps, the greatest
madness.
A pale and frightened moon peeped
now and again, from between the masses

gathering toward the mountain-penk, in the center of the island, and the sea behind them gleam-

not you hear him

answer

me?

He

is there—

down there, waiting for me! calling to me!
Clarimundo!”
“Yes! Down there! Down there!” repeated

ed with a livid phosphorescence more terrible
than the blackest storm. The lady’s tender feet
were cut and bleeding, but she did not know it ; Ned, dreamily.
the sad night-wind chilled her to the bone, but,

‘‘I saw him down there, and!
said I would tell the wife; but he should never

although she shivered audibly, she never censed

know!

the low, monotonous

know, for they had each other—and

babble

of which

“ Clari-

mundo” was the one incessant burden. And
still she staggered on beside the tireless sailor,
sometimes falling, often tottering, but never com-

enough?

Neither

he hor my lady should ever
is not thi

Oh, my lady! my lady ! was it nothing

that I would have given:my whole life for you!”
“Yes, he’ is’ down there, and I am goingto

him !”’ muttered thé senora; and breaking from
Several hours had passed, and leaving the the sailor’s almost unconscious grasp, she begat
sterile tract of Os Mysterios, the fugitives were to descend the inner side of the crater, whith,
now climbing the long, gradual slopes of the just at this spot, was less precipitous than#
most points.
mountain-side, the extinct volcano, from which
260
plaining, never asking aid or delay.
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Leaving these two unfortunates here, we must

At length he appeared with Francisco, and

return to the house, where the fact of their evasion was not discovered until daybreak, when

soon after them came Manoel and Jose; but the
faces of all four showed disappointment, and that

Josepha, awakening, with a guilty start, from

of the son almost despair.

her night-long nap, jumped up, and ran to look
at her mistress. The bed, of course, was empty,

him to tell his story of fruitless effort and inquiry, Margaret suggested her new plan.
‘‘Take Marinero into your mother’s chamber;

and the frightened woman lost no time in rousing
the house. Sebastiano and Margaret, hardly

Hardly waiting for

let him smell some garment of hers, then bring
him to the gate, and tell him to follow her, and

pausing to listen to her confused and contradictory report of the night, during which she called
all the saints to witness that she had never closed
her eyes, began at once tosearch the house and

I am sure he will. He always liked to lie beside
her when she sat on the veranda, and I have
often seen her unchain him, and take him for a

garden, and even to cast shuddering looks over
the low wall dividing the grounds from the precipitous cliffs bordering the beach.

walk. He will be sure to look for her.”’
“Do you think so, minha senora?” replied
Sebastiano, sadly. ‘We will try it, but,’ he

« She cannot have gone far, she was too weak !””

shook his head sadly, ‘‘she must have fallen from
the cliffs, and been washed away by the morning flood-tide, before we began to search for her.”

exclaimed Margaret, trying to comfort her companion, as they met again, and each read illsuccess in the other’s eyes.

“Tt is not far from here to the sea,” replied
Sebastiano, gloomily.
«J looked over the wall; she was not there,”’

whispered Margaret, with a shudder.
“She may have wandered some distance along
the cliff, and then——”’
the same tone.

replied

Sebastiano, in

“‘Oh, I hope not! I hope not!

But try Mari-

nero, at all events,”’
“Certainly, we will try him.
Manoel, unchain the dog and bring him to the chamber of

my mother. Come, senora, and see what he will
do.”’
Margaret silently followed, as the young man

ran up the steps of the veranda, and in at the
open door, through which his mother had made
her silent escape, and a moment later came the
hand.
myself last night, pattering of the dog’s feet, as Manoel, clinging
it this morning; to his collar, with difficulty restrained him.
this shred of a Arrived at the door, the man let him go, and

But at this moment appeared Manoel, holding
a fragment of something in his
“Oh, senor! I shut the gate

and no one of us has unlocked
yet there it stands open,

and

blanket was upon a broken nail near the bottem.
Josepha said she carried away @ blanket.”
“Tt is true. Manoel, you have done well, and
I shall not forget it,’’ said Sebastiano, hurriedly.

“She has gone out at the gate, and cannot
have gone far: so you and Jose had better go up
the road, while I will take Francisco and go
down. Look into every gate and inclosure thta
you come

across, and inquire of every person,

and at every house. If you hear nothing before
reaching Capelle, come back, for she could not
have gone so far as that even.”
With these brief directions, the two parties
separated, and were soon
the rest of the household

out of sight, leaving
to search again and

again through the house, the grounds, the adjoining inclosures, and the beach.
Margaret, returning weary and discouraged
from this latter locality, was seized with a new
idea, suggested by the dismal baying of the watch-

dog, who was chained in the open space beneath
the veranda.
“Marinero! He will find her!’ exclaimed
she; and then running down to the gate, she
looked eagerly along the road, impatient for
‘Sebastiano’s return.
Vox. LXIII.—18

Sebastiano held one of the poor lady’s slippers
toward him, exclaiming,
‘* Buscar ! buscar / Marinero!”’
But Marinero had ideas of his own, and, fond

as he was of his mistress, his faithful dog-heart
clung yet closer to the master who had loved,
and fed, and fondled him from his elumsy puppyhood to the day when the hapless gentleman rode
away from the gates of Os Mysterios, with Mari-

nero curveting gallantly behind him. True, he
had been sent back, and not allowed to follow to
the town, ss he so much wished, but had indem-

nified himself with arambleupon the hills, from
which he only returned
foot-sore, and restless.
had chained him up as
truancy; and since then
but howl, moan, and tug

after nightfall, jaded,
The servants at home
a punishment for his
he had done nothin;
at the chain, his whole

heart evidently set upon

obtaining

freedom,

although no one knew, or, indeed, took time to
wonder why he should be so especially averse

to confinement just at that period.
But so soon as he was at liberty, all doubt

as:

to his desires was at an end, for, springing
across the room, he dragged from its peg the
well-worn dressing-gown in which Senor da Tas-
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chiera had almost lived, and eagerly buried his
nose among its folds. Then throwing back his
head, he uttered one of those prolonged and
ominous howls, to which few persons can listen
without

a thrill

of superstitious dread.

Then

with an impetuous rush, impossible to restrain,
Marinero bounded from the room, along the
veranda, and down the steps.
‘Follow him, boys!
Manoel!

cisco!

Run, every one of you!

Jose!

ISeeeney

the resort of a desperate band of smugglers, ex.

terminated many years before.

From this giy.

cumstance the whole promontory was called the

‘‘ Smugglers’ Caves,’’ and down the narrow and
precarious ridge, forming its summit, Mariner
now led the way at unabated

speed, more cay.

tiously followed by Manoel.

Fran-

CHAPTER

He will lead to

—something !’’

What that something might be, the son dared
not shape, even to himself. Father and mother,
both lost; both, as it might be, still living and
suffering, needing the aid their son would so

gladly have staked his life to offer, could he but

XV.

Arrivep nearly at the end of the promontory,
Marinero stopped and uttered a dismal howl,
then cautiously approaching the edge of the cliff,
he sniffed uneasily, trying first with one foot,

and then the other, to begin the descent, and,
finally, looking round

at Manoal

with such an

find the opportunity ;how could he tell whether

intelligible appeal for help and advice, that the

to hope for, or to dread, the discoveries to which

almost exhausted boy panted ont,
“Yes, yes, old fellow, I’m coming!
is it, now?”

the faithful dog seemed leading.
The

three

servants,

.meahtime,

had

hardly

waited for their young master’s orders before
following in Marinero’s flying footsteps; but
first, Francisco, who was somewhat short of
breath, and clumsy of form, and then Jose, who

hated

to hurry about anything, gave up the

chase; and only Manoel, light, powerful, and
earnest to accomplish his purpose, kept steadily

on. Greatly to his surprise, the dog, leaving
the road at almost the first spring, struck across
the fields, ina direction leading toward the coast,
at a point a little nearer to Os Mysterios than the
city of Villa, and remote from any village.

‘‘He is heading for the Smugglers’ Caves,”

What

Reaching the spot, Manoel looked carefully
down the precipice, but saw nothing except blue
water, ragged rocks, and the foam produced be-

tween the two, and, with a sigh of deep relief,
the boy drew back his head and said, to his
dumb companion,
“There ain’t nothing there, old fellow. What
brought you here, in such a hurry?”
But Marinero, nothing daunted, held to his

own opinion bravely, and declared it by impatient yelps, whines, and growls, alternating
with short runs up and down the causeway, and
occasional attempts to descend the cliff. At last,

said the lad, to himself; and although it seemed

as if driven

very uulikely that either his master should be in

his path, he uttered an impatient cry, and springing clear over the ragged face of the cliff, landed

hiding there, or that his mistress could have
wandered so far, Manoel kept bravely on, running lightly and easily, and sometimes contriy-

ing to delay Mavinero for a moment by whistling or calling to him ; but the dog never allowed
himself to. be overtaken, never

obeyed

the call

to return, and only paused long enough to look
round, wag his teil, and utter a short, yelping
bark, that said as plainly as any words, ‘‘ Come
on! I know what I’m about!”
Thus journeying on, in mutual confidence and
sympathy, man and dog traversed a distance of
nearly ten miles, over fields and along roads,
over hills and through vallies, heeding no obstacles, natural or artificial, until they reached

the point where a long, rocky promontory joined
the main-land, and projected from it far into the
sea, which dashed uncensingly against its precipitous sides.
This action of the waves, aided
by natural conformation, had hollowed numerous

eaverns in the coarse conglomerate of the cliffs,
and several of these were known to have been

to extremity by the difficulties in

safely in the water, twenty feet below.
“* Viva, Marinero!’’ cried Manoel, halfin surprise, half in admiration ; and hastening to look

over the cliff, he saw the dog swimming strongly,
but already disappearing from his range of siglit.
“‘ He is going into a cave,” thought the boy.
‘Can it be that the senora
a
A long and terribly mournful howl from Marinero cut short the sentence, and coming, as it
seemed, from the solid earth under Manoel’s
feet, struck a chill of superstitious terror through

his blood. The next moment he rallied, and
stripping off his clothes, he looked for a tolerably
safe point of descent, clambered

as far as pos

sible down the cliff, and then sprang boldly of
into the water, at a spot where its depth of color

proved that no sunken rocks lay beneath.
The force of the fall carried him far below the
surface, but rising instantly, he wiped the water
from his eyes, and looked about him. Straight
before him lay the lew, wide entrance,of a cave,
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tosituated as to be quite invisible from the land,
and only to be seen from the water, by rounding
asharp spur of the rock, which almost inclosed
A slight disturbance in the water,
the cavern.
beneath this low-browed arch, showed where

Marinero had passed, and certain strange sounds
from within proved his presence, although Manoel could not guess at his occupation.
«Nossa Senora

be my safety,”’ muttered

Jad, conquering a superstitious
gloomy and

ominous

hiding-place,

striking bravely out, he swam

the

terror of this
and

then,

cautiously into

the cavern.

Once inside, he perceived that the rocks at the
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Caves, and could not, for the moment, remember where he had been, or what had caused the

sickening sense of horror still weighing upon
him.
But as he reached the level ground, and threw

himself down, panting and exhausted, memory
returned upon him, and, with a loud ery ofterror, the poor, simple-hearted fellow burst into
@ passion of tears and sobs. This emotion calnied
a little, he rose, and, retracing his steps for a
short distance down the promontory, he called
and whistled for Marinero.
A few short yelps
told that the dog understood the call; but, also,
that he would not leave the body of the master,

farther end afforded a sort of landing-place, and

to whose last resting-place his wonderful instinct

that beyond
feet into the
a dry and
goods which
approaching

had led him so unerringly; and Manoel, abandoning the attempt to call him away, turned

it, the cavern extended for several
heart of the promontory, affording
safe repository for the contraband
had been stored here.
Cautiously
the spot, Manoel suddenly started

sadly from the spot, and retraced the road to Os
Mysterios,

at a very different pace, and with a

with a convulsive movement that carried him for

still heavier heart than he had brought from
there in the morning.

the moment under water, and nearly drove him
in panic from the cavern; two gleaming, green-

A short distance from the house, he met Sebastiano, and, as carefully as he could word it,

ish, fiery eyes had stared into his own, and alow
growl sounded in his ears like a demoniac signal

told him what she had seen.

of attack; but, as the

tone of bewildered horror.
You are dreaming, man !”’

water

rushed

over

his

«My father!’ exclaimed the young man, ina

head, and he made one desperate back-stroke in
‘“*No, senor, it was
retreat, the sober second thought came to his
self,’ replied the boy,
relief.
“It is the dog, only the dog, you fool!” sput- without another word,
tered he, lifting his head out of the water, and rushing into the house,

‘It is impossible!

Senor Clarimundo,

him-

sadly; and Sebastiano,
turned

from him, and,

found Margaret, as she

speaking aloud, in the instinctive desire to hear
at least one human voice in that dismal place.

wandered aimlessly through the vacant rooms,
and, seizing her arm in a grasp that left its print

Then he threw out his hands, seized the rough

for days upon the tender flesh, he poured out the
awful tidings in a voice choked with horror and
agitation.

rocks above him,

and drew himself out of the

water, calling cheerily,
‘“‘Marinero !”
The dog responded with a low whine, but did
not stir; and, as Manoel, growing accustomed to
the darkness, moved toward him, he saw thai he

‘It is terrible! terrible !’”’ she cried, wringing
her hands.
<«‘ But—but, there may yet be a mistake.
Manoel may have seen some one; but not

him—try to hope——”’

stood guard over a something wedged into a
crevice of the rock, at the edge of the water.
A sudden feeling of horror, at he knew not

But the broken and tremulous attempt at comfort, when both parties felt that no real comfort

what, seized upon Manoel, and, for the moment,

was possible, was cut short by the abrupt en-

he would have given all that he possessed, which,

trance of Josefa, exclaiming,
‘‘Oh, senor and senora!
They have caught

indeed, was not much, to find himself once more

the crazy man, and he says that Senora Jerony-

on terra firma ; but, bravely conquering the weakness, he crept forward to Marinero’s side, leaned
over the crevice, and by the dim, greenish light,

ma went away with him, and

saw the face of his dead master staring up into

his, with a look of distorted agony, that death
and decay had not yet obliterated.
How he escaped from that place of horror,
Manoel could never remember, for, when his
terrified senses returned to him, he was clam-

bering up the rocks at the bottom of the bay
formed by the promontory of the Smugglers’

‘‘Heavens!

More horrors!

now!" cried Sebastiano,

a

What is coming

excited almost

beyond

control.
Margaret gently laid her hand upon his arm,
whispering,
‘‘ Courage! courage!’ Then she turned to
Josefa, and, motioning her to caution, asked,
** Where is the man?”
‘* They are bringing himin. Heis ‘very weak,
| and I believe they say he is hurt somehow, sen-
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Hark! you can hear them coming in at the

gite.”
‘-Come with me to meet him.
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“Yes.
Oh, I forgot
Did they go after
her?”
And a nervous twitch of the mouth, ang

You are the

a gathering wildness in the eyes, told how brief

angel who alone stands between me and despair,” muttered Sebastiano, and, holding Margaret's hand, he drew her down the steps, and

the interval of sanity would probably prove,
‘‘No, not yet. Where is she, Ned?” askeq

around the house, in the direction of the gate,

carelessly as possible, yet nervously conscious of

whence they saw approaching

the pallid face and impatient gesture, that §¢

a little group of

Margaret, endeavoring to speak as calmly and

men, supporting and leading one whom both reeognized as Swedish-Ned, although so haggard,

bastiano showed for a moment

so wretched,

broken, and she died directly—she never suf.
fered for a moment.
Poor lady; how could J
help it? I did not take her up on the mountain,
I was taking her to the cave, whereI saw the old
man’s corpse float in. How came she on the
mountain, and why need she have gone down

so disordered

in his appearance,

that even Margaret. might well have doubted his
identity.

‘‘Poor thing!

Poor thing!

at the door,

Her back was

‘“‘Man! Is it you who have stolen away my
mother?’ demanded Sebastiano, harshly, as the
two groups approached.
But the sailor’s head had fallen forward upon into the pit—the bottomless pit? The pit is not
his breast, and he appeared utterly unable to for such as her; but she is there, and I could not
raise it or reply.
bring her up, though I tried. Yes, I tried, my
‘“‘ The poor fellow is very ill—dying. perhaps! lady, and then I came to tell you.”’
Bring him in, and let me attend to him, before
«¢ That was right, Ned, and I thank you hearily,
you question him, senor,”
a little indignantly; and,
young master, the prisoner
house, and laid upon some

exclaimed Margaret,
at a word from the
was carried into the
mats, in a little wait-

ing-room close to the door.

A glass of wine was

poured between his lips, and Margaret herself
bathed his face, and laid his head in a comfort-

able position. As she knelt beside him, performing these womanly offices, and remembering
how she had nurséd him once before, and how
she owed her life to him, the sailor suddenly
opened his eyes, and, smiling up into her face,
said,

“Don’t you fear, my lady; God won’t let me
die while you need me. I'll bring you safe to
land yet, never fear !”’
‘“‘He thinks we are in the boat still,’’ said
Margaret, softly ; and then she laid her cool hand
upon the sick man’s burning forehead, and kept
it there until the wild eyes closed, and a deep
sieep fell upon the poor, exhausted frame.
«« Leave me here, and, when he wakes, I will

question him gently and carefully.

It may be

thgit he will answer rationally,’ whispered Mar-

But where is this pit? How did you reach it?’
‘«We went up the mountain, and then we came

to the mouth of the pit, and she fell down, and]
followed; but her back was broken, and slie
never spoke another word.”
“*Do you mean the Caldeira, you villain!" exclaimed Sebastiano, rushing into the room. But,

at sound of his voice, at sight of his detested
face, all the violence of the poor maniac's disease returned upon him with redoubled force,
and he became so furious, that even Margaret
could no longer exercise the least control over
him, and was obliged to consent that he should
be placed under restraint, for a time at least.
This done, Sebastiano, with the men carrying
a litter and ropes, to aid in descending into the
crater, set out for the Caldeira, feeling that this
was @ more imperative duty than even the inves-

tigation of Manoel’s report of the body in the
Smugglers’ Cave.
Toward nightfall they returned, bearing a ter-

rible something upon their litter—a something
carefully covered from every eye, and which Sebastiano never permitted Margaret to yee before
it was forever hiddeu benesth consecrated earth.
But, sitting close beside her, and speaking in

garet to Sebastiano; and he, nodding gloomily,
sent the servants from the room, and threw himself intoa chair, just outside the open door. An low and horror-stricken tones, he told how they
hour passed, and almost another, before either had made the circuit of the crater, half going
of the three stirred, and then Ned, with a long, one way and half the other, and how he himself
slow sigh, opened himeyes, and gazed steadily ‘ had been the first to discover a shrouded figure
and intelligently into the face of his patient carefully supported by means of lava, and covered
watcher.

‘

««Lhave slept a long time, my lady,”’ said he,
at last.

“Yes, Ned. You
Margaret, gently.

are better now,’’ replied

with thé white blanket; how he had descended
to it, running a hundred risks of his-own life as

he did so, arid had found it to be his mother’s
body, but mangled and bruised in a frightful
manner; and as he told this he was seized with
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that Margaret

would not let him continue, and only heard the
rest of the fearful story through Josefa, who di-

Jsted, with a true old wife’s love of horror, upon
the trouble there had been in bringing her poor
mistress’ body out of the crater, and the ghastly
condition of the remains.
But never, while they lived, did Sebastiano,

Margaret, or Josefa, learn the whole story of
that terrible night’s disaster, for Ned, who alone
could have told it, never recovered his reason,
or spoke another intelligible sentence.
He remained at Os Mysterios, carefully attended, but
under restraint, until the day of his death.

CHAPTER

XVI.

As soon as he had deposited his mother’s mangled remains in the chamber she had quitted so
fatally and so mysteriously, Sebastians, refusing
all rest or refreshment, set forth with his men to
search out the truth of Manoel’s horrible report.
Hiring a boat, with four sturdy rowers, at the

fishing village nearest to the Smugglers’ Caves,
Ge seated himself with

Manoel and Jose in the

stern, and ordered the men to puli for the promontory, without, however, revealing the motive of his journey—a motive which, if known,
would have probably rendered it impossible, to

induce the superstitious fishermen to undertake
the expedition.
As it was, something more than a murmur
arose in the boat when, the mouth of the cave

being reached, Sebastiano ordered his rowers to
pull directly in. The owner of the boat even
ventured a remonstrance.
“You know that it is counted unlucky, senor,
@-—..””

“IT know that I have hired your boat, Manoel
Jacinto, and I hired it for the purpose of entering this cave.
Now, will you row me in, or will
you tumble overboard, and let my own servants

do it?

In I am going.’

So saying, the young

master

of Os Mysterios

fixe. so stern and resolute a glance upon the
rebellious boatman, at the same time deliberately
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«It was there, senor, but—it is gone !’’
«« Jump out upon the rocks, and look closer,’’
said Sebastiano; and the man, silently obeying,
stepped upon the ledge, close beside which the

boat had been laid, moved a few steps to the
right, kmelt down, and looked closely into the
deep crevice before him, then returned, and,

taking his place again in the boat, said, briefly,
‘“*Nada.

There is nothing there, senor.”’

‘But the dog? Where is Marinero?’”’ asked
Sebastiano, impatiently.
«Gone, also, senor,’’ returned
cantly staring about him.

“Adog!

Has the senor lost a dog?” inter-

hastily.

‘Have you seen him?”’

««Sim, Senor; but let us back.eut of this nasty
hole, since the dog is not here, and then I will
tell the senor all I know of it, which is not

much.”
Quick then, fellow!
There, now you can
speak.
What is it, for God’s sake?”
“Why, only this, senor.
I was out this morning, fishing with this boy, who is my son.
It
was about ten o’clock, and we had had no luck,
when, all at once, Tomazinho called out, that he
saw a dead porpoise, with another swimming
beside it, and pointed to two black spots upon
the water a long way off; so we shifted the sail,
and ran down toward them, thinking that, if
they should be really porpoises, we could bring

them in for the sake of the oil. But, coming
closer, I soon made out that the floating thing
was no fish; but
Well, senor, I am a poor
man, and I do not wish to get into trouble, or to
be called upon to say one thing or another, and I
do not know what the floating thing was, nor I do
not want to know.
As for the other, it was a
dog—there can be no harm in saying that ;and,
when he saw the boat, he put his two fore paws
upon the thing without a name, and threw back
his head, and howled so awfully.
Oh, senor!

I can hear that how! now; and if there is death
or ill-luck in my house within a year, I shall
know that I was warned of it then.”
«« But what did you do? Where are they now?”

and dived after it, and neither
again.
That is all, senor.”

side the cave, stretched one arm
replied in the same tone.

tiano, or the legal aid which

and

va-

posed the boatman, catching at the only word
audible in the conversation.
‘¢ Yes, alarge, brown dog,’’ replied Sebastiano,

placing his hand in a pocket, which might or
might not contain a pistol, that Manoel Jacinto
sullenly gave way, and, handling his oar, nodded
to his companions to do the same, so that, in another moment, the boat glided smoothly and
gently under the low arch, and floated upon the
black waters within.
“Now, Manoel— where?” muttered Sebastiano; and Manoel, leaning over the bows, whither
he had made his way during the altercation outforward,

Manoel,

asked Sebastiano, breathlessly.

“T put down my helm, and got away from tat
spot as fast and as far as I could, senor; but,
before I could get out of sight, I saw them go

down—it went first, and the dog howled again,

And that was all!

of them

rose

Nor could either Sebashe called in, dis-
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cover more, for Manoel Jacinto had told everything that he knew. When all was done, it was

on that lonely road, and it will do him good,
New wine must have time to work itself clear.”

found impossible to get beyond the surmise, advanced by Manoel in the first moments of the

Margaret,

inquiry.

The tide had been rising, at the time

awaited

having comforted

him

Sebastiano,
as far as she

was able, and heard all his story and his resolves,

he left the cave, on the occasion of his first visit,

said at last,

aud probably the action of the water had gradually dislodged the body, which the last tide
had left jammed in the crevice. Then it had
floated out, and the fuithful dog had followed his

‘* To-morrow I must go down into the town, and
put myself under the care of the United Stata
Consul, until I can find a passage to Italy, wherg

master in death as he had in life; followed him
until the last terrible moment in which the sea
had reclaimed the awful witness which for a time

she had given up.
Let this conclusion be true or false, it was the
only solution ever reached in the matter of

Senor Clarimundo de Taschiera’s mysterious disappearance,

true one.

and most persons accepted it as the

Most-persons also regarded it as fairly

proved that the missing man

had

come to his

death in the gloomy and intricate apartments
used
rer’s
both
only

as offices by Francisco Diaz; but the usumoney-bags were deep, and his influence
powerful and secret; and, although not
Sebastiano de Taschiera, but several of the

wealthiest and most respected among his father’s

:

I still mean to live.”’
‘« You will leave me!’’ stammered

Sebastiano,

turning lividly pale, and staggering as if hie had
received a blow.
Margaret smiled wanly.
‘“‘T must.
I cannot imagine a more soothing
and satisfying life than that we have lived kere
for the last few months; but you will yourself
confess that it is impossible for you and me to
continue it, now that we are alone.”
‘There is one way, oh, minha senora!’’ said
Sebastiano, passionately.
‘Become my wife?
You know how entirely I love'you ; you shall see

how unswervingly I will strive. to deserve you.
I will
A
‘‘Hush, hush, Sebastiano! I will tell you,
although I had thought to carry the secret to my
grave.
Iam already a wife. My name is Mar-

friends, labored incessantly and arduously to
bring home proof to the doors behind which the
murdered man had disappeared forever.
They
never obtained more than a cursory examination
of the notary and his servant Macaco, which examination resulted in the declaration by the
incorruptible magistrate before whom he was
brought, that no shadow of suspicion attached to

toa man [never loved. I met another, to whom,
before I knew it, I had given all my heart. My
husband suspected me, accused me, allowed
others to share his suspicions; he, the other,

the most illustrious Senor Diaz; and a warning

back upon me now with every word I speak.”’

to his accusers that further proceedings might
subject them to an action for libel from the
olject of their present attack.
‘He's right in that, my poor boy. You may
easily hurt yourself by staying here longer, but
you can’t reach him.
Come home with me now,
and leave the matter to God, who alone knows

garet Gresham.

I was married by my parents

urged me to ‘fly with him.

Oh, Sebastiano! the

cruel, cruel suffering of those
‘¢Say

no more,

senora!

days!

It comes

I love you, and I

trust you; but I will no longer pursue you with
an affection you cannot, should not, return.”
‘«« Nay, but listen still, for I must tell all, now

that I have opened the seals.

The husband per-

secuted me, the lover tempted me, and I saw no
relief, no safety but in flight; and without con-

the truth.”
So counselled Senor Joachim, with whom Se-

fiding my purpose to one human

being, I fled;

traveled under an assumed name

to New

bastiano had been staying during the time of
the investigation; and the son, drooping his

took passage for myself in the Kraken, and in-

head upon his breast, and gnawing his lip to
keep back his tears of rage and disappointment,

followed his wise old friend without a word.
-

At home a new sorrow

But once outslde of the court-house, he bade Senor
Joachim adieu, in a’ few brief and bitter words,

and set out at once for Os Mysterios alone, and
on foot.
Senor Joachim looked after him for a moment,
then went on his way muttering,

‘‘ Poor lad! poor lad!

Well, he will tire him-

self out , and he can swear, or rave as he pleases

Ye «,

tended to settle in Genoa, or some Italian city,
and remain there for my whole life, having fortunately » sufficient fortune of my own to enable

me to live independently of my husband. But
now
‘* Now you will do the same, except that I will
go and live near you, not speaking to you, if you
do not wish ; not even letting you see me, if you
so decide, but breathing the same air, walking

through the same streets—living near you, and
dying near you. That is all I wish, Margaretta,
It is not too much, is it ?’’

THE

WRECK

OF

THE
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This lofty, self-devotion, this rare love, moved
ba

her deeply.
«J had not thought to find such

happiness

everything for the sake of turning my back upon

the trouble you
should

you

had brought upon

follow, or rather

again in life,” she said, with tears in her eyes,

secute me

to meet such unselfish, unasking

hard to shake off ?”’

Sebastiano, if I might

love!

choose, I would

Qh,

ask no

me, why

pursue, and

per-

with the memories I have tried so

“‘Do you ask why, Margaret?

It is because I

”
better than to pass it here, but
At this moment Josefa interrupted them.

love you—love you more madly than ever'I did,
and because you may now accept my love with-

“There is a gentleman asking for the Senora
Americana,”’ she said ; ‘‘ and he has ridden from
the Cidade upon such a beautiful horse.”
«A gentleman !’’ cried Margaret, in astonish-

out shame or fear.

ment. ‘‘Whocanit be? There
mistake. I kaow no one here.”’

She took the paper, glanced at it, read it over
and over, and finally put it aside.
Winchester watched her anxiously.

must be some

“Shall I go and see for you?’’ interposed Sebastiano.
“Oh, do!

It must be you he wants.

Josefa

has made a mistake.”’

Your husband is dead.”

** Dead !”’ she cried, in a whisper of horror.

“Yes. Ihave brought proof, lest you should
refuse to believe me. Look at this certificate.”

*‘ And now, Margaret ?”’
She looked up at him, coldly.
«And now, Mr. Winchester,’

she said, “I

Sebastiano turned and entered the house. He
was absent for several minutes.
When he came
back, his whole manner was changed.
He returned, escorting a handsome, well-dressed man,

have to ask your congratulations upon my approaching marriage.’

whose pallid face and nervous manner, suggested

son of my late host in this house.”

something more than an ordinary morning

call.

“Your marriage!
Good God! with whom ?”’
‘‘With the Senor Sebastiano & Taschiera, the
*« But how could you engage yourself to him,

‘You
“This gentleman says that he is a friend of or any man,’ stammered Winchester.
yours, senora,”’ said the young host, gravely. did not know of Mr. Gresham’s death until I told
“| will leave you to talk with him at your lei-

sure. If you should need me, I am inthe garden.”
With these words he turned and left the two
alone.

But Margaret hardly heard him, her eyes were
fixed upon the guest with a look of startled terror.
“Morton

Winchester!’

she cried, in a low,

half-frightened tone, neither giving or withholding the hands.
But the other seized them in both his:
“Yes, dear Margaret,’’
with emotion.
‘Yes, I
almost by a miracle. The
and some of his men,

brought home.

he said, hurriedly, and
have found you, and
captain of the Kraken,
were picked up, and

1 talked with them, and Singleton

told me that he saw you alive, just before he was
hurt—you see how incoherent I am, but you will

understand.

He told me that the wreck was not

very far from these islands, and that if by any
wonderful chance you had escaped, it was there
that you should first be sought.
I took passage

in the first vessel I could find.
I landed that you wer3 here.
Ihave found you! I have found
And almost overcome by his

I heard before
Oh, Margaret!
you!”
unfeigned emo-

tions, the old lover, for he it was, bowed

his

head and kissed the hands still grasped in his.
But Margaret withdrew them decisively, and
her voice was cold and calm as she asked,

“And why did you seek me so eagerly, Mr.
Winchester?

If I left home,

country,

name,

you two minutes ago.”’
‘Senor de Taschiera was making me an offer
of his hand as you arrived, Mr. Winchester.
If
you had not come, if I had continued to believe
my husband alive, I should have refused him.

Now I shall accept him, as soon
gone.”
He stepped back, as if struck

by.

as you

are

blow, and

put his hand to his head,
‘‘And this is your revenge for my too ardent
love and entreaties

‘6f other days,’’ he said, at

last, slowly finding words.
‘* As you will,’”’ she replied.
His face grew dark with anger.

‘‘ Take care,

madam, take care,’’ he said, ‘‘that it does not
prove a two-edged sword, and wound you even
more cruelly than it does me.”’
‘«T will take the risk, sir,” replied Margaret,

with dignity.

‘‘ Thanks for your caution.

accept advice in return.”

swell

and grow

“Never

Her

Now

form seemed to

in height, as she answered.

seek again

to mislead

a woman

from

the path of duty, which is the path of right, by
appealing to an old and thwarted affection. Sir,
if I had listened to you,” she spoke warmly, now,
“T should have lost, not only my good name,
but my own self-respect. Also, in time, I doubt
it not, your love.
Your love!’’ she added, with
scorn.
‘‘Can such a selfish liking, which, to

gratify itself, would involve its object in ruin,
he love in reality? No, never! It is but a

a
ca,
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base passion; and I thank God I found it out in
time.”
Her listener cowered before her. He made
no reply.

She waved her hand for him to go.

AVYD

GAIN.
—

Margaret, as she spoke, had summoned the
servant.
‘¢ Show this gentleman to his horse,’’ she said,
as the servant appeared.
A minute after, the iron-clad hoofs of steed
were heard clattering down the rocky road,
Margaret waited till the sound had recedeg

But as he turned, crest-fallen, to obey the im-

perious gesture, Margaret poured the last drop
into his cup, by saying, courteously, but coldly,
‘‘May I offer you some refreshment, after
your ride, before you leave ?’’

in the distance, then, leaning over the railing
of the balcony, she called, softly, into the garden below.
‘Sebastiano mio! Will you come to me?”

With a muttered execration, Mr. Winchester,
wheeled on his feet, and forgetting even the bow,

The next instant Sebastiano had leaped oyer
the low railing, and was by her side.

strode from the apartment.

MILLY.
BY

MARIA

8S. LADD.

On the slope, or at the lea,
Little Milly, you would find her
Oft on Summer afternoons,
With the sunset soft behind her.

“ And, at last, when Mary loved him,
Then he said that they must part;
Soon he left her, wed another,
And it broke her trusting heart.”

Sometimes Harry, proud and high,
Owner of these lands around her;
Hastening homeward with his game,

With her head bent down, and blushing,
These were all her low replies;
Low, but fitly were they spokea—
Little Milly, true and wise.

On the slope had, singing, found her.
And the maid’s blue, smiling eyes,
And her low and cheerful laughter,
Had a magnet’s power, which drew
Harry, lea-ward, often after.

Quickly, then, her lover said,
“ Maiden, I would give my life,
Could I make your own but happy,
And to call you, some day, wife.

Seeking, then, to win her love,
He but found her cold and shy;
Ofttimos, when he came to seek’her,
She from out the field would fly.

“T, of men, would be the proudest,
And my love would never wane;
All my heart would beat with pleasure,
Though it now but throbs with pain.”

And the
Of the
Had she
Or, he

How could she resist believing
High-bred Harry at her feet,
Earnest, loving? and she listened—
Little Milly, true and sweet.

reason he would know
change when she was near him;
for him such dislike,
asked her, did she fear him?

“Yes,” said Milly, “yes, I fear you;
Mary Davis was my friend,
Young ’Squire Hartly, all the Summer,

Doubts no longer can disturb her,
She sits happy at his side;
Blue eyes smiling cheer upon him—
She is now young Harry’s bride.

Sought her footsteps to attend;

LOSS
BY

AND
CLARA

B.

GAIN.
HEATH.

Sue lost the hope her childhood knew,
Of wealth, and fame, and ease;
Of home, where all things lovely grew,
And all things seemed to please.

And confidence, that plant that grows
So slowly, we are told,
Took root in more congenial soil,
And bore an hundred fold.

She lost the earnest, simple faith
That keeps the children sweet;
The tender plants of confidence
That blossom round their feet.

Her loss was great—so great, the world
A sadder aspect wore ;
For through the glass of self-distrust
She saw the blight it bore.

She gained a faith that stood the storm,
And met the shock of years;

Untold her gain. God’s purposes
Are wreathed in harmony.
Our puny lives no ripple make

And still was hers, more pure and warm,
Thaw when it first appears,

On His eternal sea,
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[ agarp the roll of the carriage-wheels up the
avenue, and, being sure that the visitors were
those I most dreaded, I caught up my “‘sun-

its under de par tree.’”’ Then all was still, and I
knew they had given me up.
I opened my book, with a feeling of pride at

down,” with its broad, blue ribbon, and, book in

the success of my manceuvre, and, in a few mo-

ments, was deeply interested in my peerless
“Ivanhoe.”
Again and again I had perused the
volume ; but there was always a charm for me in
its unequaled description of the days of chivalry.
leaves of the old orchard-trees, and there ever
How I used to dream over it, even in my proseemed a sweet breeze wandering among them,
while the leaves of other trees were hot and saic ‘‘seminary’’ days, over my “extra work’’ of
Wednesday mornings, over algebra or ‘‘ Hepos,”’
ill.
But I could not tarry even here, beneath my in silent study hours, wishing I could havelived
favorite old pear-tree, where the ubiquitous and then, could have been some such “fair ladye”’
all-powerful ‘Billy, had made me a seat of as Rowena, and been loved by such a knight as
moss and stones.
Auntie would be sure to look Wilfred of Ivanhoe!
Flown were my thoughts from the dull days
for me there, and I would be called back to
meet Mrs. Lacy and her daughters; to sit primly of the nineteenth century, and reveling in the
hsnd, ran down the back-stairs, and out into the
wool, old garden. The blazing sun of a July
day reached me here only through the thick

in the parlor, with hands folded, and listen while
“madame” discoursed of ‘the city.’
Miss

past, when they were suddenly brought back by
a step on the gravel-walk in the Larcom garden!

Nora lisped out her regrets that ‘‘ there were so
few eligible young gentlemen in this horrid couniry town ;”’ and Miss Minnie, who aspired to be a

Two summers had I passed here, and never
before had its deep stillness been disturbed.
Parting the leaves cautiously, I peered out. Yes,
surely. Coming down the walk that led to my
apple-tree, was a tall, manly figure, with slow
step and absent mien.
I trembled in my seat, as the thought flashed
through my brain. Some of the dead and gone
Larcoms, roused by my intrusion on their do-

“Wooer of the Muses,’”’ would go into ecstasies
over the last new poem.
Oh, dear!
It was bad

enough to be bothered with them in the city;
but when I had run away from mamma and
Newport, just to be, as the poet says, “a child

once more,’’ I could not stand it! So I ran still
further down the garden-walk. Adjoining ours
was another garden, on precisely the same plan,
and separated from it by an old stone-wall,
covered with mosses and lichens.
Our’s was always tidily kept, while the other
showed neglect, its owner being then in Europe.
Above the wall, on our neighbor’s ground, an
ancient apple-tree, which had never known the
pruning-knife, reared its glossy head, and its
branches, lapping and intertwining, formed a

solution of the enfkma seized me. [rish Katie
had that very morning told me that, ‘ Faith and
it was young Docther Larcom had come home from
Inglan, and it was her aunt was going to be house-

seat, which, while it made an easy resting-place,

keeper to the poor, dear young gentleman, who

was completely screened from view by the dense
foliage. With a readiness that showed my ac-

me my letters from home, at the moment, and I

quaintance with the spot, and, with more

rapi-

dity than grace, I scrambled up the wall, caught
a convenient branch, and swung myself into my
lair, “ entirely forgetful of my dignity as a young
lady,’ as poor Miss B. used to say, when “ we

main,

has determined

for revenge!

But, no!

This was the figure of a young, and—yes, even
then I saw it—handsome man,

attired

in a mo-

dern garb; and I had always heard that ghosts
must have a shroud or winding-sheet.
On he came, and, as he drew nearer, the real

had neither mother or sister.’”

She had handed

did not honor her remarks with much attention.
This, then, was Paul Larcom.

The young gen-

tleman sauntered on until he reached the tree,
his dark eyes glancing keenly over his somewhat
dilapidated possessions, and there, to my utter

horror and discomfiture, he paused! Then, oh,
“Holyoke Seminary.” With a low laugh of ex- ye Fates! threw himself down on the soft grass
ultation, I heard auntie calling, and Billy an- beneath it! Was ever maiden in such predica
swer, *‘ Shore I dunno whar Miss Madge is, less’n | ment? Not daring to stir, I sat there looking
269
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down at the handsome, upturned face. Evidently his thoughts were very pleasant ones, for
a smile

played

mustache.

He

round

was

the corner

of his heavy

handsome—there

was

no

doubt about that; but I hated him heartly, as
he lay there, so nonchalant and graceful, while
I, like a wild bird, was perched above him.
I

was very comfortable a few minutes before; but
now, @ seat in the stocks could not have been

more irksome. How bitterly I. reproached myself for my hoydenish disposition, which my
stately mother had so often condemned, and
which auntie groaned in spirit over. Here I
was, for the rest of the afternoon, for the wretch
had his book and segar with him.
And Lizzie

Morris and Ellie were to come in half an
to go berrying! Mrs. Lacy and suite were
and I heard the carriage roll away; then
auntie’s voice again, and knew that the
were waiting for me.
Getting desperate, I looked down again.

hour
gone,
heard
girls
Eur

reka! my time had come! Tennyson had slipped
out of his hand; his segar was smoked out, and
monsieur, with his hat over his face, had gone off
into dreamland!
Shaking my hand savagely at
the unconscious form, I cautiously left my fortress, and prepared to descend.
The “ weird sisters three’ must surely have been leagued against
me that day, for, as I reached the wall, ‘“ Ivan-

hoe”’ slipped out of my fingers, and fell down
into monsieur’s face, while I, alarmed and confused, lost my precarious foothold, and followed
it, falling a bruised and almost senseless mass of
blue muslin at De Larcom’s feet!

Seeming in no wise disconcerted by such an
unexpected vision, the young man sprang to my
assistance ;but I motioned him away—somewhat
tragically, I fear, from the way his lip curved—
and assayed to rise unaided. But, alas! my
treacherous ankle failed me!, It had received
a severe sprain in the fall, and the keen pain

ae

‘I could see no one, and cannot leave you
alone.
May I not assist you?’

I thanked him coldly.
*‘T could walk now,” and I made the attempt;
but, instead, straightway fell into Dr. Larcom’s
arms, in a dead faint.
I knew no more, until I found myself on the
sofa, in auntie’s room, with the girls standing

near me, with pallid faces, while auntie herself
was busily engaged in bathing my blue and swollen ankle. Dr. Larcom had disappeared. With
a fresh burst of tears, I buried

my face in the

pillow, and vainly wished I could bury myself
out of the notice of the girls, who plied me with
eager questions, until auntie sent them away,
because I looked so much like fainting again,
Dr. Larcom had just brought me to the house,
she said, saying I had had a severe fall. It
was not until the next day that I told the dear
soul all about my escapade, making her promise
«never to tell,’ and, promising, in turn, “ never
Aunt Margaret thought
to do so any more.’”’
nearly everything ‘niece Margaret’’ did was
right.

That afternoon, Billy, rolling his eyes, and
making a great display of ivory, came in with 9

package, directed to ‘‘ Miss Maynard.”’ Although
I knew it was my “ Ivanhoe,’’ I made auntie open
it, because she was Miss Maynard. A note fell
out, as she opened the book.
I utterly refused

to read it, so auntie read it aloud.

It was only

this,

‘Will Miss Maynard allow her neighbor to
call this evening, and inquire after her health?”
“‘ You may answer it, auntie, if you wish.”

“Oh, Madge! you really must; it won’t be
polite !””

But Madge was incorrigible, so Miss Margaret
Maynard answered Dr. Larcom's note, saying
that she would be glad to see him.
I was feverish and restless, and madé auntie

fairly took my breath away.

promise to receive Dr. Larcom in the ‘‘ summer

‘Will you not let me assist you, Miss Maynard?” he said. ‘I fear you are hurt badly.”
His voice brought back my fast-departing
courage, for a moment, and I answered, haugh-

parlor,’’ an adjoining room.
I don’t know how
it happened, but I was lying half on the sofa,
and half in auntie’s lap, and, as she rocked and

sang to me, I drifted off into pleasant slumbers.

tily,

I awoke

from

a dream,

where

apple-trees and

“If you will have the kindness to call one of dark eyes were strangely mingled, to find the
the servants from Maynard Lodge, sir?’’ and he

owner of the eyes in the room, in a pleasant con-

departed, with a polite bow.

versation with my aunt, who still held me in her

Then my wounded pride gave way, and, lean-

ing my head against the wall; what, with pain
and mortification, I burst into tears.

But, when

arms!

Every girl who reads this can imagine my feelings. My white wrapper was spotless, but wofully rumpled ; my hair had fallen, in a tumbled

I heard him coming, bracing myself against,
and clinging to the wall, I managed to be standing
when he reached me. Both voice and face were

mass, from the blue ribbon that had held it back.
Well, a more woe-begone object could hardly

anxious now, as he said,

have been found than was Miss Madge Maynard.
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[didn’t know whether to laugh or cry ;but my ; midshipman, and who now lay sleeping beneath
doubt was put to rest by a merry gleam in the }the waves of old occan. A flood of tears was my
eyes that met mine, and a ringing peal of laugh- }only answer. When we reached the group, the
ter startled poor auntie, who murmured some-} tears were still glittering on my lashes; but
thing about ‘‘ not really knowing what that child }there was a world of pride in my voice, as I inwould do next.” Dr. Larcom joined my laugh— ; troduced my sailor.
He
He was soon at home with the girls; but Dr.
and, from that moment, we were friends.
Larcom’s greeting was rather ceremonious, and
stayed but a little while, and, when he was gone,

[ derived great satisfaction from the fact that he }he declined coming in ; but, in my joy, I hardly
bad asked permission to come again!
I began } noticed that.
Laurence had come for me, “ with
Our meeting was awk-} positive orders from the commodore,”’ he said ;
tothink the matter over.
ward, of course; but then surely this young man ; but I begged him to stay until our picnic was

had a right to wander wherever he pleased, in } over.
his own grounds, and I, as surely, had no right | We passed a happy evening together, except
to get angry with him, because he found me in; when thoughts of Harry would arise, and Lau-

rie’s voice would tremble as he spoke of him.
his apple-tree.
A fortnight passed in that sultry, summer:wea- }But then I know our darling is at rest; there
ther, before I was

able to leave the house ;:but }was. no purer,“fobler soul titan his.

The morning dawned gloriously, and Dr. Larthey were pleasant weeks.
The girls camein often, and sugeliel me with } com’s span of black'-horses was before my door
Laurie was on horseback, and
town news; while Dr. Larcom came in the moon- } at an early hour.
The} in the gayest of moods.
Many a sweet face
lit evenings, and read to me from Scott.

words of‘‘Marmion,’”’ and “‘ Lady of the Lake,”’ ; flushed at his coming, and many a heart sadthink of }dened when the gallant young officer left them.
still sound musically in my ears, whew
that glorious summer, now a thing of.'the past.
But Dr. Larcom was so reticent and sober that
And, when I grew better, we had long walks } mischievous Ellie Morris asked him, ‘‘ who was

and rides through the green woods, and talks} the gorgon who had turned him into stone?”
about the fairies and nymphs whe dwell in the }He scarcely spoke to me after our arrival, and
cool shades.
paid attentive'court at the shrine of Miss Nora
How sorry I was when a letter came from ; Lacy. Edon’t think I ever saw that girl as silly
mamma, announcing her return to the eity, and } and frivolous as she was that day, And I was
advising me to come, as ‘‘the season would open } never so gay, althoti¢h there was a secret weight

early.”
It was something strange to me that Dr. Lar-}
com had never broached the ‘‘apple-tree’’ subject. _I almost wished he would sometime, so
that I could see what he did think ofa young
lady who would climb an apple-tree, and fall at

at my heart. For mé;I was glad when the festival was over, and I had bidden them all good}by, for I was to leave at daylight next morning.
}Piqued at Dr. Larcom’s indifference, f instigated
} Laurence to procure a lady’s horse and saddle,
OY
}and very coolly informed the gentleman that I

the feet of innocent and unsuspecting young men. } should ride home with my cousin, as I wished to

I kept putting off my return home, until I was}

show him the view from a certain hill,

you wish, Miss Maynard,”
really afraid mamma would ¢ me after me.
An autumn picnic had Leen planned, and one } this was our good-by.

“ As

was tlie answer, and

The next morning we were on our way ere
afternoon a party of girls and Dr. Larcom were;
standingat our gate, discussing the final arrange-} dawn. Laurence thought I must certainly have
ments, when, looking down the road, I saw a) left my heart behind me, and I began to think I
lithe, slender figure approaching. The step was } had.
elastic, and the head proudly carried,
drew nearer, I recognized Lawrence
cousin and adopted brother, whom
seen for two long years.
Forgetting

and, as he
Moore, my}
I had not}
politeness}

and decorum, as usual, I darted away from the}

In three weeks more Laurie’s ship had weighed
anchor, and left many sad hearts behind it.
Somehow I didn’t enjoy the winter, as I had the
one before.
More than once, at some gay party

or ball, I had found my thoughts winging back

group, and ran tomeet him. The dear boy caught } to the little country town and dear auntie; and
me in his arms, and kissed me, saying, ‘‘ are you } conscience smote me many a time, because I

really glad to see your sailor-boy, darling?’ I} thought more of a certain disciple of Esculapius
could not help it then—his voice, the uniform— } than of the dear old lady.
Christmas came, with a grand ball at the manall brought back to me so vividly my only brother, who had gone out with him a brave, young } sion of Mrs. Clare, the leader of fashion in Go-
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tham, and, as I stood before mamma that night,
«You will do, Alice; white suits you best,’’ she
said, in her calm way; but her eye sparkled

“My Pearl,” he said, ‘‘do you know why |

am here ?”’
I tried to jest, but could not; the laugh dieg

while papa clasped me in his arms, and whispered, ‘‘ My little Pearl!’
I have never described myself to you, dear

on my lips. Now, dear reader, you know exactly
what’s coming, so I’1l not tell you how Paul Lay.

reader, nor shall I now.

had, he said, with

I am no extraordinary

com told his love for me.

He did love me, ang

a mischievous

smile, singe.

beauty, yet I flatter myself I cannot be called
ugly. Was it Dr. Larcom once compared my
eyes to ‘‘ pansies, with the dew upon them?’’
Pshaw !

‘the first day we met,”’ and had hoped, until he
saw my affectionate meeting with my cousin, that

talking to a certain distinguished Senator, in the
course of the evening, and watching the waltzers,
whom papa will not let me join, when, suddenly,

now.”’

Iloved him.
Then he had doubted, until auntie
explained to him the reason why I loved him go,
The ball was like all such affairs—brilliant ; And I, being a truthful girl, could only answer
and I enjoyed it, as girls of nineteen will. I was ‘yes,’ when he asked me if I “loved him

I heard our hostess say to my next neighbor,

‘Miss Graves, allow me. Dr. Larcom, my
particular friend.’’
For one moment, the lights all mingled. together strangely,

and

I heard,

asin a dream,

Contrary to all known precedents, the
of true love’ ran ro smoothly, that, six
from:that day, I stood with Paul Larcom
com House, its mistress and his bride.
The old place had been renovated,

“course
months
at Lar.
but not

modernized, and the garden made so beautiful
I hardly knew it.

the voice of my distinguishe1
promenade. I sadly fear he
take back the praise he had
me the night before, as ‘‘the

friend propose a
I took my husband’s arm, and we wandered
was inclined to down the walk, until we stood beneath the old
bestowed upon apple-tree, with its gnarled trunk and eweeping
most intelligent branches. A rustic seat had been placed there,
young lady of my acquaintance, sir;”’ for my an- and we sat down in the shade.
“« Madge,” said my husband, his eye dancing
swers after that were at random. I was really
glad when Charlie Vane claimed my hand for the with mischief, ‘‘what would you say if I told
next cotillion. Our vis-a-vis was Dr. Larcom with you that I knew you were in the tree all the
Miss Graves.
I only gave him a distant bow; time, om that eventful day ?”’
but his joyous, triumphant smile set my heart to
“ Paul!"
fluttering, strangely. When the set was ended,
“Yes, my darling! I was standing at the
he resigned his partner, and hurried tomy side. door of the old house there, when I saw a bright
“Miss Madge, if you are not engaged, will you head and blue dress flash along the wall, and
give me the next set?”
disappear in the tree, and so——”’
“Oh, Paul!’ [ said, springing to my feet.
“ Certainly, Dr. Larcom; when did you leave
§.—~ a
‘¢ You were not asleep at all?”’
He made some reply, I don’t remember what,
“No, little girl, and you don’t know how I
and drew my arm in his—the same earnest,
handsome face, the same tender, manly voice.

“I do not want todance, Madge.
into the conservatory with me?’

Will you go
Out from the

regretted it, when you were

hurt so badly, and

would not let me help you. But Madge,’ and
he drew me down to his side again; ‘‘ when I
found my heart was gone, I comforted myself

heated air and bewildering glare of gastight ; with the reflection that I wasn’t the first man
in among the rare flowers, where the fountains who had been undone by means of a woman and
splashed and sparkled, we went.
} an apple-tree in the garden !”’

MARGUERITE.
BY
I pruck the petals one by one—
They fall upon the daisied plot;
I sing for every petal gone,
He loves me, or he loves me not.
I pluck them, anxious, one by one,
Are all the sweet old vows forgot?

MARY

B.
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Is all my heart's long strength undone?
He loves me, or he loves me not.
But as my task is well-nigh done,
A voice rings through the quiet spot
Betwixt the shadow and the sun,

“Why fear that I should love you not?”
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Meg
Ir was only a flirtation, to begin with.
Chiltern was twenty-two, had been three years

out of school, and in society, in such a very
moderate way as was possible for a highly-connected, well-bred girl, who had to live with her
mother on an income of twenty-five hundred
Everything is relative, and the
dollars a year.
Chilterns belonged, by inheritance, in a set

where this nice little yearly maintenance was
considered poverty, and commiserated accordingly.
Mrs. Chiltern was at once the sweetest-natured
and the most self-sacrificing of women, and had
managed, by existing one scarcely knew how,
herself to educate Meg as if she had been a

young lady with great expectations; and now,
naturally enough, she looked for her reward—
rather counted on being mother-in-law “to a
highly magnificent three-tailed bashaw.” She
was, possibly, a little disappointed that Meg’s
three years of young ladyhood had so far borne
no matrimonial fruits, but she was quite too
sweet and tender to say so; and

now she had

come to Newport—to the old boarding-house at the
Point, with its pier running out into the bay—
fora season of rest and refreshing before the
next winter campaign should begin.
Coming there, she had quite unexpectedly run
into danger, for Maurice Glendower was there
before her, Glendower was handsome; a great,
strong, manly fellow, with big, passionate eyes,
a massive sweep of brow, over which

his thick,

dark hair waved carelessly, a haughty nose, and
full, fond lips, half hidden by brown beard and
silky mustache:
He prided himself a little on
the good old Welch blood of the Glendowers,

though his own branch of the family had been
poor as church’

WITH
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mice for a couple of centuries.

He was thoroughbred, a man of thought as well
a3 of culture, and by profession an artist. Mrs.
Chiltern, whom his handsome face and gallant,
d:bonnair manners had attracted at first, turned

away sorrowfully when she learned this latter
fact, and began to feel that she had brought her

lamb into perilous vicinage to the wolf, and to
wonder how it would do to cancel her two months’
arrangement about board, and beat an inglorious
retreat from Newport Point. .Meg frowned down
this idea the moment it was suggested.
“Had mammano more confidence in her com
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mon sense than to run with her out of danger as
if she were a baby? Perhaps she might dirt
with Mr. Glendower a little, just to keep her
hand

in, if he showed

himself disposed ; but

danger! She appreciated the good things of
this world quite too highly to throw away her
chance of them fora pair of broad shoulders and
two passionate, dark eyes.”
So Mrs. Chiltern was fain to be content, only
she did meekly venture to suggest that she
would

be happier if they wouldn’t

flirt much;

in her experience, she had always found it ill
playing with fire; one was so apt to get burnt.
‘Never fear,’ Meg answered, lightly; “I
am fire-proof, clothed about with a conscious sensé
of poverty, as if it were a robe of asbestos.”’

Of Meg Chiltern herself I havé so far said
nothing; but I have seen few girls of whom it
would be so difficult to make a picture. Her
hair and her complexion were splendid, but she
had not a single really fine feature, though she
always produced the effect of beauty. Her clear,
bright eyes were a thought too small; her nose
was piquant, perhaps, but far from classic, and

her lips were too full. But her face had its own
ever-varying charm. It changed with every
thought, took color from every mood. Her taste
in dress was perfect;

her neck-tyes were

mar-

vels; and her gloves and boots would have done
credit to a French woman.
Maurice Glendower beheld, admired, and from
that moment had eyes and ears only for her.

It is a grand old house for a flirtation, that
old mansion on the Point, with its spacious red
cedar stair-case, with wide landings, from which
windows look seaward; its vurious nooks here
and there; its jutting pier, where a sail-boat
waits always your ‘pleasure, or row-boats swing

with the tides.

Mrs. Chiltern would fain have

matronized her daughter carefully; but, poor
woman, the sea did make her so dreadfully sick,
that it was like carrying a Jonah to have her

white, scared face on board ; and Meg, who ruled
her with a high hand, though neither of them
knew it, made her stay at home. Miss Chiltern
did not feel bound to remain in-doors herself,
however. She had come to Newport to get all
the good she could. Mr. Gléendower was so
careful, so safe, such

then he had

an excellent sailor, and

to be out constantly.

He was,
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artist-like, in pursuit of the picturesque; and
what more natural than that he should daily set

Chiltern’s sea-change was something fine to wi.
ness.

New light was in her eyes, a color, never

sail in search of it. It was very kinJ of hing tg so bright before, on‘her cheeks. Her whole na
be troubled with’ Meg, though she held his ture seemed deepening into passionate and ten.
sketch-book

for him, to be sure, and made her-

Still it was very

der womanhood. © Mrs. Chiltern, meek soul, had
been silenced by the account her daughter gave

Of course, he offered

of the mutual godd: understanding between her.

self as helpful as she could.
kind of him to take her.

to take any of the other ladies also; but if they

self and Glendower.

were too busy or too lazy to go often, that was
no reason why she, Meg, skoukd not get all the

words sounded so grand and philosophical, that

sea-change fate offered -herp sand so they sailed,
and they sailed, and ‘what should they do but
sail?
t
They understood each other’s positions thoroughly. arly’in their acquaintance, Meg had
told him, with the frankness which especially
characterized that young lady, and distinguished
her from most others, precisely how much she

and her mother had to live on; what a cramped,
limited existence it was in some ways, and how
the copartnership depended on her wholly to

wanted

The

the cournge to lift up the least

little voice of protest.

But she counted joyfully

the diminishing days, and hailed every sunge
with a deep breath of thanksgiving.
And so the last day came.
On the morrow the Chilterns were to go back
to Boston, and to-night Glendower was to return
to New York, where his easel, and, as he hoped,
his patrons, waited.
‘‘ Hold the last fast,’ he said, to Miss Chil
tern, as they came out of the breakfast-room that

morming, with a look in his eyes before whith
her:own drooped. ‘Will you sail with me in
who should hold the sinews of pursuit of the Happy Islands?”’

retrieve its desperate

new member,
war,

mamma

‘ Pure Platonism!”

fortunes, by bringing in a

‘I understand,” Glendower said, a little
gloomily.
‘It was kind of you to tell me.
I

am forewarned and forearmed now.
fore, for that matter.

I was be-

All my wealth lies at the

point of my brush. ,When I do well, I ean come
to Newport; when Ido ill, I am pretty sure, at

Meg went up stairs for her scarlet jacket and
her saucy hat.
She stopped, as she came down

through the hall, to kiss her mother, with a teuderness unusual in her manner before’ the world,
for she was a girl who worshiped hér house
hold gods in secret.
“It

is the

last time,

mamma,”

she whix

the worst, of a crust and an attic, honestly
earned; but I should never ask ,.a-.young lady,
who wears fashionable uniforms and wonderful

pered with her kiss. ‘**You have been: very
good and patient. Don’t worry about me now.”
And Mrs. Chiltern thanked her” stars’ that

neck-tyes, to share such uncertain

it was the last time, when she saw them walk
ing down the pier together, such'a yoting, hand-

prospects.

So, now we comprehend the situation, and what

is to hinder our forming a sort of Platonic com-

some couple, in the sunlight—Glendower bend-

bination?
Is that in your line?”
The dark-gray eyes flashed up at him

ing over to look into: Meg’s eyes, and without
from

under their jetty lashes; and then drooped
again.
“Ts it in yours?’ she asked, demurely.
He looked at her a moment, this young, win-

some girl, brighter than any creature he had
even known before, leaning over the side of the

boat, and dipping her white fingers in the water.
He drew a long breath before he spoke.
“Yes, I think it is. Why not?
Let us try

the experiment, then I shall be satisfied.”
So, having made

matters

straight,

and thus

satisfied the demands of conscience, these Platonic friends sailed, as I said, through the sum-

mer days of July and August. The Dumplings
knew their keel. Brenton’s' Cove tired of answering their calls tothe echo. Sometimes,
when

the wind

was

strong, they went

outside

even his sketch-bvok inhis hand, to niake pre
tence of other interests.

For a long time they saffed in silence.
had shrouded

Meg

herself in! blue tisstie, and from

behind it came no betraying tone.
Glendower spoke.

At last

“T don’t often ask you to do anything, or
quarrel with your ways; but, for this once,
won’t you take off that veil?

I feel as if I were

talking to an unknown woman behind a mask.
And your clear, strong color need not fear sun
or sen.””
‘«That is all you know about it,’’ she answered,
nervously.
‘I shall be burned toa cinder; but

what matter?”
**Do you mean what matter because J shall
not see you to-morrow?”’
He bent forward with the words, and looked

the harbor, and flew away before the gale, as if straight into her face, till her Jashes were lowdestiny were sweeplng them on.
And Meg ered, and the color deepened in her cheeks, but

nck
urn

red,
hilthat
‘ich

in
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gently. ‘‘It was not that I doubted you; but
you do not understand. It might be better for
us both to forget than to keep memory alive by
“Meg, all this has been more to me than I letters.”
‘Forget! Well, if you can.”
meant or thought.
Hag-itbeen anything to

ghedid not answer

him.
They went on in siJence for another space, and then he said, with
@ curious huskinegs in his voice,

His bitterness conquered, when his entreaties
With all her pride and spirit, Meg
She made a desperate effort to steady her had failed.
was @ woman.
yoice, and reply calmly.
“*T will write,” she said, humbly and submis“Yes, it has been a pleasant summer, but I
sively. -‘ As to forgetting, 7 shall never blame
have never lost sight of facts.”
«Well, then, God knows have.
I have been you for anything so wise as that.’’
‘©No; I think you never will.”
letting myself feel toward you just as a man
you ”

Then he talked to her about his career—of

might who had a right to ask you to be his wife.
Isit any use ?”’
Meg Chiltern

the inspiration she would be, the success which
the thought of her wouldémake possible and cer-

understood just then that she

was a woman, and had been playing with fire.

tain, until he almost persuaded

lucky if, before the flame went out, her own
heart should not be» ashes. : She tried to be her
gay, careless self still.

perhaps secretly half persuaded her, that in time
destiny might give them to each other.
The next week he was writing to her fm
New York.
Back at his work, he found himsc:{
less triumphantly master of the situation than
he had supposed.
The best part of himself went

“TI cannot be anything but a butterfly,’”’ she
said. ‘Is it the fault of my education, or a defect of nature?
Ido not know; but I told you
my destiny in the first place, and:nothing has

occurred to make me change my mind.

s

“By heaven! you were; and I thought
frankness had put me out of danger.
now, Meg Chiltern, take the truth away
you, that ome man loves you as he loves his

your
And
with
own

soul; @ poor, good-for-naught of a fellow, worth
nothing at all, as the people you live amongst

reckon values, but 4 man capable of loving you
with a man’s heart.”
She did not speak. Did he guess that her
tears were falling fast into the water? Her face
was turned quite away from him. What she
felt, only her own soul and God would know.
When at length he spoke again, his voice was
strangely tender.
“Forgive me,” he said;

into his letters to Miss Chiltern: Instead of
painting better than before he knew her, he

I was

frank with you.”

‘Iam all wrong.

have no business to cause you pain.

I

You were

fair and true from the first; but that does not

make it any easier for me. I will not trouble
you about myself, though. I am going to show
you that I am capable of being your friend.
But your friendship.I do claim. I must hear
from you sometimes. You will write to me,
won’t you ?’’
“CanI? Isit right? Is it safe?’
“Safe! For what do you take me? I swear
solemly, that no eye but mine shall ever see one
word you write me. You shall have every line
back whenever you ask for it; and the moment

himself, and

found

that the thought

hope and all energy.

of her stole away

all

If he could have thought

of her as his, he persuaded himself, it would
have been different; but to think of her as in
no wise bound to him, not even by implication,
open to the pursuit of whatever admirer that.
bonny face could charm—and, lover-like, he

thought their name

would

be legion—surely

madness lay that way.

Her letters would have kept alive the flame of
his devotion, even if it had needed
ance, which certainly it did not.
letters like herself—fresh, piquant,
and irregular; sometimes o little
densed sweetness, at other times

such tendThey were
tantalizing,
sip of conelusive and

glittering.
Suddenly, for weeks, they ceased altogether.
He wrote two or three times, then began to keep
proud silence. And now, indeed, he painted as
he had never painted before, for he painted for
her a picture which should reveal to her at once
his exaltation and his misery. Day after day a
face grew upon his canvas, or rather eyes and
brow.
The lower face was shrouded bya beard,

which swept downward, and blended with the
shadow out of which those eyes seemed to look.
It was in them, chiefly, that the expression of
the picture lay. They were hungry eyes, pleading eyes, passionate eyes. They seemed to have
you tell me to stop writing, because some one fathomed life’s love and longing, and grown
else has a claim on all your thoughts, I will obey dark with its despair.
you without one murmur.”’
It was done at last, and hé sent it to Miss
_ “I did not need that promise,” she said, :Chiltern, unaccompanied by a single line.
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The very morning she received it, a letter
came to him, containing these words, no more:
‘‘Maurice—You must not write to me any
longer.
I am going to marry Gen. Tynsdale.

‘* MARGARET CHILTERN.”
While he read over and over, refusing to believe that he had read aright, Margaret Chiltern
was looking into the eyes of the picture, and
finding in them all of passion, of supplication,
of despair, which he had meant she should find,
However long she might live, or however keenly
she might suffer, thank God, she would
live that hour over again.

never

Would she have reealled her letter if she
could. She hardly knew herself. Gen. Tynsdale was thoroughly eligible. Better than that,
he was thoroughly noble. She even believed
that she might have loved him if she had not
sailed through summer days over enchanted seas
with Maurice Glendower.

Perhaps she deluded

FIRE.
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Platonic and failed, but which could never by
more than a longing and a desire.
So, like a wise girl, she said “yes” to he
general, and within the hour sent her little not
to Maurice Glendowers and now, the next day,

his picture had come, with these eyes which said
so much which she was afraid to understand,
She turned away from them at last, a marve)
lously well-gotten-up young lady, who would do
credit to Gen. Tynsdale’s taste, if that were al]
he cared for, and went down into the parlor to
meet him.
Events march rapidly in some crises. It wag
only ten days before she read Maurice Glen.
dower’s name in the list of passengers on
steamer for Havre.
He was gone without one
attempt to see her, one word of farewell. She
remembered what he. had said to her, with al]
the solemnity of an oath, that last day at New.
port,
‘The moment you tell me to stop writing,
because some one else has a claim on all your
thorghts, I will obey you without one murmur,”

herself into thinking she should be able to drink
Lethe on her wedding-day, and love him even
yet. But she wished that Glendower had not
He had obeyed her, and he was gone. The
pinted that picture. She could not send it chances that she should ever see him again were
back; she would not so wound him.
So, with
true feminine discretion, she carried it into her

chamber,

and hung it up opposite

her bed,

thinking, possibly, to dull by use the keen edge
of its reproof, to emancipate herself from its
power by familiarity.
Under its eyes she made
her toilet to receive Gen Tynsdale..
That this betrothed lover of hers was more
than worthy of her, she knew very well.
It was

no case of January and May.

The general was

few.
And
she was going to marry Gen.
Tynsdale, and be very proud of him, and delight
her mother’s heart, and never be troubled abou
finances any more in all her life. What a

happy girl she ought to be—only just then she
was not.

She did not sleep well of nights. She found
herself growing thin. That brilliant color, which
Glendower had been ready to warrant proof
against sun and sea, was fading. She grew

a man in the very prime of his life, a war hero,

nervous and fanciful.

and young

to do his

of passionate reproach, the pathos of its despair,

devoir in a lady’s bower

as gallantly as he had

ever done in the field.

From the first she had

must be, she thought, at the bottom of her mood.
She took it down and put it away in a closet,

admired

and

handsome

enough

him, and been more

than flattered at

her power to draw him to her side.
reticent

and

undemonstrative;

and

But he was
when

he

asked her to be his wife, the proposal had been
thoroughly a surprise.

Sle begged a week

in

which to decide, and during that time saw him
daily. Of course, all her mother’s influence was
inhisfavor. This brilliant destiny which offered
was just what she had always hoped for her
darling; for Gen. Tynsdale was no man of
the people.
Good, old blood flowed in his veins.
He was rich by inheritance; # scholar in his
tastes; a man of the world in his experience.

A fair field lay open before his wife. What
to hinder Miss Chiltern that she should not
ter in and take possession? Nothing, her
ther thought. Nothing, Meg knew, but
memory of a friendship which

was 5
enmo- ))
the;

The picture, with its eyes

with its face to the wall. Then she expected to
breathe freely, and to sleep. But through the
darkness those eyes haunted her still, until she
grew afraid she should go mad.
Gen. Tynsdale watched her in grieved sur
prise. This surely was not the bride he thought
he hadwon.
She was strangely petulant to him
sometimes, but that grew, doubtless, out of her
failing health.
His tenderness was large and

strong enough to live all such trifies down, if she
loved him. But did she love him?
When this doubt first came into his mind, he
remembered that he had never asked her the
question.
|He had only asked her to give her
self to him, as his wife, trusting to what he be
lieved the nobleness of her nature, that she

would

not promise herself to him unless she

had tried to be 'were justified by the whole love and loyalty of
f
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her heart.

Now that once doubt had assailed

him, he must know the worst or the best from
her lips.
She came languidly to meet

°
him, with tired

lids drooping over eyes which sleep had not
blessed, with pale cheeks, and feverish hands.
He made her sit down beside him, and then he

asked her very gently if he had failed to make
her happy, or why he saw her changing thus
before his eyes.

«You have failed in nothing,’’ she said, her
eyes darkening with a sudden rush of nervous

all his unselfish nobleness. How good he was!
If shegcould but have had him for a brother!
Would she have liked Maurice Glendower for a
brother as well ?
Day and night, for three weeks, which seemed
like ages alike to her and to him who waited,
these questions, and others like them, wrought

her almost to madness. Having seen Gen. Tynsdale as he was, it was hard to give up his strong,
pure love. It is possible that the thought of her
mother’s disappointment, of her own life, which
lacked so much that he could give, had some

tears, which, to save her life, she could not restrain. ‘‘It is all I, myself.’’

force of which

she was

hardly conscious, .to ob-

she had heen a grieved child, and said, softly,

question, ‘‘Could she, or could she not, truly,
and with all her heart, love this man whose wife

scure and hinder her decision. But she honestly
He held her with his arm as tenderly as if meant to regard nothing except the one yital

“Margaret, I never asked you if you loved
me. I took that too much for granted, perhaps.
May I ask you now ?”’

“T don’t know. Oh! I wish I did. I think
you are nobler, and stronger, and better than
any one I ever met; and I am very proud of you.

But there is a story I otight to tell you.”
Not once did the earnest tenderness of his
manner change while she told him of those sum-

mer days at
just as fond
told, and she
What he said

Newport. His arm
and firm a support
expected him to put
drew her nearer to

held her with
when all was
her from him.
him than any-

she had promised to become, who so thoroughly
commanded her esteem and her homage ?”’
At last, through what spirit of divination I
know not, she believed

the truth had

understand and accept its whole meaning.

Then,

having received that voiceless message from the
man who had swayed her soul as it seemed no
other could, she wrote to Gen..Tynsdale :
‘You are ten times over worthy of all I could
ever give. If I had seen you when my heart was
free, I must have loved you,

thing ever before.

gome to

her. She brought back the banished
"picture,
and looked at it with eyes that were willing to

-As it is, I believe

Now I the old spell was too strong. But do not stay
shall understand it all; and, in any case, I shal} away from me.
Show that you forgive me by letnot blame you.
If this other love was but.a ting me have the high honor to be your friend.”
summer-day’s dream, a girlish longing for what
So that kiss had indeed been the last—a brave
seemed like forbidden fruit, you will find that man’s farewell to a beloved woman. Does it
out the better, now that doubt and concealment
surprise you, therefore, that Gen. Tynsdale was
will no longer torture you. If I can make you strong and true enough to be Margaret Chil“Thank

you, dear, for telling me.

happy, you shall tell me so, and let me.
But,
ifthat other memory is too strong a power for

me to contend against, you shall tell me that as
frankly ;and I love you enough better than myself to want you to find your happiness in your
own way. I will go away now, and never come
again until you send for me; never come at all,

unless you send for me.

tern’s friend;

to put under

his feet all selfish

passion, all longing for the heart which was another man’s treasure-trove, and accept what she
had to give him, the friendship

which was

the

outgrowth of all that was noblest in her, and
therefore was a gift not less worthy than her love
would have been?

Do not run any risks;

After all the rest was over, came to Margaret

dear, for you have not the temperament to
marry where you do not love, with safety to
your own peace.”’
Then he kissed her, as quietly, almost as
sadly, as one would kiss the lips of the dead,

the struggle of telling her mother. She managed
it after her own fashion.
‘* Do you love me enough, mamma,”’ she asked).
one day, ‘‘to go on, our two lives through, no:
better off than we are now, sharing everything:

and went away. It may be that he felt in that
kiss he was taking eternal farewell of this woman

whom

he had

loved,

as she

sorrowfully

acknowledged to herself, so far beyond her deservings.
Did she love him, or did she not? She half
began to believe that she did when she dwelt on

Vou. LXIII.—19

with me, as you always have, and never

once:

wishing me out of the way ?”’
Mrs. Chiltern opened bewildered eyes at her:
‘‘Do I love you enough? To be sure I do, if”
it were necessary. Why, you are all I have,
dear. Whom else should I love? But what iss
the matter? Has Gen. Tynsdale. failed ?”’
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‘¢No, mamma; but I have failed him.
I did
not love himas his wife ought ; and wasetting
ill.
Didn’t you see it? I think I should have
died, if 1 had gone on.”

“Thank
But it was

God that you didn’t go on, then!
all that Glendower.

Meg,

I shall

certainly never take you to Newport again.”’
Meg laughed.
“T think you might now with entire safety.

FIRE.

Two years and a winter had gone by since
Maurice Glendower had sailed away, and Migg
Chiltern went on to New Yoak on purpose to ‘
attend the spring exhibition of 1868. She walked
through the Academy at first, without opening

her catalogue, pausing in front of anything which
particularly pleased her.
So, wandering on, she
came at length to a picture which startled her,
as if she had seen her own wraith.
A young

But, whatever comes, you won’t stop loving
me?”
“No. Did I not say you were all I had?” in
a sort of grieved tone. No; but I own I am

girl sat in front of a mirror, showing the back
of her head, and looking intently into the glass,

disappointed.”
‘You are the sweetest mother in the
take it so beautifully,’ Meg cried, with
whereupon Mrs. Chiltern, exalted, in
estimation, to a heroine and a martyr,

surely—Meg Chiltern as she had been at twentyworld to
warmth;
her own
put ona

benign expression, and went about for days with
the beatitude of the just shining upon her countenan
After this, life wore somewhat different colors

to Margaret Chiltern.

where she was studying her own face. This
face in the mirror was that of Meg Chiltern,
two, with the brilliant color, the mutinous lips,
the rebellious eyes, the whole bright, piquant

girlishness which she used to see in the glass
once, but saw there no longer, in these days of
her quieter, less vivid womanhood.
It was just
herself, her old self, with all her defects, and

yet with a certain ideal grace and undying loveliness which showed that it had been painted by

People began to call her

no cold critic of her
Margaret now; for, somehow, Meg seemed less for the signature in
suitable to this quiet woman, with the look of
So at last he had
waiting in her eyes, than it had to the gay had so long wished
girl who went to Newport to make summer holiday. Still she was quite her old self in many

ways. She was as fastidious as ever as to her
gloves and boots. She had respect to her necktyes. She wore dresses, and sacques, and bon-

charms. She was prepared
the corner—‘‘M G.”
sent home something, as she
he would; something wor-

thy of him, and, oh, how more

than

worthy of

her! Had he then rememhered her so faithfully? Thank God that she was still free to let
her heart thank him!

She sat down in front of the picture, and
nets en suite, with a secret pride and pleasure in Yooked at it till her eyes grew so dim that she
all the little idiosyncrasies of which Glendower could not see it, heedless who went or came,
hearing none of the voices around her, as utterly
had taken note.
;

She might see him again, or she might never.
He had taken himself quite out of her ken. She
could not have summoned him if she would, and
she certainly would not if she could. Whether
or not he would be true to his memory of her,
she had no basis for conjecture; but, having
learned to think of her as another man’s wife,

it was altogether probable that he might himself

alone with herself and memory as if the lounging
crowd

about

her had been replaced

by desert

solitude.
At last she rose to go; and then a gentleman,
who had been regarding her for some time from
a little distance, came toward her.

‘‘Mrs. Tynsdale, I believe,’ he said, quietly.
‘¢ Have I your forgiveness for venturing to paint

Miss Chiltern of almost three years ago ?”’
No matter; she knew
had felt for him had been
‘¢T am not Mrs. Tynsdale,”’ she said, in a low,
uttermost of which her na- still voice, wondering secretly that she could
and until she felt it over speak at all.
old glow and glory, she at
‘¢Not Mrs. Tynsdale ?”’
least could never marry.
She interested herself
He had asked her for nothing, not even for
have loved and married.

now that what she
love, the best and
ture was eapable;
again, with all the

in art, searcely realizing how much it was for
his sake.
Gen. Tynsdale, himself no mean art

critic, helped her with suggestions and explana-

the truth; but some force which seemed outside
and beyond herself constrained her to give it to
him.

tions, until, with her own quick perceptions of
“No! I think I might have been, but for
beauty, her opinion of a picture came to have a those eyes you sent me.
They looked so deep
positive value; and, glad of something to do be- into my soul, that they kept me true to myself.”
sides embroidery, she undertook to write the art }
The next evening Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Glen-

eriticiems for a leading paper, and found an ; dower walked together into Mrs. Chiltern’s par(lor. That lady opened her eyes wide with wonder.

- agtual pleasure in her task,

*

WEDDED.—THE
“Good

evening,

sid, saucily.

dear

mamma,’

BEAUTIFUL

Glendower

His wife put her hand upon his

lips.
« Be still; you shall not try to mystify mamma,
Mamma,

| am

married

spoil it all, will you, by not forgiving me, or not
loving me?”
Mrs. Chiltern smoothed down her ruffled plumage,

to Mr. Gleudower.’’

« But [ thought he had no money to take care
of himself,’” mamma suggested, feedly, in a state
of hopeless bewilderment.
«[ was that impecunious individual; but I
sold a picture for money enough to buy a wedding breakfast, and I made Meg make haste and
marry me before it was gone.”
:
Margaret knelt down by her mother’s side,
and put her arms around her tenderly.

“You will forgive me, won't you, dear, for
being married before I came home to you; but
Maurice had waited so long, and loved me so
faithfully, I hadn't the heart to say no when he
plead with me.
He isn’t rich, and he never
will be; but he will be a great painter some
day, for you to be proud of. And you won't
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and

asked

patheticaily,

as

she often

had

before, who else there was for her to love, unless, indeed, they expected her to begin all at
once to love Mr. Glendower.
That gentleman
assured her that she had divined his expectations
exactly ; whereupon she protested that such sud-

den changes at her time of life were unsettling,
very;

but that

Margaret

had always

acted for

herself, and she hoped Margaret knew what she
was doing.
Which Margaret assuredly did.
Six months of happiness were enough to make
Meg Gleudower all that Meg Chiltern had been,
and more.
The old light came back to her eyes,

the brilliant, sun-defying color to her cheeks ;
but her manner held a tenderer grace, her
voice @ deeper sweetness, for the waitiig years
which had taught her self-knowledge.

WEDDED.
BY

MRS.

HELEN

A.

MANVILLE.

Heart linked with heart in each noble endeavor—
Husband and wife
Were adrift, oh, my sweet, on the beautiful river—
The river of life.

With Faith for the pilot, and Love to cast o’er us
The light of her smile,
The waves of the river of life yet before us,
Look tempting the while.

The shore of my girlhood, far back in the distance,
Still I can see ;
But your love, true and faithful, still makes my existence
A heaven to me

There is naught in the past that is worth the regretting,
My darling ; instead,
Not a momeat this hour we would fain be forgetting,
Since we were wed.
} I fear not the storm-clouds that hover around me,
Drifting with thee,
For the Spring-time and Summer of life yet have found thee
Faithful to me.

The strong arm of love has never yet failed me,
Never, dear heart !
Nor your faith, oh, my darling! when censure assailed me,
Life, when apart,

On, on to the shore of the bliseful Forever—
Husband and wife;
Together we'll float down the beautiful river—
The river of life.

“Loses its sweetn ss ;joy’s radiant flowers
Bicom never for me,
As lonely I walk through the desolate hours,
Waiting for thee.
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“Tam s0 weary,” she murmured,
“ Weary of sorrow and pain
Tired of toiling and striving,
Always and always in vain.”
We had thought that Death was a terror;
A visitor dark and grim,
And we shuddered as he came nearer,
And shrank away from him.
But he came to her so gently,
So sweetly, (as those most kind

FUL
E.

ANGEL.

REXFORD.
Draw near to those whom they pity,)
That terror fled our mind.
And, methought, as we saw her lying
In death, with her face grown fair,
No traces of cares or sorrows,
Of tears nor of suffering there.

That Death was a pitying angel,
Who loveth all so well,
That he hrinzeth to those aweary
IPL
PIPL
PLP
PRPALDRPDRPPDDPAPDDADAL
His rest unspeakable.
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My heroine, for she was a heroine, and of the
‘Seeing we have missed our calling so much,
highest, truest type, did not live in a cabin of let us try to do all the good we can where we
logs, away on our western frontier.
There were are.
Now, I consider you a first-class home mis.
no tall, rustling pines before

her window, nor

dark woodlands stretching away on either side,
harboring deer and bear, and still more, savage
Redmen.
No, my heroine lived in a first-class house,
with modern conveniences, not far from the east-

ern seaboard. It was not
ef its beautiful suburbs,
land by the foot, and not
grass-plot was not grudged

in a city; but in one
where they still sold
by the inch; where a
one, by some greedy-

sionary.

Your mind

was not especially set on

the foreign field, was it?”
‘Not decidedly, though I think I should have
preferred that. But what home missionary work
can Ido here? I should be glad to see a specimen.”
“Well, in the first place, here is your hus
band.
You ‘missionize’ him every day. There
is no telling how much better he is than he would
have been without such an influence. You would

Enough land could be afforded, by even men

never let him adopt any of the modern ways of
making money fast. There is no telling whats
snare his riches would have been to him by this

with moderate means, for beautiful grounds, for
strawberry-beds, and rows of berry-bushes, and

time, if he had not had such a check-rein always
applied.”’

even for rambling melon-vines, which require

“I doubt it,” said his wife, decidedly. «“]
think you are richer for having kept to the beaten

eyed man of business, who would desecrate his
father’s sepulchre, if he could make money by

it.

so much room to spread themselves.

Marion Lee had a fair home, with pleasant
surroundings, and few privations, except such as
fall to the common lot. Her spacious, beautifully-furnished parlors were as cheery and homelike as a farmer’s ample kitchen; and what
higher praise could be given them? It was not
the hues of the carpet, nor the rich drapery of
the windows, nor the abundance of pictures on
the walls, that gave the rooms their charm.
It

track.

I believe what

Mr. Beecher

these modern ways of making money.

says about

He says,

‘there is nothing so profitabie as lying and steal-

ing, in the beginning; but nothing so sure to be
struck by God’s lightning at the last.’”’
‘“‘Mr. Beecher is right there, Marion, and
every year’s experience of mine in business con-

firms me in the opinion. A little, with the blessing of the Lord, is better than great revenues
was the presence in the house. After all, that is without right.”
what makes a home bright or dark to us.
‘But, seriously, Marion,” he continued, “I
‘Do you know, Edward,’’ said Mrs. Lee, one think you do a great deal of missionary work in
evening, as she was pouring the tea from the this place by your hospitality. You have never
brighfest of urns, ‘that [ always intended to be

given a large party since we were

a missionary. It was quite a disappointment for
me to give it up.”’

you have given more of that kind mentioned in
the fourteenth of Luke than any woman I ever

‘It was none to me that you did,” he said,
cheerfully, as he stirred in the cream in the fra-

knew.”

grant cup.

A dim vision rose to his view ofa

tall, thin student, with side-whiskers, and spot-

less neck-tye, who, in former years, had given
him some uneasiness.
The “‘ odylic force,” or some agent as subtle,
often telegraphed between these two loving hearts
the thoughts of the other. Both laughed, and
Marion said,

“Of course, you know that I mean you ought
to have studied for the ministry, as your father
wished you todo.
So we could have gone on a

_— ya done so much good in the world.”

married; but

Praise from her husband was always the sweet
est in the world to Marion, as it is to every true
wife. Oh! what a different world we should
live in, if every kind thought we have, blossomed
with words or deeds.
For the most part, we are
content to let them lie in our bosoms, and no

one suspects they are there. Especially is this
true in the home circle.
Edward did not overestimate his wife’s usefulness in the community where

she dwelt.

That

influence was ‘exerted as quietly and unconsciously as the fall of the dew. It was her very
nature to refresh and brighten wherever she
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passed along. All the children loved her; they
would go out of their way to pass her house.
If

they did not see her, and hear a word of pleasant greeting, as they were sure to do if she saw
them, there

was

yet something home-like

and

friendly in the very look of the house, with its
deep doorway and pleasant piazza.
Did a poor neighbor

want a new pattern for

her child’s garment? she knew a fine house
where she dared go to ask for one, with the assurance that it would be cheerfully given, and
quite likely a few minutes help on the sewingmachine, which would save her hours of weary
stitching.
If any were sick, they knew where
they might send for advice and help, and that
sympathy would not be wasted in mere words.
Marion never forgot the command, ‘freely ye
have received, freely give.’’
In the truest sense

she was a good neighbor.

Would

there were

more to whom God had given such ample resources, who would realize that their high privileges laid upon the corresponding obligations.
“T must try and get home earlier, Marion,”

said her husband.

“I

miss the children so

much from the tea-table.”’
“Your supper is too late forthem.

spilt milk,’ said a boy, laughing.

It was no jest

to Lilly. She was not satisfied until the child
had the means of getting another pint, and I saw

her slip a handful of nuts and figs I had just
bought her into the poor, tattered child’s hand. I
declare, Marion, I never saw such a transformed
face. Every line of it shone through the dirt.
I never knew before how cheap a thing happiness was.
Lilly was as gay as a lark all the rest
of the morning, and several times spoke of the
poor child, showing the turn her thoughts took.”’
“T am glad, too, that she takes pleasure in
making others happy.
I would not, for any sum,
see her grow up the heartless, frivolous girl, so
many of our young people develop into now-adays.
She can never live over this forming
period twice, so it is all important that she receive the right bent now.”
When parents consult more over the moral development of their children, and less over the
mere outward decorations, we shall see fewer
idle butterflies in society, whose only aim in life
is todeck the body.
Oh! what an unworthy aim
for one who lives in a world so full of sorrow and

suffering, where hearts break for want ofa kindly
They had

alittle table set in the nursery an hour ago, as
they have company.”

“Who is here?”’ asked the father.
“Lame Agnes Day; poor child!
Her mother leaves her alone all day, when she goes to
her work, and I told her yesterday she might
bring her here to-day.
They have a merry time.
She is a very nice, sweet child, and a true lamb
of the fold, I feel confident.
Her influence is
excellent on our wild, little: Harry.”

“Another
Edward.
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piece of missionary work,”

said

word, and the
friendly hand.

warm grasp of an outstretched,
How unworthy of a soul that

must live when the starlight has faded forever
from the sky.
‘‘Who is that old gentleman who is driving
up, mother ?”’ asked Lillian, one chilly November
day.
‘I think I have
“T do not know,”
looks tired and chilly.
and open the draught of
She went to the door,

never seen him before.”
said the mother.
‘Tle
Draw up the easy-chair,
the stove a few minutes.”
and welcomed the gray-

haired man in to her warm fireside, with such a
look of real sympathy, that his poor heart wascheered and gladdened.
After his trembling
hands were a little warmed, he made known his
errand.
He was an old minister, now acting as
an agent for an excellent cause, and had called
to see if Mr. Lee would make some contribution to it.
“T have no doubt he will,’ said Marion,

“Hardly,” said his wife, ‘for, in this case, I
get back much more than I give, in the blessing
such an example is to the children.
They need
to see more than one side to life. Their own
ease and comfort will not prepare them to appreciate the wants of those who are sick, and
cold, and hungry.
It is only as they come in
actual contact with the poor and suffering that «‘when he comes home tohis tea. So, pleaselay
they will ever be fitted to help them intelligently. off your overcoat, and I will have your horse put

Anything that helps to develop their hearts in

up.”

the right direction, is worth more than the most.
expensive culture we can secure for their minds
only.”

ness, he hesitated, at first, to accept her hospi-

“T am often pleased to see Lilly’s thoughtfulness for others,” said the father, musingly.
“She called my attention to a little crying girl

on the side-walk, when we were in the street one
day, and could not be satisfied until I found out
what the trouble was. ‘She is only crying for

Almost bewildered at such unexpected kindtality, fearing he had misunderstood it.

He was

one of the sad class, who “had outlived his uréfulness’”’ in the opinions of the church, he had

so long and faithfully served,

and now

was

turned out, like an old horse, to live or die just

as it happened. That such a state of things exists is a disgrace and a lasting reproach.
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That this old man was one of the Loru’s servants was enough for Marion, even if his gray
hairs had not plead his cause successfully before.
‘‘ We shall be very glad to have you stay with

us to-night,”

she said, seeing his perplexity,

who

love]

stories

above

everything,

many curious
an account of
were listened
sent.
Mother

questions, drew him in to many
his travels and experiences, which
to with deep interest by all pre
did not wait until tea-time befor

where you

she set some refreshment before her guest, 4
little tray, well laden, was brought out, and

«Your neighbor, just down the street, directed
me to the tavern, as the stopping-place for strangers,’ said the old man, sadly.
‘I had expected
to spend the night there.”
‘‘Then I am glad you called here first.
I can
make you much more comfortable than you

placed on a stand near him, so he need not leayg
the warm fire; and Lilly poured the fragrant teg
for him.

‘‘unless

there

is some

other place

have engaged to go.”’

would be there.”
Her vcice was so low and sweet, as she said
this, that tears welled up into the dim eyes of

her guest, so little accustomed had he been to
that blessed,

Christian

charity

and

sympathy

which the master taught, since his days of active
service were over.
Right gladly he drew off his thread-bare coat,
his well-worn comforter, and his wife’s gray
shawl, which had been carefully pinned about

his shoulders, and handed to Lily, who stepped
forward quickly to receive them
Marion could
have cried when she saw his old black coat so

thin and worn, with darned places all down the
sleeves, and along the edge.

‘‘He shall be better provided for than that
before he leaves,’’ she whispered to herself.
The fire was brightened.
Harry ran up stairs
for a pair of warm slippers, and, in his boyish
earnestness, said, ‘‘ Let me draw off your boots,

sir.”
Rarely in his life had

the old minister met

with such 4 welcome in such a house. As his
chilled frame grew less benumbed, he regained
more of his self-poise, and could converse more
at his ease, and on equal terms, as a man of
learning and culture.
Leng privations, and
much coldness from the world, had’ made his

heart stoop as well as hisaged frame. The touch
of sympathy warmed the spirit, as the fire did
his body.
Henry now ran out to see the old horse care-

fully attended to.

Thomas gave him a good mea-

sure of oats, and an extra warm bedding, saying

that.“‘tke crathur looked badly enough in need
of both food and lodgin’.”
_

Harry,

stole up to the old man’s side, and, by hig

It was a part of Mrs. Lee’s educational system
to early give her children an active part in the
exercise of hospitality.
A pastor's wife was once
commiserated by a friend on the amount of company she was obliged to entertain, when she replied,
‘‘T do not view it so.
Though our household
cares have been greatly increased by it, we have
been more than repaid by the pleasure we have
had in the society of so many intelligent guests,
especially, in the unconscioup education our children have received by the table-talk.
No possible education of ours, either through books or
our family conversation alone, could ever haye
given them this valuable and varied culture.”

The good minister made a hearty meal of the
generous slices of roast beef, which had been
quickly broiled over the coals, giving it a most
delicious flavor to a hungry man.
The bread
was snowy and home-made, the butter excellent,
Iie did not look with the alarm that some do on
the substantial slice of mince-pie for dessert.
His laborious life and frugal fare had, at least,
driven away one of the ills of life, named dys-

pepsia. His food, that day, before he reached
this ‘blessed pilgrim’s house,’”’ had been a cake
of yellow corn-bread and a thin slice of cheese.
Marion excused herself for a few minutes, and

the children followed her.
that it would

She wisely judged

be pleasanter for him ‘to take his

meal alone, particularly if he was as famished as
she was led to suspect.
It would have goneto
her heart, to have seen him, when left alone, lift
his tearful eyes and wrinkled hands toward

heaven, thanking his Father above for having
raised up for him such a friend in his hour of
need.
‘‘Surely,’’ he murmured, “he will never
leave me nor forsake me.”’

When Edward returned from town his manner

“He’s all snug, sir,’’ said Harry, as he bounded in, with rosy cheeks glowing.

was only an echo of his wife’s cordiality.
They
were truly one in heart, as wellasinlife.
Learn-

“Thank you, my boy,’”’ said the minister,
watching his motions with an admiring eye. ‘I

vassing the place, he requested him to make his

ing that he desired to spend several days in can-

could not be half comfortable if old Charley was

house his home.

out in the cold. We've shared a slice of bread
many a time together.”

list of the best places to call, and the children

‘JI

will give you,”’ he said, “a

will gladly show you the way.”
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As the family gathered, that night, around the
family altur, such a prayer ascended from those
aged lips for a blessing on that houseliold, that
! it seemed almost as if Heaven bent down to them.
eyes
The mother’s voice was tremulous, and hg

' misty, as she kissed the children good-night, and
|thought surely,

A bright fire blazed on the hearth of the warmest guest-room, and an easy-chair was drawn up
before it; and here the good man sat long, and
mused, and sang praises in his heart, before he
could think of sleep.
;
“Oh, Mary, if you and poor Alice could share
these comforts with me, my cup would run over,”’
he thought.
During the long evenings spent in Mr. Lee’s
hospitable parlor, the old minister was drawn out
into many recitals of his past history; and what

interested Marion still more, his present circumstances.
He was living in a small house, with a
widowed, invalid daughter, and his poor, feeble

wife. He tried to make a living by his agency:
and his daughter sewed when she was able; but,
poverty pinched

hard.

The prospect for the winter, looked dark, particularly for clotking and fuel. He had cultivated
alittle garden, which would

be a great help to

them in the matter of food.
‘What a shame it is, Edward,” said his wife,
inthe privacy of their own apartment, her eyes

filling with indignant, sympathizing tears, ‘for
an old clergyman to be turned off in this way.
It is a disgrace.”
“That is true, and partof the disgrace is ours,
wif we do not do all we canto

help him.

you know,.we
mother.

I am

thought of giving to
glad now we never

I, for

Bridget’s

spoke of it,

for I feel these people need it more.’’

A warm,

knitted jacket was also laid aside.
‘And here
is this breakfast shawl I used to wear; I know

the mother will like that.

“A blessing forever and ever,
Will follow them as they go.”

with all their economy,

‘That is true, Lilly; lay it out.
Poor Alice
shall have that. This gray dress ang sacque,

I am just going to give

away these slippers, with fur around the top,
Lily. I can get a new pair, if I choose, and they
will be such a blessing there.”’

So the good work went on; and it was*hard to
say which was the most
ther or child.
It was a
that daughter—one that
dred charity sermons, to

delighted with it, moblessed life-lesson for
did more than a hunenlist her heart in the

work of doing good.
Meantime, twenty miles
ling, in the outskirts of a
men waited and watched
return.
The first snows

away, in a little dwelsmall village, two wofor the old minister's
were falling, and the

prospect without looked dreary indeed, to these
with such scanty resources.
‘I wonder if father will come

to-day,” said

Alice. ‘I don’t know what we shall do for
wood if he doesn’t. That pile of brush is almost
gone, isn’t it, mother?”

«Yes, I brought the last into the shed this
morning, and cut it up with the hatchet. It will
be so cold for father to go to the woods for more.
How I wish we could afford a cord of good sound

oak again.

There is so little heat in this sort of

fuel ; and it keeps us busy all the time putting it
into the stove.”’

‘‘Mother, I think I shall take that knitting
money, and buy a quarter of acord.
We need
fuel more than flour.
We can live on our vege-

my part, will give him a check for a hundred

tables and pork, but we can’t eat them

dollars.”’
The check was filled out at once, and inclosed
in an envelope, to be sent as a present to the old

cooked.”’

man’s wife.
“Now, Lillian,’’ said the mother, next day,
“to-morrow our old friend leaves us.
We must
do something for his poor family.
Just think of
his daughter, with but one calico dress, this freez-

ing weather.

Let us run up stairs, and look over

our stores.”’
Never did Lilly’s feet trip lighter, or her heart
respond more gladly, than when some errand of
mercy was proposed.
She was mother’s “right
hand,” in all such enterprises.
Happy the child

who has such a mother, and happy the mother
who has such a daughter,
‘Mother, you hardly ever wear this heavy
: plaid wrapper,’’ she said, looking over the contents of the wardrobe.

un-

‘*No; and we cannot keep about in such clothing as we have without a fire.”
“ Mother,”’ said Alice, bursting into tears, “it
almost seems as if God had forsaken us.”

‘* No, no, dear child !”’ said the mother, quickly.
‘‘He has not forgotten.
He never forgets nor
forsakes his children.
Just think how many
times help has come to us in our extremity, quite
as remarkably as if he had rained down manna
from the skies for us.
And always we found

thai when it seemed the ‘larkest, it was just before daybreak.
We will pray and trust still.’
“IT will try, mother; but my faith is not so

strong as yours.
I do believe, mother,” she
added suddenly, ‘that is our old gray coming
over the mill-road. I hope father has good news
for us.””
Both looked down the road, and, when fully
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IMPOTENCE.
Nay,

When he came in again, he brought a smal}

assured that it was the expected one, both set to

work tofmake all snug and comfortable for him.
Mother filled up the stove with a double amount
of the crackling brush-wood, dnd closed the

hamper, which contained a great number of deli.
cacies, such as did not often find their way to

that humble home.

damper so as to save all the heat.
She took a
hasty survey of the larder, to sée what could be

‘‘ Our ‘Thanksgiving’ has come a week before
the time,” said Alice, her pale face aglow with
such delight as had not shone in it for many
weary weeks.

prepared the quickest for the cold and tired traveler.

The cup of tea was made,

and a cloth

spread on the table, so as to be in readiness.
‘“‘Is that father?’ queried Alice, as he drew

“But none too soon,”’ said the mother, joyfully,
‘‘ Here,” said the minister, taking out a pocketbook from the breast-pocket of his coat, “isa
letter they sent you, mother.
I almost forgot
that.
I know it is a good, warm-hearted letter,

nearer. There was something unfamiliar in the
appearance, though there was no mistaking the

turn-out- ‘‘Somebody has given father a new
fur-cap, mother. Did youever? And what has
he about him? It looks like a handsome cloak,
with a cape to it; and there is a fur lining to the
collar.”
‘‘He comes

loaded,” said mother,

though I have not opened it.”
“Ah! it was indeed good and warm-hearted,
When the hundred dollar check fell out, and

Alice read it off, then all were quiet for a minute,
But the sudden relief from their hard struggle
with poverty quite overcame them. They broke

excitedly.

“‘Didn’t I tell you, Alice?”
There was a minute or two of delighted ex-

down in sobs and tears.

Then, with one heart,

pectancy, and then the old gentleman stood before

they knelt down, and thanked the great Giver,

them, laden down, and laughing like a Santa-

and implored his blessing on their benefactors.

Claus.
For a time they were all children together, and it would be difficult to describe the
scene in words,
I think every warm heart, that

he ‘‘ never wished to have against him, were the

A good man used to say that, among the things
prayers of the poor.”

delights in doing good, can picture it for them- selves.

‘‘Isn’t that something like, Mary?’ said the

treasure in Heaven—to send on a precious freight
before us, so that we may enter rich into our
heavenly mansions.
;

Alice to explore, while I attend to old gray. Ife
must not suffer because of our good fortune.”

BY
I'm sick of
T’m sick
Let me go,
I cannot

ME

LAURA

it is better than the

What a blessing it is to be able thus to lay up

good man, wrapping a’ big, double shawl about
her shoulders.
‘‘Now I must leave you and

LET

Oh!

interest on bank-stock, even for this world, to
have their prayers in our favor going up to and
for us every day.

H.

GO!
FISHER.
I meant to endure it,
With never a sign;
The girl of the mountains
Should scorn to repine.

the city,
unto death;
if you love me,
get breath.

But, ah! I'm so tired—
I die—let me flee
To the hills and the waters—
They're waiting for me!”

No rush of the waters, *
No ernsh of the tree;
No roar of the tempest—
What life this for me?

LOVE’S
BY

IMPOTENCE.

HORACE

G.

MEREDITH.

Sue was the fairest, gentlest thing

Oh, what is love that cannot shield,

That ever bore the weight of pain;
To-day I laid her in her grave,
:
There where the west winds weep and rave.
\’y child, thou shalt not weep again.

Or spare its love a single woe!
Silent, I watched the deadly strife,
The world’s great pain, and her young life,
And, helpless, could not ward the blow.
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CHAPTER

FROM

PAGE 217,

Mr. Ingersoll began to comprehend the mean-

VIII.

Anraur Wuire, the young man whom we have
seen in that tenement-house already, came out
from the sick man’s room, and knocked almost timidly at Mr. Ingersoll’s door.
It was
opened by the old gentleman himself, who stood

regarding him with some amazement, but cour-

ing of all this, and a satisfied look swept all
traces of doubt from his features.

‘‘Yofi speak of the man across the hall.
have seen him.

A sad, sad case;

I

but he is get-

ting stronger, I think.”
“Oh!

yes; but he waited too long before send-

ing for his friends.”
‘“‘Then he has friends ?’’ said Ingersoll, with
“JT have come—I have been told that there is
a person living here who sometimes gives lessons a deep sigh.
** One, at least,’’ was the answer.
‘‘ Brother
in the languages,”’ he faltered, lifting his hat in
Daniel.
He is a good deal older than I am, sir,
deference to the man he addressed.
man that ever drew
A quiver of emotion passed over the poor gen- and the warmest-hearted
teously still.

tleman’s face, and, for a moment, surprise kept

him silent.
“Yes,”’ he said, at last; ‘‘I am

the person.

I will gladly give lessons. Walk in.’’
The young man passed into the room which,
with all its dreary discomfort,
rest to him.
Mr. Ingersqll
chair toward him, and waited
it before he took possession
meaner seat himself.

was full of intedrew the oaken
for him to occupy
of another and

“Ts it for yourself?” he questioned at last,
with nervous eagerness.
“Yes. I have studied French and Spanish as
most persons

do, but am

by no means satisfied

with myself. In fact, it is more than likely that
[shall have something to unlearn.”
“Do you wish me to come to your residence ?”’
The young man blushed crimson; no such

breath.”
“Ah!’
There was a quick gasp of surprise
in this exclamation, and then Ingersoll spoke
with more deliberation.
‘‘ Your name, sir. I do not remember to have

heard it.”
‘*No; I forgot to introduce myself.
my name is Arthur White.”’

*‘ And that of your brother ?”’
“‘ Daniel—Daniel White; but I think people

usually called him ‘Dan.’ On the coast where
he lived, when a boy, no one would recognize him
under any other name.”

The look of some revived memory came over
Mr. Ingersoll’s face as he listened ; a sad, painful look, which the young man observed with
wonder.

Ingersoll sat regarding the other with keener

thought had been in his mind, and he hastened

interest than he had exhibited

to drive it from that of his future teacher.

moments;

“No,” «he said,

with

some

embarrassment,

“Tshall be unsettled while I remain in town.
It will be more convenient for me to come here.”
“Here!"’ repeated Ingersoll, with a faint
smile. ‘You see what @ comfortless place this
is?”

White—

before, for some

then he went abruptly back to the

object of his visit.
‘« Yes, I will give you lessons here, if you prefer it. In fact, it will be a convenience,’’ he

added, glancing at his threadbare clothes. “(When
shall we begin ?”’
‘“« At once; this morning,’’ answered the young
“ But I shall come here often; I mean to the man, eagerly.
‘‘But—but we haven't settled
house.”
about the terms.”
Mr. Ingersoll looked surprised.
The elder man blushed. Poor as he was; hard“Indeed! 1t is not an attractive place.”
ly as the mill-stones of poverty had ground him
“No; Ido not say that it is. But I have a to the earth, he could not yet enter into the defriend—a person here who needs my help.”
tails of a monied transaction without some sen“Oh!”
sitive recoil of the heart,
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««T have given few lessons of late,” he said.
‘¢So much the more reason that a liberal price

should be offered for those you do give,’ said
the young man, flushing a little.
Ingersoll moved restlessly on his broken chair;
the hand that lay upon his knee fluttered like a

leaf in the wind.

He looked piteously toward

the old woman for help, but she gave none.

*¢ Would fifty—would half a dollar each lesson
be too much ?”’ he questioned, nervously.
‘¢ Double that price is not more than the least
competent teacher would charge me,” answered
the young man.
‘I cannot accept your labor
for less than that, and am very willing.to give

more.”
“No, no; that is enough—too much, I fear,”’
cried the old man, eagerly, for he was in haste
to escape from the subject, important as it was

to him.
‘‘Then it shall be double lessons; one in
French, one in Spanish, each day, for I must

work hard.”

i

‘T have got nothing,”’ she said. “Of al] the
pretty things we made, grandmother, dear, none
are sold; but the woman thinksit may bebettert. *
morrow. Perhaps it will, if we can wait so long.”
As she said this, Maud untied her shabby little
bonnet, and folded the mantilla of slazy silk,
which was all the outer garment she had, as she
stooped to lay them on achair.
The old woman
crept toward her, looking back at her husband,
and smiling through her tears.
‘‘Why, Maudie, dear,”’ she said, folding the
disconsolate girl in her arms, ‘it isn’t of the
least consequence now.
Come here and see how

rich we are.”
“Oh! grandmother, what do you mean?”
’« Mean !’”’ broke in the old man, tearing open
the envelope, and scattering its contents on the
table.
‘All this, besides a dollar a day, to
come in. Did you ever expect to see us so rich

as this?’
Maud’s great eyes dilated, and
mouth trembled with quick emotion.

her sweet

‘That is two dollars a day,’’ murmured the
“Ts it true? Isit ours? Oh! grandfather,
old woman, clasping her hands in an ecstasy of is it?”
thanksgiving. ‘‘Oh! what have we done to de«Every dollar, child. It is for lessons grandserve such abundance ?”’
No one heard the low undertone in which this
was spoken, but Ingersoll saw the gesture, and
his heart swelled with sympathy.
‘‘Now everything is settled,’’ said White,
“except that it is usual to pay half the course

in advance.

Here it is; now

expect me this

evening.”

Before the old man could answer, an envelope
was laid on the pine table, the oaken chair was
pushed back, and White, hat in hand, had
passed through the door.
Then that forlorn
couple drew close together, and the woman,

dropping her head on her husband’s shoulder,
began to sob out the thankful joy that was swelling her bosom, while he patted her gray head,
and looked down upon her through a mist of
gathering tears.

‘«Where is Maud? How can we feel so happy
without her?’ said the old woman, lifting her
head.
“She is coming; don’t you hear her step on
the stairs?” answered the old man, fairly smiling.
‘Slow and heavy, too, poor child! She dreads
to bring us disappointment.”’

pais goingto give the young gentleman,” said the
old woman.

“The young gentleman! Who—what——”
The girl could not understand it. Her great
eyes questioned both the old people with wistful

half-belief.

:

‘You have seen him. He has been kind to
the sick nan over yonder.”
«*What—Mr. White?”
«© Yes, that is his name.
He came in here
like an angel.
He wants to take lessons.
Only
think of it; after trying so hard, and waiting so
long, a scholar dropping in like that, as if he
had fallen through the windows of heaven, when

they seemed darkened forever.”
«Grandmother, is it real ?”’
«Real! Take some of the money and try.
We will have a nice supper to-night.
Muttonchops; at any rate enough for him, with just a
tiny glass of currant-jelly, baked potatoes, and
coffee.
Yes, Maud, I think we will have coffee
this time, and—and——”’

“Qh!

grandmother,

you are getting wild.

One would think we had become princes all ofa
sudden,” cried Maud, with a sweet laugh; for

‘* And we have this,” cried the old lady, laying her hand on the bulging envelope with ner-

she began to comprehend the good fortune that

vous exultation;
‘Oh!
so happy again.”’

significance, of which she was herself unconscious. ‘ But no matter; grandpapa shall have

I never expected to be

Maud came in, downcast and weary. She did
not lift her eyes to either of the old people, for
she feared to meet their questioning looks.

had befallen them, and to her it had a thrilling

a princely supper.

As for breakfast, oh! won't

it seem strange not to go to sleep wondering
where that is to come from? Won't it ?”

6S
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Here the girl broke into a happy gush of tears.
Dropping her arms on the table, and her face on

expect to see me about here now, did you?

Give

«Now I will go out, and get the things,” ’ she
said, tying her bonnet, and throwing the man-

Dan it is. Well and hearty, eh?’’
‘* Both well and hearty. Never was better in

tilla over her shoulders.
«Yes, for everything must be cleared away
before the young gentleman comes in the evening,” said the grandmother, who seemed to have

my life, Dan!’’
‘‘That’s something like. Come on a purpose
to see you.
Shipped a car-load of wild game,
for excuse—antelope-meat, venison, and two or
three dozen buffalo humps, with birds to fill in.
Got a wild turkey for you; spread wings will
reach across your mantle-tree shelf here ; one of

us your hand, agin; one shake isn’t enough to
them, she trembled all over with new-born joy; satisfy me. - Well, how are.you?”’
“How am I, Daniel ?’’
after which she arose like an April morning,
“Dan!
weeping and smiling.
Don’t you try politeness on with me. .

brightened into a youngish woman

during the

last helf hour.
“Ofcourse! of course!
If we only had somethingto brighten things up with now; but we

your sasy old gobblers of the forest, with a head

haven’t, so what is the use of wishing? All this
money for me to buy things with! I shall be
back before you think of it with the change, for

that would set your hand afire.
That feller's
for our Art, says I, when I pinted my gun at
him.
Down he comes, or it’s a sign that Dan

White don’t love his own boy. Well, how are
Maud was half way down the upper flight of you agin ?”’
stairs when she finished this joyous little speech. * Here the strange man grasped Arthur's hand,
I seem to step on air.’

She paused a moment at Mrs, Thorp’s door, and

for the fourth time, and shook it with renewed

astonished the good woman by the radiance of vigor.
‘*Glad to see a feller, ha!’
her face.
“‘Glad!
You cannot tell how glad, or how I
‘Dear Mrs. Thorp, please have a good fire in
the stove when I come back, with chops,
jelly, and things for supper.
It is the last
I mean to trouble you.
After this we shall
a fire of our own, and—and
Oh, little

and
time
have
Mag-

gie! come here, and kiss me, for 1’m too happy
for anything.

You

pened, Mrs. Thorp.
at last.
and one
the news
that and

don't know

what

has hap-

Grandpapa has got a scholar

It is the first that counts, you know,
is sure to bring another.
I knew how
would please you, and just ran in about
the stove.
What, going with me little

Maggie?
shall have

have wanted you,’ answered the young man,
with a tremble of deep feeling in his voice.
‘‘Nothing going contrary?
No trouble hanging about, is there ?”’
The strange man sunk both hands deep in his
pockets, and, leaning back, examined his host
from head to foot as he spoke.
‘Trouble! No, that you have never permitted

to come near me as yet.
means.”’

I hardly know what it

Daniel White drew one hand from his pocket,

That’s right; come along, now, for I and grasped that of the young man for the fifth
ever

so many

parcels.

Look!

We

have got all this to spend.”
“What a big bill! Oh, my!’’ cried Maggie,
tying on her little, blue hood.

time.

“That's right!
be.

Let

trouble

wrestling with it.
to bear your part.

That’s just how it ought to
come

to them

as is used

to

When it comes I’m on hand
Remember that, my boy!’’ ,

‘ But Iam aman now, and must bear my own
CHAPTER

IX.

One day, when Arthur White returned to his
studio in the artists’ building, he found a tall,
powerful man, dressed in gray from head to foot,
and with a soft, broad-brimmed hat crushed
down over his forehead, sitting on one of his

most ponderous antique chairs, with both feet
lifted as high as they could go toward the man-tlepiece. This man was half asleep when the
owner of the rooms came in; but he started up,
pushed the chair back, dashed his hat aside, and

burdens, Daniel.’’
“Dan!
Dan, I say!”
‘« Well, then, brother Dan!’
‘¢That’s a little more like it. As for the trouble, when it comes, I don’t mean you to tackle
it by any manner of means.
I am the chap to
lock horns for you agin the world, mind that.
But how about the picters?
Slinging’em ovt
by the dozens by this time, I hope?”
‘*Not so fast as that, brother Dan; bat the
time will come, if I dan afford to wait.”

‘«« Afford to wait! Why not? Who is a going
came swinging toward the young man, with a
broad smile of welcome beaming all over his face. to hurry you? Not this feller, anyhow. We’vo
“Arty, my dear, old boy, how are you? Didn't got enough to live on yet, and no thanks to any
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one. When you’re through with your half of father is old, and has been bred a gentleman,
what old grandfather left, there’s a comfortable I am sure of that. He is rich in learning, but
shanty out on the prairies, and more’en a thou- nothing else.”
“That's better,” muttered Dan, sinking hig
sand acres of land, throwing up corn so fast that
‘ the sun laughs at it; black sile, six feet deep,

onalevel.

Just drop a seed, and it shoots up

up into your face before you've time to run.

So

“Tt isn’t

that,”

answered

‘If he hadn’t been a gentle-

that is what you have got to look up to—a gen-

tleman’s daughter, and no mistake.”

don’t get skeery about living.”’
thoughtfully.

chin on his bosom.

man I couldn’t have listened to it a minute; for

the young

man,

‘I have no expensive habits, and

«But why ?”’ asked Arthur, laughing.

«Old

grandfather White wasn’t a gentleman, that ever

need not trouble myself about ways and means ; I heard of.”
“He was @ sea-faring man, and always kept
but art requires great patience, and hard work.

I may have to live years on the money grandfather White left us!”
«Well, what of it, so long as there is enough ?”’

“For me and my art; but——”
.
“But! Oh, there is something back.
with it, boy.

Out

Who should you speak to if not to

brother Dan?”
‘‘Well,

Dan,’’

like agirl.
lonesome.

answered

the youth, blushing

‘The truth is, I begin to feel a little
Art fills the mind ; but a man is made

up of feelings as well as thought.”
‘‘ Feelings as well as thought,’ muttered Dan
White, sitting down in the antique chair, and
stretching his legs on the hearth.
‘I don’t quite
go along with you there, Arty.
Can’t see what
you’re a driving at particular.”
«Well, I was only saying that my life is rather solitary here, and I sometimes get a little
restless.”
The elder White turned round in his chair,
and bent his honest, brown eyes on the young
man with loving scrutiny.
He saw the slow
color mount into that handsome face, and over
his own features came a gleam of sudden intelligence.
“Oh, ho!
That’sit!
Well, I shouldn’t wonder. It’s about the time of life I began, Arty,

my boy. Who is she?”
The young man broke into a cheerful laugh,
that carried off his blush with grace
‘Well, brother
'

sweetest,

Dan, she’s just the loveliest,

most—most——

“Of course, she is.

That same girl has been

traveling through some young

fellow’s life ever

his own boat.

People looked up to him along

the coast, I can tell you.
Still I don’t mean to
say that he was just a gentleman, in the way of
book-learning and sich.
As for politeness, he
hadn’t none to speak of; but, after all, there wag

a good deal of genuine grit in the old man, I
wasn’t thinking of him, though.”
«But we must think of him. What other
claim have we ?”’
‘Well, yes, you’re right. Of course, a feller
must date back somewhere; but, you see, I always meant you to start out on your own hook.

That’s why I gave in about this picter business,
It mayn’t

be

money-making,

says

I; but its

gentlemanly, and that’s what I want you to be.”
‘* Well, I will do my best,’’ said the young man,
laughing pleasantly. «But I have a question to
ask, and that will account

for the first visit I

made to that tenement-house.
Did you ever
know a man on the coast by the name of Burke?”
«A young, handsome fellow? Was that the
style of man ?”’
“Not when I saw him three days ago.”
‘Ah! how one forgets.
Of course, he isn’t
either young or handsome now; but he was
when I am thinking of him.
Well, what of him?

Run away, or died, years and years ago.* Used
to live on the old Rochester place, when I was a

boy. Knew old grandfather like a book:
used to pull in the same team then.”

They

‘«The man is living, brother Dan.”

‘‘You don’t say so!
all these years ?”’
Arthur

remembered

What has he been about
what

the poor man

had

since Adam fell in love with Eve. But where said, in the extremity of his distress ; but shrunk
did you find her?”
from repeating his confession of shame. So he
“In the fifth story of a tenement-house, with delicately evaded the question.
** He has had hard times, it would seem, brotwo of the nicest old people you ever set eyes
on.”
‘ther, for I found him ill, and miserably poor.”
“Poor as a prairie-dog, no doubt.”
‘* And you helped him?”
\

“« Worse than that, brother Dan.

Prairie-dogs

; can hunt and steal for themselves; these poor
people have no such privilege.”
.“*Can't they work ?”’

“They have tried hard enough ; but the grand-

*¢ Yes, a little.’’

“That was right. I always liked the chap.
He took the old Rochester plave on shares; but
never got much of a crop out of it that any one

could see.

Farmers down that way found more

THE
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About the time that harn-

some Rochester girl married the English barrownight, he got lost, or gave up. At any rate

at school, never knew or felt, for, in a quiet,
unostentatious way, the property was divided in

noone on the coast ever saw him again. Seemed
to be snuffed out, somehow.
Smart fellow, too.”
«Yes, he must have been a powerful man,’
said Arthur.

equal parts, and Arthur took his share, quite unconscious of the generous sacrifice that had ensured it to him.
For some reason Daniel had taken a dislike to
the amphibious life his grandfather had led, half

“Nothing todo. Didn’t yousay that? Look
ahere, my boy. I’ve a good mind to go right

on the sea, where he caught fish, and half on
land, where he salted and dried his spoils, grow-

off, and seehim.

What

ing thrifty, and hoarding money to an extent that
this primitive business did not seem to justify.
There was something in it of a mysterious na-

While he was speaking, Daniel White put on
his soft, broad-brimmed hat, and began totbut-

ture, that Dan refused to follow; but, born on
the shore, and accustomed to the rush and tumult of waters all his life, he would not content

He and grandfather used to be

as thick as clover in a home lot.

Would just

like to see him, for the old man’s sake.

do you think of the idea?”

ton up his coat.

Arthur also took his hat.

“Itis just the thing,” hesaid.
‘Come along.
You will know at once if it is the same man.”’

himself in the walls of a town, or the pent-up
fields of an eastern farm. The next thing to the
ocean, he said, is a prairie rolling out to the sky,

Has this fellow got alfired, big and having its grassy waves under a low, sweep-

‘Of course.
black eyes?”’

ing wind.

“Yes. Wonderfully bright and large.’
“That's the chap. Thought he was dead long
ago. Wonder where he has been all this time.”’
Arthur made no reply, and Daniel went on.

shooting antelopes as we ever did in hooking
haddock or blue fish. Then the buffalo, plenty
of them to grapple, while whales only come this
way, by mistake, once in a lifetime.”
Having made up his mind, Dan married, and
traveled west—on and on, till he found a prairie large enough to suit his ideas of unlimited

‘Sent forme, did he?

That’s where his head

was level. Knew I wasn’t the sort of feller to
forget old friends.”
“ He said that.”
Shows plain enough
‘“‘Level-headed again.
that he was brought up on the coast.

ready, when you are.”
The two men went out together.

Well I’m

and ready to help anything weaker than himself that happened to cross his path; the other
subtle, but strong, slender as a grayhound, and
as graceful in all his movements, carried with
him the impress of a higher and more refined

nature.

His eyes sometimes kindled with such
as the other man would

never

know in himself, or thoroughly comprehend in
any one else.

fun in

space, with a stream of water wandering through
it, like a great silver-scaled serpent, and a belt
of trees tracking its course with rich verdure,

and a promise of cabin-logs and fire-wood, two
They were

closely connected ; yet so unlike in person and
bearing, that no person would have deemed
them of the same lineage--the one tall, ponderous, and full of animal strength, moved forward
like a New Foundland dog, honest, self-satisfied,

fiery aspirations,

I shall find just as much

His features were classical, with-

out being effeminate—his gestures those of a man
born to control others by force of circumstances
or power of intellect.

With all his ponderous strength, and neverfailing good-nature, the elder man seemed to regard his brother with strange and reverential

things he had the forethought to comprehend in
his calculations before he settled down for life.
Meantime, the younger brother was kept at

school and college, while under guardianship,
and allowed to choose his own ¢alling, without
hindrance, when his days of hard study were
over.
Once in two or three years Dan was sure
to find reasons for comiug east; reasons that

would have had little weight with him but for
the deep, generous love he bore the boy, who
had always been more like a son than a brother
to him.
Suddenly, as he came now, Dan had always

made his appearance. He seldom wrote letters,
but read those that he received from Arthur over
and

over

again.

In

fact,

those

letters, with

stray newspapers now and then, which brought
him disjointed information upon occasions, of the
eastern

world,

was

all the literature

that the

prairie farmer indulged in. He had seen a good
deal of rough life on the coast, and had some
admiration.
Still, to some extent, Arthur was experiences there which he never mentioned;
bound to him by more generous ties than those but his love for that young man alone brought
of blood ; for, when old grandfather White died him back to the old haunts, where he grew each
on the Jersey coast, everything he left was given year more and more a stranger.
to the elder son; a fact that Arthur, then a lad
‘Is this the place?’’ he inquired, as Arthur
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paused before one of those gaunt, staring, brick
tenements that swarm with human hfe, human
toil and want, like over-crowded bee-hives.
« This is the house,’’ answered Arthur, crowding past a group of dirty children that had
gone to housekeeping in the narrow hole with
some red lobster-claws and scoopy oyster-shells
by way of outfit.
'
Dan stopped a moment to look on the chil-

dren, pale, gaunt little things, that went into
their play as grave men transact business, scarce;
ly stopping to gaze on the strangers ; for that passage-way was at all hours a thoroughfare like
the street.
As the countryman stood gazing on

the children, one of them, a sweet-voiced little
girl, looked

up, and

meeting

his kindly eyes,

smiled till her little white teeth shone again.
“« Get out of the way,”’ she said, with a pretty
attempt at authority.
‘ Pick up the shells and
let the gentlemen pass.”

‘ What, Maggie,’’said Arthur, reaching out his
hand toward the little girl, who hopped to her
feet.
‘Oh! Mr. Gentleman, is it you!” she said,
shaking the soft hair back from her eyes, and
catching at his hand, which she kissed, looking
shyly up in his face, as if to ask forgiveness for
the liberty.
He's a sitting up now, and has

got his clothes on.

Won’t he be glad to see

class of furniture,

had been brought up from

Mrs. Thorp’s room for his accommodation, and
in this he was sitting, pale and gaunt, but ayidently advancing in health.
The look of old
age had been softened by the care he had received; and though grim and a little wild, he
looked like a man whose vigor might return ip
full force before the month was out.
Maggie found him thus when she opened the
door, and thrust her bright head into the room,
‘“*He has come!
I told you he would—now
didn’t I? More than that, somebody is with
him,” she said, looking back over her shoulder,
The man, who called himself Burke, laid down

a kifife, and a lot of wood he was carving, and
turned his eyes on the door. His faee brightened
when he saw Arthur, and he gave a swift, eager
look beyond, as if the little girl had prepared
him to expect something disagreeable

When Dan came swinging in from the hall,
the man started.
‘* Daniel! Dan White!’
‘‘That is the name people used to know me
by when I was a shaver on the coast; and I remember you, because you seem to know it at
once.
Well, now, old fellow, I’m just as glad ag
can be to find you in the land of the living,
No mistake about that.
My boy Arthur, here,
has told me all about you.”

you?”
Maggie was quite ready to leave her companions, who had huddled in a crowd against
the dirty wall, leaving a path open to the stairs.
But Daniel White had a hand deep down in his

Burke twisted his big eyes inquiringly on the
young man, who gently shook his head.

pocket, where it was eagerly gathering up pen-

Burke reached out his hand, grasping that of
Artflur with grateful warmth, while Dan looked
on, smiling with both lips and eyes.

nies and nickel coins, which he drew forth with

a low, mellow laugh, and cast among the children.
The shout, the rush, the wild, swift scramble
that followed this act, rang up the stair-case,
and filled the hall with such a burst of riotous

glee as the dim passage had never known since
its flimsy timbers were laid. Daniel stood half
way up the first flight of steps, watching the
tumult, and laughing cheerily as each child
struggled for its share.
Then, as the riot sub-

sided, he gave one invigorating shout, and raining anoiher handful of copper down’ upon the

“IT have

told him

of your illness, and how

hard it is to get work just now.

He under-

stands all about it.’’

‘Nothing todo here?
Of course, not. Too
sick for work if it were brought to the door,
which work never is when it’s wanted most.
You struck out for the country ?”
‘«No, that is not so.”’

“Just so.

But I tell you. a feller never knows

what he can do till he’s away out west.

Plenty

of work there. Can’t drop down on the prairie
without finding it.”
Burke leaned forward and listened eagerly.
His eyes flashed in the hollow caverns disease

urchins, called out, ‘‘ Hi! hi!’’ and disappeared
in the twilight beyond, followed half way up by
a gang of happy boys, who cheered him lustily

had dug under them, and his hands worked nervously on the curved arms of his chair.

as he mounted toward the garret, to which
Arthur and little Maggie led the way.
The little girl was right. The strange man,
whom she had almost saved from death, was up

White, going earnestly into the subject,

and dressed.

A Boston rocking-chair, with one

arm broken, as is a disgraceful habit with that

“‘ Might pre-empt, you know,” continued Dan
‘Git

corn in, set it a-going, and shute game-fowls.
Heaps’ of money made shuting, andthe fun °
thrown in. How do you think you'd like it,
Mr. Blake?”
““Mr. Blake !”
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The man thus addressed started, and stared
wildly at White, as if he recognized the name

thus respectfully handled, with a shock.
is Like it?’’ he answered, at last, with a hys-

terical laugh, which had a harsh sob of tears in
it, “Likeit! The farther off I get, and harder
work I have, the better it will be.”
“Then it’s settled, you go West?”
«Go west |’’ repeated the man, as if familiar-

izing himself to the idea. ‘‘ Where is the West,
now?”
Dan White laughed heartily.

will take hold and shoot up.
have

a tussle

with

Of course, it will

the weeds,

and

sometimes

they run a whole season neck and neck, each
choking the other; but what of that? The eile
is rich enough for both.
You get a good crop
anyhow.
Leaveit hanging like gold on the stalk,
till winter, then pick it when you feel like work,
or turn your cattle in. That’s about what we
are a-doing out there.
Plenty of game; everything you want to eat right at hand.
Sorghum
for sugar, corn for starch and whiskey; wild
plums and crab-apples by the acre.
In fact, all
you want from ovtside is a little coffee and tea

“The West!
Why, it is anywhere between
Got to go to sea } for the women folks, and that you get from the
sunrise and the Pacific Ocean.
if you find it after that, with a chance of breakrailtoad stations, all along to the Rocky Moun.
ing into sunrise before you know what you are tains.”’
‘‘ Railroad stations in the Rocky Mountains !”’
about.”
“It is a long stretch off; but I’m getting exclaimed Burke, a little indignantly. ‘ You—
strength every hour now, and shall work my you are joking.”
way somehow.”
‘Joking!
Well, ifI am, that Pacific Railroad

“Work your way!

Look here, Mr. Burke

Well, no matter.
I mean to stay in these brick
and stone diggins a few weeks, just to see my
boy here, and have a little turn at the theatres
You just take that time to get
and minstrels.
well and hearty in. Then we'll take a start for
You
the prairies, and begin life in earnest.
hain’t no idea how much like the briny sea it

is. Feel as if you was in a boat, fishing, when
the wind rises, and the grass begins to roll,
wave on wave.
Oh! you'll like it; no mistake
about that.”
Burke half rose from his chair, his eyes
blazed with excitement; .his firm mouth began
to tremble.

“Let me once get there.” he said; ‘let me
look up to heaven without a stone wall between

me and the sunlight; let me feel the wind in
my hair, see living things flitting to and fro
upon the earth. Oh! you cannot understand!
you cannot understand, how I long for all
this !’’
“All right, then,’ said Dan, taking off his
soft hat and rolling it about in his hands.
“There is room enough out there for all New
York; and farming don’t amount to much in the

is the most stupendous joke one man evér
cracked,’’ answered White, dashing the hat back
upon his head.
Burke looked wistfully at Arthur White.
‘Is this true?
Can they have stretched rail-

roads so far?”

;

‘‘It is true,’ answered Arthur, in a troubled
voice; for he trembled for the secret that unhappy man had revealed to him.
‘‘Why, where on earth have you been, not to
know that ?”” demanded Dan, in amazement.
Burke turned his great, wild eyes upon that
honest face, with a long, wistful look.
He knew
that a word might send this last friendly heart
away from him forever, and, for a moment, that

word seemed to choke him.

But he was natu-

rally a brave man, and, on the moment, dared to
do right.
I have been in prison for many years,’’ he said,

in a voice low and hoarse with feeling.
‘«In prison ?”’
“Yes, in the state’s prison, for a crime that

I committed.”
Daniel White removed

the hat from his head,

once more, and crushed it between his hands.
A look of doubt and trouble came into his
eyes.

way of work.
Don’t trouble ourselves about
‘Was that crime the only one?’’ he asked,
ploughing.
Cover your prairie over in the fall ;
when spring comes, just take an old axe in one looking down at his hat, as if he feared to hurt

hand, have a bag of seed-corn slung about your
neck, ready for the other. Then turn yourself
loose, and pitch in for a day’s work.
Chop a
hole in the ground, chuck two or three kernels

in; take a pace forrid—chop, drop, and pace
agin, till you feel a little tired out. Then
hold over till next day, far there ain’t no use in

worrying one’s self.

In a few days the corn

the poor man’s feelings with a glance.
“No! Ihad a hand in something else, that
I shall never forgive myself for.”
‘On the coast?’ questioned Dan.
** Yes; on the coast !’’

‘One stormy night, when the wind blue like
fury, and the hail came thick as shot.”’

Again the man was lost in astonishment. Those
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great, earnest eyes asked the question, his lips
refused to utter.
«« When a ship came reeling into the breakers,
and sunk there?” said Dan.
«« You remember it ?”’
‘‘Remember it? Wasn’t I there?”
«*But I worked hard.”
*¢ Don’t I remember that, too.’”’

two men who were talking of it were white ag
ghosts also. Even Daniel seemed oppressed by
the subject.

“And about the last time I ever saw yon,”
Daniel answered. ‘I knew then that you was old
grandfather’s pard.
Well, let that day sleep,

After this, you'll be mine. We'll be neighbors;
we'll hunt together; set traps together; traj]

‘It was my last venture on the coast.’’
Daniel White cast a troubled look on his brother, who was listening with a vague feeling of

Indians in couples, if they come upon us thick,

interest.
He knew nothing of the matters these
two were talking about; but it seemed to him as
if he saw that reeling ship fighting for its life
witha terrific storm.
His face grew anxious‘and

as he spoke, and-his kindly eyes beamed with
benevolence.
The sick man seized his hand, and wrungit
in silence.

pale as this dream floated through his brain. The

(10 BE CONTINUED.)

THEN

Is it a bargain ?”’
Daniel White held out his great, rough hand

THINK

BY

MARY

W.

OF ME.

MICKLES.
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And fair fame sets her regal crown
Above your broad, unsullied brow:
Then let your thoughts
go out to one,
Who, had her wishes powet to bless,
Your life were radiant as love’s dream
And sweet as its most fond caress.

Or tiny, fragile leaves is formed
The splendor of the passion flower;
And tiby joys and sorrows gild
Or gloom life’s passing hour.
The hand of sympathy may raise
A burdened soul from depths of pain,
And to a dark, despairing heart
Bring gleams of light and life again.

When many voices murmur praise,
And life smiles as a sunlit sea ;
Theu think of one who saw the power
Life had not proved; thus think of me!
Or, when alone some Summer night,
Watching the gleaming stars aboye,
You feel the still and solemn hour,
To half-sad thoughts your being move,

And so, oh, friend of mine! your words,
Those little words, “ I'll think of you!”
Come to my weary heart, as come
To flowers the nighit’s soft dew.
Not when in pleasure’s throng you, glide,
Music and mirth your pulses thrill ;And life’s bloom all too radiant seems
For aught to change or chill.

Then think of one who ever felt
The strength behind your lightest smile,
The pure, true heart. God grant nor sin,
Nor sorrow, e’er defile;

But when success lays at your feet
The brightest boon your heart craves now ;

“APRIL.
BY

RACHEL

Suing! shine! shine!
Warm, red sunbeams shine!
Shine, till out of the Frost-king’s hand
Melts the sceptre that ruled the land.
Shine, till over his sparkling crown
Pearls and diamonds trickle down ;
Shine, till stirreth the slumb’ring bees;

Shine, till out of the maple-trees
Pours tlie amber wine.
Shine! shine! shine!
Blow! blow! blow!
North-wind, south-wind, blow!
Blow and echo the silvery notes,
Borne from thousands of warbling throats;

A.

SMITH.
Blow,
Biow,
Holds
Blow!

ye winds of the cloud-fringed west;
till every birdling’s nest
no more the snow.
blow! blow!

Fall! fall! fall!
Soft-voiced rain-drops, fall!
Fall till, starring. the meadows green,
Violets, eyes of the Spring are seen ;
Fall, till over the tree-roots bare,
Spreads a drapery, rich and rare;
Fall, and whisper, so low and light;
Fall, till all April, fair and bright,
Answers to your call,
Fall! fall! fall!
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BY
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We give, this month, first, a house-dress for a , minating in a postillion at the back.
Close-coat
The material is of any of the sum- sleeves, with a turned-back cuff of the darker

young lady.

shade. These mohairs cost from thirty-seven
and a half to seventy-five cents per yard; eight
yards of the darker shade, and six of the lighter
one will be required.

We give next an outside travelling wrap of
linen.
sleeves

It is cut in a long, loose sacque, with
buttoned all the way down the front.

The cape is a circular one, pointed at the back,
and slashed up half way between the neck and
waist.
There is a pointed hood and collar. The
cape, hood, sleeves, and collar, are all braided
with a narrow worsted braid, which should be

mer poplins or mohairs; to be had in almost any

shade.

Our design calls for two shades of the

same color, a darker one for the under-skirt, and
one very much lighter for the tunic, basque, etc
The under-skirt of this dress is entirely without

trimming, and made with a short demi-train. }
The tunic, which is of the lighter shade, is simply }

trimmed with one fold, cut on the bias, two inches deep, and headed by a piping of the darker
shade of the material. The basque has a vest,
terminating in square tabs, coming down nine

}
}
}
|

inches below the waist, and buttoned down the
front ;this is mede in the darker shade; and the ;

basque proper is the same
trimmed to match.

Vor. LXIIT.—20

as the tunic, and

shrunk before using, otherwise the braiding will

It is cut round in front, ter- }draw when the garment is washed.

If made of
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brown; if back of the skirt is full and kilted, and the back
gray, braid with black. Eight to ten yards of of the jacket is slashed, as may be seen by the
linen, at twenty-five to thirty cents per yard, cut. The garment opens in front, and is buttoned
and a long piece of twisted braid, will cover the under, near the center band, on a false flap.
nankeen-colored

cost of material.

Sed

braid with

Braid with worsted braid in black.

The pattern

We give above a dress for a boy of three years, | is so simple, that it may be done without stampFor white pique we prefer the white cot} ton braid, cither that known as star braid or
plain.
A large collar, pointed on the shoulders,
and coat sleeves complete the costume.
Four

made either in poplin, serge, alpaca, or white | ing.

yards of almost any material will be sufficient
for the dress.
Opposite, we give an over-garment, in waterproof cloth, for alittle girl. Dark blue is the pret-

tiest.

It is cut in the simple, loose sacque form,

with sleeves.

ornamented

The hood is formed by a small cape,

by a scalloped

frill, bound

with

black alpaca braid.
The same frill borders the
paletot and sleeves.
Cord and tassels of dark

blue, either in silk or worsted.

There are seve-

ral rows of braid sewed on flat above the frill.
One and a half yards of waterproof cloaking will
be required.
The mixed black and gray ones
can be bought for one dollar and twenty-five
pique.
It is cut in front, gored to fit the figure' cents per yard; the navy blue and fancy colors
from the neck to the bottom of the skirt. The: from two dollars up to four.

EDGING,

EMBROIDERY

FOR

FLANNEL.
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BASQUE
BY

EMILY

WAIST.
H.

MAY.

We take pleasure in laying before our readers
easily constructed, and we think will amply re.
a very neat and tasty Basque Waist, as will be } pay any one for making it up. It is appropriate
seen

hy the

accompanying

engraving.

It is? for this season of the year.
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We also give, here, a diagram for the Basque } will enable any Indy to cut it out and make it
Waist, with vest front and postilion back.

This * herself.
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No. 4. Hatr a Sipz Bopy or Baox.
This basque is suitable for either a house-dress
or walking-costume.
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GENTLEMAN’S

WAISTCOAT:
BY

MES.

JANE

CROCHET.

WEAVER.

This waistcoat is worked in ribbed crochet. A} length of your waistcoat, decreasing one stitcit
full-sized one will take 1 lb. of 4-thread fleecy. }at the shoulder in each row; work eighteen

It is worked

with a medium-sized bone-hook. } stitches, counting from the shoulder, turn, and

Commence with a chain of 112 stitches for the
front of waistcoat, work forty stitches in double
crochet, turn back and work to the end of the}
row, always taking the under loop.
Increase
one stitch for the neck, and work back forty-six
stitches, turn and work up to the neck, increas-}
ing one stitch at the top. Work back fifty-four
stiches, turn, and work back, increasing one}
stitch at the top for the neck, turn, and work to
the end of the chain of 112 stitches; work twelve

}work back; work twelve stitches, turn, and work
}back; work six stitches, turn, and work back:
work one row to the bottom of the waistcoat.
}Now commence for the arm-hole.
Work fifty} six stitches from the bottom, turn, and work
back.
Work fifty-three stitches for nine ridges;
}make a chain of thirty-nine stitches, for the arm; hole at the back, turn, and work forty-two
}stitches; work back, increasing one stitch for
the shoulder ; turn back, and work forty-eight
rows, which will count six ridges, increasing one ; stitches ; turn back, increase one stitch for the
stitch at the neck-end of every row.
Now com- } shoulder ; turn back, and work fifty-six stitches,

mence for the pocket, and work twenty-eight }turn, and work back, increasing one stitch for
stitches, counting from the bottom of the waist-} the shoulder. Now, work back the full length
coat ;work these twenty-eight stitches for twenty- } of the back of the waistcoat, until you can count
four rows, or twelve ridges;

break off the wool, } seventeen

and join on at the twenty-ninth

stitch of the}

ridges,

shoulder-end

increasing

each row.

one

stitch

at the

Then work fourteen

sixth ridge ;work thirty stitches, turn, and work } ridges for the back of the neck, and work the
backward and forward for twelve ridges; break }other shoulder to match, decreasing instead of

of, and join on at the fifty-ninth stitch of the} increasing a stitch at the shoulder in each
sixth ridge, and work up to the top of the neck,
row.
The other front of the waistcoat is worked the
increase one stitch, turn, and work two ridges,
increasing one stich at the neck end of each row; } same as the first, with the exception that it has
then work ten ridges, decreasing one stitch for } only the lower pocket-hole left in the work. Sew

the shoulder at the beginning of each row at the {up the shoulders, and work a border of six rows
top of the waistcoat ;work four ridges the full} of double crochet all round your waistcoat. In
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the third row of the left-hand side work the but- }piece, which is sewn down flat to the waisteog,
ton-holes

by making four chain, miss four, and ;—work

so on until the end of the row.
single crochet

work.

all round

two rows of double

crochet

round egg,

One row of} pocket-hole, and round the arm-holes.

adds firmness

to the } with some buttons.

The pockets are worked in double crochet }orsilk, and wadded ornot, as desired.

<n the slits left in the work.

Finis,

Thesleeves may be of lining

Theyan

A small, square }sewn into the finished waistcoat.
rn

ENITTED
BY

MRS.

JANE

STRIPE.
WEAVER.
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To be run through with narrow ribbon or vel-;

2d Row:

Draw the slip stitch over the three

vet, for shawls, jackets or cuffs, in Shetland or ; stitches lying together, and knit four plain (the
Berlin wool.
} three stitches that the slip stitch has been pulled
This simple pattern is worked ia two rows, ; over, and the next, which will be the fourth;)

and has an extremely soft and transparent effect. | repeat these two rows alternately. When the
Four stitches are required for every pattern.
; knitting. is finished, the fourth plain stitch in
Ist Row:

Slip one, thread forward, knit three; } the second

repeat.

row

is let down, and run

through.

} with ribbon or velvet.

INSERTION

OR
BY

TRIMMING
MRS.

JANE

IN

BRAID.

WEAVER.

The folding of the braid is easily imitated by ; back, and afterward finished with twisted bars.
a reference to the design.
The folds must then} It makes a pretty trimming on folds of black
be securely fastened by a few stitches at the } silk.

CRADLE,

OR
BY

PERAMBULATOR
MRS.

JANE

RUG.

WEAVER,

We give this rug, intended as an elegant car- \daily ride in the perambulator,
tasteful

as showing a

and practical use for the pretty tatted

rosettes and medallions made by so many ladies
with so much skill and rapidity.

The rug is of

a longish oval shape, rounded at the corners, of
colored silk, lightly wadded, or with flannel
laid in, and lined with sarcenet.
On the foundation, tatted rosettes of thread are put alter-

nately with quilted parts, as seen in the design.
The frill at the upper edge is pinked;

and at

} the outer edge it is finished with a tatted lace.
No. 2 shows a rosette suitable for the small one,
} Almost any oval medallion will be suitable for
}the other.
This is a very tasty and usefal
riage-cover for the feet, or for a baby taking its | artscle.
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This is worked in Russian crochet.
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Make 57

Ch., and 1 to turn with.—Ist row. 4 DC. in successive Ch.’s, 3 DC. into the next one, 4 DC. in
successive Ch.’s, miss 1 Ch., DC., miss 1 Ch., 4
DC. as before, 3 DC. into the next Ch., 4 DC. in
successive Ch.’s, miss 1 Ch., DC., miss-1 Ch., 4
DC. as before, 3 DC. into next Ch., 4 DC. as before, miss 1 Ch. DC., miss 1 Ch., 4 DC. in successive Ch.’s., 3 DC. in the next Ch., 4 DC., as before, miss 1 Ch., DC., miss 1 Ch., 4 DC. in successive Ch.’s, 3 DC. in next Ch., 4 DC.—2nd row.
Make achain to turn with, work the same as
1st row, only in Russian crochet instead of DC.
Every row in this crochet pattern is the same, and
there are 33 in all: at the end of the 33rd row,
800

without breaking off the thread, work a round of
DC. closely along the ends of the rows, continue

on the foundation-chain, putting 3 DC. into the
corner stitch to turn, work a DC. in each stitch,

except in the hollow of the wave where one must
be missed on each side of the center stitch; put

8 DC. again into the next corner stitch, work
down the other side in DC. as before, 3 DC. at
the corner again, and work along top in the same
way as before, and join the lst of 3 DC. at the
corner, work a single to bring you to the center
corner stitch.—2nd round, 8 Ch., 3 being instead
of a treble, 1 treble into the same stitch, 2 Ch.,
miss 2 stitches of last round, a treble in the
next and repeat; there should be 18 treble to

DESIGNS
Ta
ecnmnecnninieinninnnnnncntine
the next corner;

FOR

5 Ch., a treble in the same

atitch, 2 Ch., miss 2 stitches of last round, a

this side ;) work the two other sides in the same
way, and join to the 8rd of the 8 Ch. at the be-

treble in the next, and repeat, working the trebles rather longer or shorter to accommodate
themto the wave, so as to make an even edge

ginning.—3rd round.

ai the top (there should be 18 trebles also on

fasten off.

DESIGNS

FOR

FOR SILK

361

EMBROIDERY.

3 DC. in the center corner

stitch of each side, and DC. in all other stitches;

draw the last loop through the first stitch, and
This square may be used for a quilt.

EMBROIDERY,

EMBROIDERY.

EDITOR’S
EDITORIAL

CHIT-CHAT.

Tre Great IncREASE OF WEALTH, which the last decade
has witnessed, has not, as it ought to have been, been attended by any corresponding sense of the duties which great
wealth involves.
Rich men, now-a-days, live, as a class,
more selfishly than ever before. Here and there we have
examples of a liberal use of money, in colleges endowed, in
public parks laid out at private cost, in art-gallerios bestowed
on the people, in hospitals founded for the suffering; but
these are the exceptions: the great mass of our millionaries
care only to “add house to house, and field to field,’ or to
“eat, drink, and be merry.”
That God bestows wealth, not for mere personal gratification, but principally as a trust to be used for the benefit of
others, hardly seems to enter into the thought of the nineteenth-century Croesus. The modern millionaire lives for
himself, and for himself alone. To sport fine equipages, to
build palatial dwellings, to dine like a Lucullus, appears to
be the sole aim of one class of our rich men; while to pile
gains on gains, to combine in order to plunder those who
are weaker, and to “ grind the faces of the poor,” seems to be
the aim of another.
Nor are the wives and daughters of our millionaires wholly
free from the faults of their husbands and fathers.
They
also lead, too often, a vain and selfish life. They also waste
in ostentation much of what ought to be spent in relieving
those who suffer. Taking little thought of their poorer
sisters, the “slaves who toil and spin,” they spend their time
and money in a round of frivolous amusements.
To surpass
each other in the splendor of their entertainments scems to
be their greatest ambition. Yet we pity, rather than censure,
such. If they could only see the truth, they would know
that the happiness of doing good, is greater, infinitely, than
any self-satisfaction derived from outshining a neighbor, or
defeating a rival.
It is related, that, while the London mob hooted at the
peers, and tore down the Park railings, in 1866, they cheered
at the windows of Miss Burdett Coutts/who had made herself known everywhere by her benevolence.
Why do not
other rich women follow her example?
What a different world it would be, if a tithe even of the
millions women spent on show, was used to ameliorate the
condition of “suffering, sad humanity!” Half the wrongs
of women would disappear, were the rich wives and daughters of America to enter the field, earnestly, in behalf of
their poorer sisters.
What a reward, too, would await
them! In the Great Day of Accounts it would be said to
them ;—“ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of one
of these, ye have done it unto Me:” blessed words, who will
win them?

TABLE.
in upon the palms, and the body forcibly bent backwani,
till the little sufferer settles down pale and exhausted, or the
attack may be so protracted as to cause death.
The first thing to be done is to pass the finger to the back
part of the throat, and press forward the tongue, which will
be found drawn backward, and cleaving to the roof of the
mouth; or place the child upou the left arm, with the face
downward, slapping it briskly on the back, and next dash
the face, chest, and spine with cold water. The child having
recovered from the attack, the cause of irritation must be
looked to. If a tooth should be found forcing its way through
tie gum, it must be freely lanced; or if it be owing to the
presence of worms, or any other irritant matter in the intestines, the warm bath, and a dose of castor oil may be administered.
WE Receive ContrNvaLLy articles from persons desiring
to contribute to * Peterson,” who’ frankly tell us “they are
new beginners,” but hope we “ will make any necessary core
rections.” Once for all, we wish to say that we cannot ace
cept such articles, and that it is folly to send them. We
really have no time to spare to bring pointless stories into
shape. Often, the writers do not even kuow how to spell,
and yet have the audacity to think they can write a tale or
novelet.
Now, successful authorship, did they but know it,
is not easily achieved. The competition is very great, and
the public grows more exacting every year. The readersof
“ Peterson,” besides, are the last ones. to tolerate poor articles. They have been so long accustomed to the very best
reading of its kind—to the stories of Mrs, Stephens, Frank
Lee Benedict, Mrs. R. Harding Davis, Fanny Hodgson,
Daisy Ventnor, etc., etc.—that, even if we ourselves were
disposed to oblige these tyros, our subscribers would flood
us with letters of remonstrance and complaint. No! dear,
young beginners, we are sorry for you; but “ Peterson”is
not the piace for your experiments.
You must try your
wings elsewhere, and learn to fly steadily and strong, be
fore it will be possible for you to become contributors. We
are always glad to get “ new blood,” to bring forward really
fresh and capable writers, but applicants must be pretty sure
that they have merit, and at least some practice, before they
write to us,
A Five Dottar Engraving is given to any subscriber,
whether singly or in clubs, who will send us fifty cents. This
is a nominal price, and hence the offer is confined strictlyt
friends, that is to subscribers to “Peterson.”
Thus, for
$2.50, any person can get either of our five dollar premiums
—as well as a copy of “ Peterson” for 1873; or, in a club, for
even less. This is a dollar cheaper than any other peri
odical offers. Whatever others do, “ Peterson’ always doe
better.

Spurious Crove.—Spurious croup, which is frequently
A Supscr1peEr asks us for a handsome alphabet for marking
mistaken for true croup, is not an inflammatory disease, but
table-linen, in some fancy letter, that is striking, and yet not
a nervious affection, resulting from teethin:, or from some
too difficult to work. We give one, accordingly, in the front
intestinal irritation, produced by thread-worms, etc. It usuof the number, as our colored pattern for the month.
Use
ally occurs in exceedingly fair and delicate‘children, whereas
two sorts of cotton, white for the letters and red for the dots,
true croup more frequently attacks the ruddy and robust.
if
you
wish
this
Alphabet
to
be
especially
effective.
Other
Th>re is also an entire al'senc: of constitutional disturbance, }
or fever, and it is unattcnded by cough. Indeed, a child to wise, work in one color, as in the pattern.
all appearances, may be well
As it is being nursed in the
Tre INCREASE IN OUR SuBscRiption List, which still goe
mothcr’s arm;, it is suddenly seized, perhaps, with difficult )
breathing; it struggles violently to overcome the difficulty, ; on, is @ proof, if any was wanted, that “Peterson” is the
cheapest as well as the best of the lady’s magazines. Weare
and at length air is drown into the lungs with a loud crowing sound; the face becomes lividly blue, the thumbs drawn } printing, for 1873, as many as all the other ladies books together.
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Appitrons To CLUBS may be made at the price paid by the
rest of the club. When enough additional subscribers have
thus been sent to make a second club, the person sending
them, is entitled to a second premium or premiums. Always
notify us, however, When such a second club is completed.
These additions may be made at any time during the year.
Only all such additional subscribers must begin, like the rest
of the club, with the January number.
“Tur Gems of Art.”—We have often been asked to publish a selection of the best engravings that have appeared in
“Peterson.” We have done so accordingly this year, and will
send it, as a premium to persons gelting up clubs, if they prefer
it, instead of the large-sized engraving, “Christ Weeping
Over Jerusalem.”
The book has been called “The Gems of
Art,” and contains twenty-five of our very best steel plates
By getting up enough clubs, you can earn, not only an extra
copy, but also the premium picture and the “Gems.” Fora
dollar extra we will send the “Gems” to any subscriber.
Tue Ergutn Yean.—A lady writes :—“I am rather late
with my club, but as it is the eighth year, I hope you will
But it is never too
excuse. ” We excuse her, of course.
late to subscribe for “ Peterson.” Back numbers to January
can always be supplied.
Tar Noveter by Mrs. Ann S. Stephens grows in power
and interest, our readers will observe, as ic proceeds.
It is,
undoubtedly, the most original and absorbing one she has
written for many years.
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The Mysterious Guest.

By Miss Eliza A, Dupuy.

Pirilada -

T. B. Peterson & Bvothers—Miss Dupuy’s reputation among
i the novelists of America is altogether assured ;so that when
{ a book is issued bearing her name, the reading public is
prepared for certain gratification.
In her present work,
} “The Mysterious Guest,” there is every element which goes
to make up a good novel. It has characters which seem
; human, a plot that is particularly well devised, and incidents
} so striking 1s to command the attention of the reader. It is
} always bad, in reviewing a new book, to impart an account
of its story, for thus the interest is destroyed.
But we can
} say that, as the title indicates, “The Mysterious Guest,” is
full ofa certain weirdness of plot, admirably hglped by the
undeniable power of the author’s language.
It is the history of a beautiful young girl—or rather of the turning
point in her life, all happening within the limits of a single
week, at a country-house near New Orleans.
It is a history
charmingly told, and possessing such absorbing elements
of mystery as to keep enlisted from cover to cover the eager
interest of the reader.

}

}
{}

|
Lewis Arundle. By Frank E. Smedley. Philada: T. B. Peter; son & Brothers.—We have here astory of real life, by the
|
author of Frank Fairlegh, and other famous novels.
Mr.
} Smedley evidently writes of that whereof he knows, and as
} a consequence, his pictures of society are as vigorously
wrought as they are attractive.
Plot, characters, and incidents, are vividly eliminated, and as they all move along
under the author's pen to a determined end, the reader is
, carried with them perforce. The charm of the story is the
happy commingling of the grave and gay, the step from passion almost overwrought to the most delicate humor.
In
its general plan and execution the novel is very dramatic,
incident foilowing incident, while happy turns of expression
‘
| everywhere attract the pleased sense. The volume is hand} somely and properly illustrated by full-page engravings.

Mrs. Skayy’s Husbands, end Other Sketches, By Bret Harte.
1 vol.,12mo.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.—This volume
contains some of Phe very best of Bret Harte’s sketches, and
Potter's Complete Bible Encyclopedia. Edited by Rev. William
the majority of them will be new to most readers- Bret {
Blackwood, D. D., LL. D. Philada: John E. Potter & Co.—
Harte is not only a man of genius, but he is also a conscien- }
The publication of awork like this, so comprehensive in its
tious, thorough workman: he not only has thoughts that no
; character and so complete in ull its scholarly, artistic, and
one else has, }-ut he also does his best to express them fitly. ;
He never turns out slip-shod work.
Whatever he writes is material details, involves an expenditure of time, labor, and
money, not easily estimated, besides including everything
the finest of its kind,
He is, therefore, not a voluminous }
usually found in a complete Bible Dictionary.
It also emauthor: but then neither was Goldsmith; and Goldsmith
braces much of the available information in the range of
will be remembered when scores of others are forgotten, }
biblical, ecolesiastical, and general religious literature, from
Some critics think that Bret Harte is falling off. They say
the earliest to the present time. In the excellence, approhe has worked out his vein. We do not agree with them, }
priateness, and number of its engravings, it is especially com“How Santa Clause came to Simpson’s Bar,” in the prelahl
The publishers
that nearly three thonseat volum<, is hardly excelled even by the “ Luck of Roar- }
sand
illustrations are, in course of preparation for it. We
ing Camp,” the sketch which first made Bret Harte’s repu- }
tation. In short, there is, in this author, a subtlety and re- } have received but four numbers, the others will follow at
$ intervals of a fortnight.
finement ofintellect, which, united to a rare faculty for ob-!
New York: Harservation, will, in our opinion, keep him always at the head ; A Passion in Tatters.—By Annie Thomas.
per & Brothers —Every novel-reader rejoices when a work
of American literature.
Though not the
Bread, and Cheese, and Kisses. By B. J. Farjeon. 1 vol., 16 mo. | appears from the pen of Annie Thomas.
New York: Harper & Brothers—The merits of this story lie greatest of the living female writers of England, she is always
This
“
Passion
in
Tatters” is full
|
one
of
the
most
attractive.
chiefly in a very pleasant power of expression, which is capable of portraying most satisfactorily both pathos and | of the peculiarities of her talent, and though the plot is not
much, nor the incidents many, the story is always suffihumor.
Its defects are, that it lAcks an absorbing plot, and
its characters are not characters at all, but mere word-painted } ciently interesting to induce the reader to keep straight on
|
to
the end.
figures. There was a time when we fancied we recognized
Translated
in this author the comiug Great Novelist, but his later works } A Twofold Life. By Wilhelmine Von Hillem.
have disappointed us, not because they were bad, but be- ) from the German by M. S., translator of “ By His Own Might,”
1 vol., 12 mo. Philada: J. B. Lippincott & Co.—Another of
cause they were not so good as his earlier ones.
those translations from the German for which these pubManual of Land Surveying, with Tables,
By David Murray.
lishers have become noted. To know what novels to select
I vol., 12 mo. New York: J. W. Shermerhorn & Oo. The compiler of this work is a Professor in Rutgers College.
It is for translation is almost as important as to have them translated well; and in both of these things the Lippincotts excel
a really superior text-book and manual.
The
1 vol.
called
terest

Treasure of the Seas. By Professor James De Mille.
The Great Events of History.
16 mo. Boston: Lee & hepard.—The last of what is Lvol.,12 mo. New York: J. W.
the “ B, 0. W. ©.” series, and a book of thrilling in- » print of a very excellent book of
for young lads.
§ rican scholars, by an experienced

By W. F. Collier, LL. D
Shermerhorn 4 Co.—A reits kind, edited, for AmeAmerican teacher
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No Femae Surrrace YeT.—But something far better and
more valuable, a Wilson Sewing-Machine for every wife and
mother in the Union, and at the low price of $50 each for the
full finished machine.
People ask why the Wilson, a leading machine in all respects, can be sold for $50, The answer
is easy and direct—because its proprietors do not belong to
a great “ ring,” whose purpose it is to keep up the price of
sewing-machines.
They are the true friends of the people,
and show their sincerity in a way that cannot be
misund
stood. Salesroom at 1309 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
and in all other cities in the United States. The company
want agents*in country towns.
ADVERTISEMENTS inserted in this Magazine at reasonable
prices. “ Peterson’s Magazine” is the best advertising me
dium in the United States; for it has the largest circulation
of any monthly pubiication, and goes to every county, village, and cross-roads. Address Pererson’s MAGAZINE, 306
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
“No Berrer Present.”—The Fayette (Mo.) Advertiser
says :—“ Peterson’s Magazine for February is a splendid
number.
This magazine is justly entitled to the reputation
it bears, of being the best as well as the cheapest of the
ladies’ magazines.
Send for it for your wife, daughter, or
sweetheart.
No better present could be made,”
Superior Reaping Mattzer.—The Live Oak Herald says:
“Peterson for March is on our table, in advance of all others.
This valuable magazine has the advantage of other illustrated ones, in the superiority of its reading matter.”
—eee

PR

HORTICULTURE.
Tue Decoration or GarpENs.—The “ bedding system,” as
it is called, for the decoration of gardens, should be an object of particular study to the horticulturalist, who wishes
also to be an artist. The effect of these beds should always
be tested on paper, before the beds are made: tested on paper,
in color, and laid down to scale. He or she is buta tyro, and
deserves to fail, who trusts to chance in filling his or her
beds, The heights, the tones, the harmonies, the contrasts,
should all be well studied in theory before being reduced to
actual practiee, Every subject ‘ntended to be used should
be considered, and its position determined beforehand.
According to the preseut advanced taste in garden coloring,
many of the most artistic effects are produced by foliage
plants, without introducing a single flower. Silver-grays,
maroons, and crimsons of various shades, neutrals of different
kinds, golden-greens, all may be produced by leaves seen
under the influence of light, which have the advantage,
moreover, of always being in order, and unaffected by atmospheric cenditions, often so inimical to mere flowers. Some
of the best subjects for this purpose are Cerastium tomentosum, Cineraria maritima and Cineraria acanthefolia, Centaurea ragusina and Centaurea candidissima, Geraniums
Shottisham Pet and Lady Plymouth, very close and dwarf,
all of the class of grays: maroons of different shades are
furnished by Perilla nankinensis—almost black—the Iresines, the Coleus tribe, in a wide range of colors; and for fill-

ee,

for a low exterior edging the effect is striking and in good
taste. G
i
Fataninzi forms
lient tones of fleshy
pink, and flowers abundantly ;Waltham seedling is a fine
rich crimson scarlet. Bronzy dark greens can be obtained
from the leaves of numerous geraniums.
Verbenas should
have beds to themselves, and ought usually to be
down. Orange tints may be obtained from the employment
of Gazania splendens and the dwarf tropeolums, so numerous that it would be waste of space to specify their names,
All the
subjects named are inexpensive, antl easy to be procured, ard are equally applicable to the smallest as to the
most extensive grounds.
One of the greatest improvements in modern gardening
is the use of succulents. The introduction of these has crea.
ted quite a revolution in defining geometric patterns, particularly in edgings, introducing contrasts in contouras well
as in color; indeed, the originality produced by their em.
ployment would have been almost inconceivable a few years
ago. It forms a step quite out of the monotonous beaten
track so favorable in all things to the development of that
stagnant mediocrity which impedes progress, and which
ought to be avoided even in our amusements.
Of this interesting class of subjects it may be said their application is
still in infancy. The most useful of the tribe at present
known are Sempervivum californicum, Echeveria secunda
glauca, Echeveria metallica, a fine center plant, and Sedum
Sieboldii for elevated positions. The common stonecrop may
also be used for green edgings, beautiful when in golden
flower. The general characteristics of all these tribes are
gray, green, or coppery tones, anda texture like ceramic
ware, not to be obtained from any other source.
The sub-tropical garden is another innovation upon the
olden practice. The style, however, demands a larger space
and more pretentious accessories than ordinary cultivators
have at command; moreover, it is expensive. There is a
golden rule that ought not to be lost sight of by all who wish
to succeed, even in their pleasures: it is to adapt their undertakings to their means for carrying them out. “ Vaulting
ambition oft o’erleaps itself’—a predicament in which no
wise man or woman, will ever wish to be placed.

|

A New Metnop is suggested for growing winter hyacinths.
The bulbs are bedded in deep incisions made in large sponges,
the latter closed over and around the bulbs. and then placed
in appropriately-shaped vases. Water, moderately warmed,
is poured into the vase until it reaches about midway the
height of the sponge. The bulbs will sprout in two or three
days, and continue to thrive until] the flowers come out,
which are said to be of “unusually large size and perfect
form.” The sponge may be hidden after the first week or
two by sowing rape-seed upon it, the resultant growth completely covering it with moss-like vegetation. From its
porous and warm nature, the sponge seems well adapted to
the purpose, and dilute fertilizing material might, it would
appear, be added to aid the quick development of the plants.

MOTHERS’
BY ABRAM.

DEPARTMENT
LIVEZEY,

M. D.

ing in patterns with a close carpet-like effect the Alternantheras of sorts are of infinite use. For golden-green there is

No. I11.—InriratTion -—-GENERAL..

nothing equals Pyrethrum Golden Feather, contrasting admirably with maroons and grays. If variety be desired,
there are numerous kinds of geraniums that any intelligent
nurseryman will point out—remembering that when geraniums are used for foliage purposes, the flowers must be kept
renewed.
For a dwarf dense tone of blue, nothing equals
Lobelia pumila, plant for plant with Cerastium tomentosum }

Of all subjects connected with this department, and of ail
the duties which devolve upon the mother as a watchful
guardian of the health and well-being of her children, there
is no one more important, and none that will reward her
more to study, than that of rrriTaTion; for, with a knowledge of its source and results, she will be able to guard
against the causes, remove the effects, and. very often, by
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MOTHER’S

DEPARTMENT.—OUR

timely and simple ministration, relieve many diseases of in-

fancy and childhood.
Ipritation is a disordered state of the nerves of the part

affected, with more or less pain and functional disturbance ;
astatein which the predominant symptom is nervous derangement, which is neither accompanied by, nor results

from, inflammation.
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the extremities which will be afterward covered with the
next piece. Having finished the sky entirely, put in the
objects next the horizon with tints closely resembling the
sky colors,
but
deepening
as they app
h the foreg
1;
a double or treble thickness of paper may be used to deepen
the shade, Then for trees and other prominent objects, use

The influence of irritation, as a cause

deep and decided colors, and let them stand out distinctly

ofdisease, is wide spread, and a knowledge of its effects will
guide the mother, not only in the detection of disease, but
enable her wisely to remove or combat it. She will thus

against the paler ones of the background.
When all are
arranged in place, put it intoa frame, with glass over it, and
the effect will be very much like that ofa picture in watercolors.

Jearn that most diseases of infants proceed from irritation of
a higher or lower degree, and not from inflammation, a fact
that is too often overlooked by medical men, who, through
fear of this bugbear, resort to leeching, blistering, mercurials and anti
ials, to p
t or subdue it, to the great
injury of the little patient. For if a disease proceeding from
irritation be treated as an inflammatory one, the case will
be greatly aggravated.
It is a great physiological fact, and mothers should be
aware of it, that every organ of the body is liable to derangement in its function from the influence of irritation; and
that such deranged action may occur directly or indirectly,
from sympathy with other parts, organs, or functions of them
in an unnatural state of excitement or irritation. To iNustrate the foregoing observations, I will specify some of the
sources and effects in and upon children.
The function of
the brain may, for a time, be more or less paralized, assuming all the symptoms of stupor or apoplexy, in consequence
Sout
of the pain att
upon teething, or from the irritating
effects of undigested or crude food in the stomach.
From
similar exciting causes,
‘as well as from worms in the alimentary canal, will convulsions often ensue. Even external impressions of a powerful kind, will exert similar effects, and
produce convulsions as the following cases, related by Surgeon Hood, clearly proves. The christening of the first son
of a nobi
was to be celebrated with great pomp at night,
at which time the apartments were lighted with the utmost
brilliancy. The moment the infant duke was brought into
the drawing-room, the sudden glare of the strong light caused
almost instantaneous convulsions, from which the child never
recovered.
A married lady, very highly connected, was to inherit a
very large estate, provided she had a son. Consequently,
when her first son was born, there was great rejoicing at
his christening, and a bishop was invited to perform the
ceremony. When hearrived, the servants knocked go loudly
at the room-door that the child was frightened into convulsions, and died soon after.
This subject is so extensive and so important, that it must
be continued.

POISONOUS

RED

AND

OTHER

COLORS.

Mr. Wallace Young, in commenting upon an important
article by Dr. Draper, published in the Journal of the Massachusetts Board of Health, in regard to the evil effects of the
use ef arsenic in certain green colors, brings forward the results of a critical examination of pigments other than green,
also containing arsenic. These were all of French manufacture, and intended for use in calico-printing, but were rejected, first,on account of the large quantity of arsenious
oxide present; apd second, because colors equally good for
calico, could be obtained by other less expensive and less
dangerous methods.
The colors in question were named
Light Scarlet pigment, Scarlet Ponceau, Dark Green, and
Steam Chocolate, and Catechu Pigment, all containing arsenious oxide, which is supposed to have been added for the
purpose of giving body to the pigment, not being essentially
necessary to the color. It is thought very probable that
these are used extensively in the manufacture of paperhangings,
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&@~ Dvery receipt in this Cook-Book has been tested by a practical housekeeper,
MEATS.
Veal Rolled.—Bone the thin end ofa breast of veal; strew
over it a good deal of parsley, pepper, and salt, to make it
savory, a little nutmeg, grated lemon-peel, and some sweet
herbs; roll it tight, sew it up, put it into a small stew-pan,
with the bones, and just sufficient water to cover it, some
whole pepper, a bit of lemon-peel, an onion, and a little salt,
and let it boil until tender. In cold weather it will keep
good for a week.
It may be served cold, but is best cut in
slices, dipped in egg, then in bread-crumbs, and fried ; thicken
some of the liquor with a
little flour ;add pickled mushrooms,
a little cream, catchup, pepper, and salt; pour the sauce in a
dish, then lay in the veal.

LANDSCAPE COLORING WITHOUT PAINT.
Veal Collops.—Out some cold roast veal into dice, and give
them a toss-up over the fire, in a little butter, with a pinch
I remember to have seen, years ago, an account
of a curious
ancient method of forming landscapes in imitation of paint- of flour; then add a little stock, shred parsley, and scallions,
salt, pepper, and nutmeg; keep it on the fire till the sauce
‘ing, yet without so much asa touch of either paint or brushes.
adheres to the mince, then put the whole on a dish. Make
The process was simply this: Take tissue-paper of various
shades and tints, such as would be required for sky, trees, a paste with a little flour, butter, water, and the yolk of an
egg; dissolve a little salt in the water for use; roll ont
rocks, etc., and cut out the several objects, beginning with
paste very thin, and lay the cold mince in little heaps on
the clouds. The clear portion of the sky should be covered
}
half
ofit, turn the other half over it, cut it round these little
with blue, and having gummed this neatly and smoothly
heaps, pinch the edges of all to keep in the meat, and fry
down around the edges, but not in the center, lay the clouds
your collops.
on over this, arranging them according to the picture that
is tobe copied. Tho lightest shades will be required for the
Lamb Sweetbreads.—These parts of lamb are generally dresedges of the clouds that come against the blue, with darker ‘ sed the same as veal sweetbreads; the following, however, is
and duskier shades as they recede from the light, as in paintrather belonging to those of lamb; butter a sauce-pan, put
ing. It will be well to have a simple subject—a chromo or in the sweetbreads, and two spoonfuls of jelly; cover them
water-color sketch—as a model, and from that it will be easy
with a buttered paper, put fire above and below; stew them
to arrange in graduated shades ;but in putting on the layers
thus for half an hour, then serve them with a puree
of fewls,
for clouds, one over another, it is best only to gum them at or er.tive, or any other sauce you think proper.
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Calves’ Head (To Cook) must be split by the butcher, niceiy
washed, tied in a floured cloth, boiled tender, spread out on
a dish, and parsiey and butter poured over. The brains are
to be washed, put in a cloth with some sage-leaves ; when suffi-

ciently boiled, chopped fine, seasoned with peppor and salt,
- the tongue boild until it could be skinned easily, then cut
it in half, and put it into a small dish with the brains
round it. A dish of bacon and greens is a nice accompanimeut.
DESSERTS.

)

Egg Snow Pudding.—Put a handful of loaf-sugar to boil
with a quarter of a pint of water until the syrup becomes a
deep brown. Warm a small basin, pour the syrup into it,
and keep turning the basin in your hands until the inside is
completely coated with the syrup, which will by that time
have set. Whisk the whites of half a dozen eggs to a stiff
froth, then pour them into the prepared basin, which they
should only half fill. Tie a piece of paper over the top of the
basin, and place it in a large pan containing a sufficient
quantity of hot water to float the basin; cover the pan, and
30 place it on the range as to keep the water very hot
without actually boiling, for this would spoil the pudding.
After the lapse of about three-quarters of an hour, turn out
the pudding on a dish, with the caramel syrup, which will
come out of the basin round it.
Old Receipt forCustards—The antiquity of the following
may be as acceptable as its excellence. The date of it is 1669.
Take two quarts of cream, and boil it well with whole spice,
then put in the yolks of twelve eggs and six whites, well
beaten and strained; then put in these eggs over the fire,
and keep stirring lest they turn; then, when they are
thoroughly hot take it off and stir it till it be almost cold;
then put in rose-water and sugar, and take out the whole
spice ; then put your custard into several things to bake, and
do not let them stand too long in theoven. When you serve
them in, strew on small, French comfits of divers colors, or
else fine sugar, which you please.
.
Snow Pancakes.—Take one pint of milk, and mix in a little
of it three heaped tablespoonfuls of flour to a smooth paste .
when well mixed, add the remainder of the milk and a little
salt; then stirin three large handfuls of snow, as much as
you can grasp with your hand partly closed; the batter
should then be rather thick, too much so to pour out easily;
put it to stand in a cool place for two hours. When wanted,
take care that you have your lard boiling in the frying-pan
before you pour in the batter.
Marrow Dumplings —Take two eggs, two ounces of beefmarrow, the crumbs of two French rolls, and a tablespoonful
of flour. Beat the marrow to a cream; whisk the eggs, and
add them to the marrow. Well soak the rolls in boiling milk ;
beat them up, and add to the other ingredients; stir all well
together, then form into small dumplings; drop them into
boiling broth, and let them simmer for half an hour. They
will then be ready for the table. They may be served in
soup, or with roast meat.
Savory Pudding.—Take one pound of bread, crusts will do,
and break it into small pieces, then pour over it a pint of
boiling milk, and let it soften, then squeeze it into a pulp.
add salt and pepper to taste, a quarter of a pound of chopped
suet, half a pound of chopped, boiled onions; sprinkle well
with powdered sage; bake under the meat like a Yorkshire
pudding, with roast goose or pork.
An Excellent Winter Pudding.—Half a pound of suet, shred
fine, half a pound of grated bread-crumbs, quarter of a
pound of loaf-sugar, the yolks of four eggs, and the whites
of two, well beaten, two tablespoonfuls of orange marmalade
or sliced citron, if preferred. To be put into a buttered
mould, and boiled for two hours. To be served with wine
poured over it, or sauce.
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Oxford Dumplings.—Mix well together two ounces of grated
' bread, four ounces of currants, four ounces shred suet, a
; tablespoonful of sifted sugar, a little allspice, and Plenty of
, grated lemon-peel. Beat up well two eggs, add a little milk,
}and divide the mixture into five dumplings. Fry them, in
{ butter, a light brown color, and serve them with wine sauce,
}
CAKES.
}
“ Baba Cake.”—Out of two pounds of flour take half 4
; pound, make a hole in the center of it, and put in half ap
ounce of yeast, mixed up with a little warm but not hot water:
make it into a sponge, and place it, well wrapped up, in .
warm place. When this Ieaven has risen sufficiently, which
; will be known by its having increased in bulk by half, make
a
hole in the center of the remaining flour, and put in one
>
} pound of butter, and six eggs; work it well together, 0 as
) to make a soft sponge, which must be needed up twice with
{ the hands; if too soft, another egg must be added. Cut up
} and stone a quarter of a pound of Malaga raisins, and the
same quantity of dried currants ;add some sugar and a glass
of water, in which some saffron has been infused. Mix all
the ingredients well together with the sponge: add the
leaven, put it into a well-buttered tin mould, and let the
whole stand for an hour or two to rise. When well risen,
bake in a moderate oven for an hour or an hour and a
quarter.
Loaf Cake—Take. one pound of flour, half a pound of
butter, three eggs, half a pound of sugar, one large tem
spoonful of cream of tartar, and half a teaspoonful of soda,
dissolved separately. Beat the butter and sugar together;
whisk the eggs very light, and add them; then stir in the
cream of tartar, and flour, with milk enough to make a very
stiff batter; add the soda; grease your pan, and bake in a
moderate oven.
Neapolitan Cake —Take half a pound of flour, six ounces of
butter, two ounces of loaf-sugar, two ounces of sweet almonds, finely pounded. Rub all well together, and mix it
with one egg. Put it in a cool place to harden; then roll it
out to a thin paste, and cut it by an oval quart mould ; then
bake the pieces in an oven.
Whilst warm, place layers of
different sorts of jam between layers of the paste. Ice itover
with white of egg and sugar, and ornament to your taste,
Fat Rascals—Take one pound of flour, half a pound of
butter, a quarter of a pound of currants, one ounce moist
sugar, a pinch of salt. Mix these engredients well together;
roll out the paste about half an inch thick, dust white sugar
over, cut round, and bake in a quick oven
Almond Cake.—Take four eggs, four ounces of pounded
sugar: whisk together twenty minutes, until it becomes
the thickness of double cream.
Have ready twe ounces of
sifted flour, three ounces of butter, melted, two ounces of
sweet, and three ounces of bitter almonds, pounded and
passed through a sieve; mix all into the eggs carefully, and
bake in a quick oven, in small tins, or ona deep baking sheet.
It can be cut into any shape when cold.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Horseradish Vinegar.—Take a quarter of a pound of scraped
horseradish, one ounce of minced garlic, one drachm of Cayenne, one quart of vinegar. Put all the ingredients into a
bottle, which shake well every day fur a fortnight. When
it is thoroughly steeped, strain and bottle, and it will be fit
for use immediately. This will be found an agreeable relish
to cold beef, etc.
Celery Sauce.—Pick and wash two heads of celery, cut them
into pieces an inch long, and stew them in a pint of water
and a teaspoonful of salt, until the celery is tender. Ruba
large tablespoonful of butter with a spoonful of flour well
together; stir this into a pint of cream, and put in the celory
and let it boil up once, Serve hot, with boiled poultry.
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Dyfaiting Yeast.—Boil two ounces best hops in four quarts }

ASHIONS

ofwater forhalf an hour; strain it and let it cool down to a ;
newemilk warmth ;then put in a quarter of a pound of salt,
and half pound of moist sugar; beat up one pound of fine
four with some of the liquor, and mix all well together.
This should be done on Monday.
On Wednesday add three
Bi
erage
F
pounds of potatoes, boiled and mashed; let it stand till
Thursday, then strain and bottle it for use, but do not cork
it till the yeast has done working. It must be stirred frequently while making, and kept ncar the fire. Before using,
ke the bottle well. It will keep in a cool place for two
@
O
~o
months, and is best at last. The bread made with this yeast
requires a longer time to rise in the sponge and in the dough
than when common yeast is use. Bakes best in tins.
To Render Walle Imperviou; to\ Rain—In many exposed
situations the cain, by violently beating upon the walls, will
penetrate them to a serious extent, and, in course ot time,
quite unsettle the brick-work.
For a remedy dissolve in
two gallons of water a pound and a half of the best mottled

soap, and with a plasterer’s brush lay the solution hot, but
notin a state of lather, on the outer surface of the wall,
Allow thisto dry for a day or more; then dissolve in four
gallons of water half a pound of alumn, and brush it over
the soap coating. These two coats combine to form a varnish
which the rain cannot penetrate.
Settled, dry weather is
the most favorable time to perform this operation.
Cherry Brandy.—To every pound of cherries allow half a
pound of powdered sugar, and sufficient brandy to cover
them. Be careful in selecting ripe, plump cherries, free
from bruises or marks; cut off the stalks quite short, and
half-fill a wide-mouthed bottle ;add sugar in the above proportions, and fill up with the best French brandy; cork and
seal the bottles, and place them on a tray, turning them
head downward every twelve hours, for ten days; they will
be fit for usaqin three months.
Ginger-Beer. Powders.— Powdered white sugar two drachms,
powdered ginger five grains, carbonate of soda twenty-six
grains. Mix,and wrap in blue paper; tartaric acid thirty
grains; wrap in white paper.
For use, dissolve each separately in half a glass of water; mix, and drink while
effervescing.
A Nice Way to Bake Apples.—Take nice, sour apples, dig
out the cores, place the apples in a deep dish or tin, fill the
cavities where the cores come out with sugar; pour a cup of
hot water in the tin; bake in a quick oven, and you will
have a healthful and palatable dish.
SANITARY.
Court Piaster.—This article, so. useful, and which is so
seldom found genuine, is very easily made, and the process
should be known in every household.
Soak bruised isinglass in a little warm water for twenty-four hours, then evaporate nefrly all the water by gentle heat; dissolve the residue ina little proof spirits of wine, and strain the whole
through a piece of open linen. The strained mass should
bea stiff jelly when cool, Now extend a piece of silk on a
wooden frame, and fix it tight with tacks or pack-thread.
Melt the jelly, and apply to the silk, thinly and evenly, with
a badger-hair brush. A second coating must be applied when
the first has dried. When both are dry, cover the whole
surface wiih coatings of balsam of Peru, applied in the same
way. Plaster thus made is very pliable and never breaks.
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Gaounp.—Redingote
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batiste,

worn withouta belt, Lew-crowned straw hat, with scarfof
blue, and half wreath
of flowers.
Fic, u.—Dgrss yor a LITTLE Girt, MADEOr

GRaY

AiL-

Woot Duraive.—Sack
coat confined at the waist by a scarlet sash. Gray straw hat, scarlet stockings, and black boots.
Fig. u1,—Carriace-Dress or Ligut-Green Sitk.—The
petticoat is of green silk, and has a bias flounce on the bottom, with three bias folds above. The upper-skirt is made
pointed, back dnd front, the edge cut in points, and em-

broidered by hand, with a cape cut and trimmed to match.
High hat, trimmed with pansies, and crepe scarf.
Fig. 1v.—Hovse-Dress oF PALE Onive SILK, made with
only one skirt, trimmed acrogs half its depth with a bias
band of blue-plum velvet, edged with a deep-netted fringe
of the same color. Plain, high waist, with a scarf of velvet
extending over one shoulder, and fastening with bow and
ends.on the left.side.
‘
Fie. v.—Waxking-Dress oF Ligut-Buvz Foviarp.—This
, skirt has four flatbands ofa darker shade put on three inches
apart; Poionaise looped only in the back; scallops edged
with a bias band of dark-blue and bullion fringe, made of
: of silk. Bonnet of white axd blue shined silk. White parasol.
Generat Remanxs.—aApril, ofall the months in the year,
may be termed dem#eaison. It is too late for velvet and
cloth, and too early for spring suits of light colors and materials. Old dresses may be altered and worn to great advantage, and some hints may be useful on this subject. We
predict that dress-skirts, fer both in and out-door wear, will
be made perfectly plain; that is, without flounces, bands, or
piping. Of course, this style of skirt will bring the basque
again into vogue; also, the sleeveless jackets, called waistcoats. These waistcoats are of different material, or else a
darker shade than the coat sleeves of the basque. They may
be made as part of the garment, or else separate, and added,
after for warmth.
The latter plan is adapted for very slight
figures. The only trimming admitted is one or two thick
cords of silk as an edge. Colored silk jackets are much
worn with black dresses. Black cashmere, over-dresses,
basques,
and Polonaises, have also colored jackets.
Po.onaises of black grenadine, striped their entire length
with lines of gimp studded with jet, are extremely pretty.
Jet this year will be used with lavish hand. Cashmere Polonaises are made with jet chatelaine bags. The open squares
of dress bodies are bordered with bands of crepe and a jet
fringe. A similar ornamentation on the basques. Mourning
dresses for morning wear, are made of fine black cashmere.
There is great variety in the style of arranging the hair at
present. The hair is combed upward, leaving the nape of
the neck entirely free, and massed on the crown and front of
the head, where it is arranged in a thousand different ways.
Young girls often tie their hair at the top of the head, then
plait it in single braid, which hangs low on the back, simply
tied at the end with ribbon, like a Chinaman!
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FASHIONS.

Fig. .—Svit ror a Boy or Frve Years.—Pants and jacket
of dark-bine summer-cloth.
Silk stockings and low shoes.
Fig, 1.—SviT ror A Girt or Tarer Years, made of pique
Spermaceti Ointment —This is a cooling and healing ointment for wounds.
Take a quarter of an ounce of white
braided, cut out in the neck.
Fic. 111.—D ress ror 4 Girt or Ten YEARS, MADE OF P1.Aipwax, and half an ounce of spermaceti, (which is a hard, white
CasHMERE.—The apron over-skirt has long ends, which hang
material,)and put them in a small basin, with two ounces
on either side, trimmed with fringe, and velvet studded with
of almond oil, Place the basin by the side of the fire till the
wax and spermaceti are dissolved. When cold, the oint- r steel buttons; waist trimmed to match.
ment is ready for use. This is an article which it is much
Fro. 1v.—Surt ror A Grrt or Srx.—Polonaise and skirt
better to make than to purchase. When yon make it yourself,
made of blue cashmere ; a ruffle on the edgeof the skirt.
you know that it has no irritating or inferior materials in it. Sailor hat of straw, with wing on the right side,
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
Any
Hardens
and
MInvigorates
the
Gums ,
Purifies
and Perfumes
the Breath;

cODON
COLGATE

Cleanses,

Use
the

it daily,
and
your
teeth
will be
last of Nature’s
gifts to fail you,
Sold
by all Druggists.

& COMPANY’S
CASHMERE

GioVE-FITTING CORSETS
THOMSON’S

OVER 150,000 HOUSES
PAINTED

WITH THE

Averill Chemisal Paint

y
}

READ THE FOLLLOWING:
W. P. Dockray, Esq., Jacksonville, Fla., writes : “The
Averill Chemical Paint which I put on my house three
= since, looks better to-day than houses which have only
nm painted one year with lead and oil.”
Wm. 8. Durbon, Esq., of Darien Centre, N. Y., writes:
“The paint you sent me two years ago, remains as bright
and handsome as when first applied, and, in my opinion, its
durability and present appearance fully justifies all you
claim for it.”
Hundreds of testimonials from owners of the finest
residences in the country, with Sample Card of colors, farnished free by dealers generally, and by the

AVERILL CHEMICAL PAINT CO.,
Barli:
Slip,
New York; or, 182 Su
rior Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
INKLEY FAMILY KNITTER.
Best in
Needle. Agents Wanted. a
ing. HIN
Y¥ K. M. Co., Bath,M

KIDDER’ §, PASTILLES,

Use.

in actual cost, and

COLTON'S S-E.V ES?

BEST
Perfect in cut, choice in colors. Quality not excelled.
Admitted by all to be superior to any other

Glove sold in this market.
These ———
Gloves are destined to becomea
—
Thomson’s Patent Glove-Fitting
Corse
THOMSON, LANGDON & CO., N. Y.
Pearl’s White Glycerine pene
trates the skin Meregg be

mage =)a er —
or upon
the
i
leaving
it smoot
soft ua qllabto. For
Hands, Rough or Chafed Skin,

$42
rAWyAired Mes
Madame Foy's Corset Skint Supporter
A MONTHI
Expenses paid.

it is the best thing in the world.

yet.

Of the CHOICEST FRUITS and SPICES.

Horse and carriage furnished.
H. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

For Health, Comfort, 7 Style,

Sold at 299 Broadway, New
York, and by all druggists.

GRAY’S
UNION CHARTS
For Cutting All Kinds of Clothing.

They are intended for family use. Warranted to cut all
sizes and styles perfectly accurate.
Will last a life-time.
Full directions sent with them,

Sent to any address on receipt

Ladies’ we

of rice.

Boys’ Sack Coat, Vest Chart, $1, eac

Pants, or Men’s Sack

$1.50, ‘each, or,‘fullset,

five chait,$5,AGENTS
WANTED.
Address,
UNION CHART 00., Greenville, Mercer Co., Pa,

Is acknowledged
THE BEST ARTICLE of the kind, ever made.
Numerous a
in its favor are being
received
all parts of the United
States.

PRic bE

LADY AGENTS WANTED.
HARMON, BALDWIN & FOY,
Soe MANUPACTURERS,
New HM
Conn
ARNotp & BANNING, New
York.
D. B. Fisk & Co., Chicago, Agents

satisfaction.

THOMSON’'s

One

Cost but little more than other Flayoring Extracts,

BECAUSE

For sale by all First-class
dealers.
See that the name,
THOMSON,
and the Trade
Mark, a CROWN, are stamped
on every pair.

A sure relief
re i=< ae
BEST

Why do they constantly increase
in favor everywhere?

perfect

Stowe.u & Co.,C!

SAVING

PATENT

every Lady who once buys them
will have no other, as they give

It Costs Less and Wears Longert
than the Best White Lead,

A great

BOUQUET,

BOUQUET SOAP,
FOR THE TOILET.

ARE YOU GOING TO PAINT?

mail,

Preserves - the

& Co’s

CASHMERE

32

and

TEETH.

EXTRACT

COLGATE

Beautifies

S290),

You ask WHY
we can sell First
Class 7 Octave Pianos for $290
. We answer—It
costs less than
Piano sol
of whom make
profit.
We have
no Agents, Sac ship direct to families_at Facey price, and warrant
5 Years. Send for IHustrated cir-

cular, in which we Tefer te over

Bankers,

Merchants,

&c. (some of whom you may_know), using our Pianos,
in 44 aga and Territories. Please state where you saw
|

* U.S. Plano Co., 865 Broadway, N.Y:

VES,

time,

